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GEORGE M. BILLINGSLEY TENNIS CENTER 
AND DILLS INDOOR STADIUM
 The inside cover features the George M. Billingsley Tennis Center, the home of 10 plexi-paved outdoor 
courts and the site of the 2008 Men’s Tennis SEC Championship. 
 The former Varsity Courts were rennovated into the Billingsley Tennis Center in 2008. The rennova-
tions include a player lounge, a plaza entry, a scoreboard for the main courts, skyboxes overlooking the 
indoor and outdoor courts and elevated stadium seating for the outdoor courts.  
 Unlike many other programs acround the country, Arkansas’ tennis team takes advantage of facilities 
which give the Razorbacks an opportunity to play and practice 365 days a year, regardless of the weather.
 The University of Arkansas’ Dills Indoor Stadium was originally constructed in 1982, but it was exten-
sively renovated in 2001, giving the Razorbacks one of the finest indoor facilities in the nation.
 The stadium was renamed and dedicated on April 30, 2002, in honor of Jane Dills Morgan and Nancy 
Dills Lee, along with Ewell Lee, who made a sizeable donation in the name of Robert “Bob” and Lucile 
Dills. They were early and long-time supporters of the Razorback program.
 The stadium originally included just four courts, but the renovations increased that number to six. 
Other improvements included a new ceiling and insulation system, 96 new lamps, resurfacing of all the 
courts and six electronic scoreboards.
 The Dills Indoor Stadium also houses new and renovated coaches offices, player locker rooms and 
training rooms.
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MEDIA RELATIONS
 The media relations offices at the University of 
Arkansas are under the direction of Zack Higbee, Phil 
Pierce and Jeri Thorpe, Associate Directors for Media 
Relations.Our offices are located on the North side 
of Barnhill Arena.
ON THE WEB
 ArkansasRazorbacks.com is a one-stop source for 
fans and media members. All press releases and sta-
tistics are posted on the web site as well as highlight 
video packages with post-match quotes.
CREDENTIALS
 Media credentials for men’s tennis events may 
be obtained by contacting LaToya Gulley. Creden-
tials may be picked up at the Athletic Media Rela-
tions offices up to the day of the event.
EMAIL UPDATES
 Members of the media may request that they be 
added to the Arkansas Media Relations email list. 
List members receive match stories, stats, updates 
and other information via email. Please contact 
LaToya Gulley to be added to the list.
INTERVIEW POLICY
 All interviews with scheduled athletes and 
coaches must be arranged through Athletic Media 
Relations. Phone interviews with out-of-town me-
dia are encouraged and can also be arranged. The 
coaching staff is generally available in its offices 
weekdays between 9 a.m. and noon. All requests 
for information should be made to LaToya Gulley 
in the Athletic Media Relations office. The Arkansas 
locker room is closed to media at all times.
OLYMPIC SPORT PRESS CONFERENCE
     The Razorbacks host a weekly press conference on 
Tuesday afternoons at 1 p.m. in the Barnhill Arena 
interview room. Head coach Robert Cox attends 
these conferences to talk about Arkansas’ upcoming 
schedule and previous results.
POST-MATCH INTERVIEWS
 Head coach Robert Cox is available at the con-
clusion of each match for interviews. Interviews are 
arranged through an AMR staff member and are 
conducted court side.
PARKING
 Parking is open for all men’s tennis events after 
5 p.m. and on weekends. For events on weekdays, 
earlier than 5 p.m. fans may obtain a visitor’s pass 
from the University of Arkansas Transit and Parking 
office.
GENERAL INFORMATION
Location ......................................... Fayetteville, Ark.
Founded ...........................................March 27, 1871
Enrollment ..................................................... 21,406
Nickname ................................................ Razorbacks
Colors ........................................Cardinal and White
Affiliation ....................................... NCAA Division I
Conference ................................Southeastern (West)
Chancellor .............................Dr.  G. David Gearhart
Athletics Director ........................................Jeff Long
Athletics Department. .........................479-575-6533
Ticket Office.............................................. 479-575-5151
Facility.....George M. Billingsley Tennis Center (1,500)
  Dills Indoor Stadium (1,000)
Year Opened ............Billingsley Tennis Center, 2008
  Dills Indoor Stadium, 2002
TENNIS STAFF
Head Coach .............................................Robert Cox
Alma Mater (Year) ........................... Arkansas (1978)
Years at Arkansas ................................................... 23
Office Phone........................................479-575-2758
Assistant Coach ............................... Eduardo Rincon
Alma Mater (Year) ................... Valdosta State (2005)
TEAM INFORMATION
2010 Dual Record ............................................. 10-16
2010 SEC Finish .................................................12th
2010 NCAA Finish .............................................73rd
Letterwinners Returning/Lost ..............................7/3
All-Americans Returning/Lost .............................0/0 
Newcomers .............................................................. 1
 Michael Nott
 
ATHLETIC MEDIA RELATIONS
Men’s Tennis Contact ........................ LaToya Gulley
Office Phone........................................479-575-3114
 Cell Phone ......................................479-799-5646
 Fax ..................................................479-575-7410
 Email ......................................... lgulley@uark.edu
Assoc. AD - New Media ............................. Bill Smith 
Assoc. MRD ...................................... Robby Edwards
Assoc. MRD ........................................... Zack Higbee
Assoc. MRD .............................................. Phil Pierce
Assoc. MRD ............................................. Jeri Thorpe
Asst. MRD .............................................. Chad Crunk
Asst. MRD ............................................. Zach Lawson
Asst. MRD ....................................... Derek Satterfield
Intern .............................................Patrick Crawford
Intern ................................................. LaToya Gulley
Intern ............................................. Stephanie Taylor
Website ..............................ArkansasRazorbacks.com
COVER
The cover of the 2011 Arkansas men’s tennis media guide 
features senior Nick Spinazze, head coach Robert Cox, se-
nior Chris Nott and Matt Hogan. Photography by Wesley 
Hitt. Design by Andrew Reynolds.
CREDITS
The 2011 Arkansas men’s tennis media guide was writ-
ten, edited and designed by LaToya Gulley. Editorial as-
sistance provided by Associate Director for Media Rela-
tions Robby Edwards and Assistant Athletic Director for 
New Media Bill Smith. Current team photography by 
Wesley Hitt. 
MEDIA INFORMATION
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2011 RAZORBACK ROSTER
NAME YEAR HT.     WT.              HOMETOWN (PREVIOUS SCHOOL)
Hall Fess RSo. 6-0      160              Little Rock, Ark.(Little Rock Christian Academy) 
Taj Harrison RJr. 6-2      188     Kansas City, Kan. (Johnson Co. CC/Bishop Meige HS)
Matthew Hogan Sr. 5-11    172                              Canberra, Australia (Canberra School)
Gregoire Lehmann So.          5-8      150                Aix En Provence, France (Lycee Vauvenargues) 
Chris Nott Sr.           6-1      168                    Chorley, England (Bolton School Boys Division)
Michael Nott Fr.           6-4      170                       Chorley, England (Rivington and Backrod HS)
Nicholas Spinazze Sr.           6-0      175                                   Shreveport, La. (Miami Online HS)
Matt Walters Jr.  6-4      182                                      Jonesboro, Ark. (Valley View HS)
Mike Ward So.          6-0      161                                        Knutsford, England (Lymm HS)
Nikolas Zogaj Jr. 5-9      165                            Antwerp, Belgium (Institut Dechamps)
Head Coach: Robert Cox (24th season, Alma Mater: Arkansas)
Assistant Coach: Eduardo Rincon (3rd season, Alma Mater: Valdosta State)
THE 2011 RAZORBACKS. FRONT ROW (L-R):  GREGOIRE LEHMANN, NIKOLAS ZOGAJ, NICK 
SPINAZZE, MATT HOGAN. BACK ROW (L-R): MICHAEL NOTT, CHRIS NOTT, TAJ HARRISON, HALL 
FESS, MATT WALTERS, MIKE WARD.
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2011 OUTLOOK: HOME COURT BIG ADVANTAGE
 Head coach Robert Cox hopes the home court advantage 
pays off for his Razorbacks in 2011.
 Arkansas has one of the best homes in all of college tennis 
with the Dills Indoor Stadium and the Billingsley Outdoor Cen-
ter, and the Razorbacks are home for 14 of 23 dual matches in 
2011.
 In 2010, 18 of 26 matches were against teams ranked No. 
52 in the nation or higher, including seven ranked No. 11 or 
higher. This year’s schedule is tough as well, but that comes 
with being in the premier tennis league in the country – the 
Southeastern Conference. SEC play and a tough non-confer-
ence schedule prepare the Hogs for the NCAA Tournament.
 “Our main goal this season is to return to the NCAA Tour-
nament,” said Cox. “We’ve gone through a little bit of a drought 
and we are ready to get back on track. I know we have what it 
takes to achieve that goal and we also have student-athletes 
that share that goal.”
 In addition to a good home schedule, which includes non-
conference contests against Iowa, UNLV, Oklahoma, Tulsa and 
SMU, Cox returns six lettermen who won 10 or more matches 
last year.
 “We’ve got a perfect schedule,” said Cox. “We have several 
home matches to begin the year. They will be tough, but at least 
they will be tough at home. It will be an exciting start.”
 The top returnees are senior Chris Nott, senior Matt Hogan, 
junior Matt Walters and sophomore Gregoire Lehmann.
 “We are led by three good seniors that have been great Ra-
zorbacks,” said Cox. “Matt Hogan, Chris Nott and Nick Spinaz-
ze all want to finish out their final year strong and end it at 
the NCAA Tournament. It’s refreshing to see these guys work so 
hard together to achieve their goal.“
 Nott earned second-team All-SEC honors last year after 
leading the team in singles and doubles victories. Going 10-
11 at the No. 1 position, he was 17-16 overall in singles. In 
doubles, he teamed with Dmitry Lebedev to go 10-8 at No. 1, 
and was 22-14 overall.
 Hogan was 5-4 at No. 3 and 12-17 overall in singles. Walters 
was 3-1 at No. 5 and 6-4 at No. 6, and 13-11 in singles overall. 
He was also 14-12 in doubles. Hogan and Walters teamed for a 
9-6 doubles record at No. 2.
MATT HOGAN
GREGOIRE LEHMANN & NIKOLAS 
ZOGAJ 
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 Lehmann joined the team at mid-term. With no fall season 
to prepare for the spring, he stepped into the singles lineup. 
Playing as high as No. 2, going 2-0 at the position, he was 14-6 
overall, including a combined 12-5 at No. 4 and No. 5.
 Sophomore Mike Ward also returns after earning a spot in 
the singles lineup 13 times as a freshman. He went 1-0 at No. 1, 
but played mostly at No. 6, where he was 5-1. Overall, he was 
14-7 in singles and 8-8 in doubles.
 Nott led the team with his 17 singles victories, but Leh-
mann and Ward tied for second with 14, and Walters was fourth 
with 13, giving Cox the top four wins leaders from last season.
 In addition, junior Nikolas Zogaj won 10 matches, playing 
anywhere from No. 2 to No. 6 in the order. 
 Other returnees are Spinnaze, who was 2-0 in the spring 
and 6-6 for the year; junior Taj Harrison, who redshirted in 
2010; and sophomore Hall Fess.
 Cox welcomed one newcomer in the fall, freshman Mi-
chael Nott, the brother of Chris.
 
 Michael saw a lot of action in the fall to prepare for the 
spring, going 7-10 in singles and 6-6 in doubles. He tied Har-
rison for the highest victory total on the team. Harrison was 7-6 
in singles and 4-5 in doubles.
 Fess and Lehmann recorded the best fall records at 5-2, fol-
lowed by Ward at 6-3, Hogan at 5-3, Harrison at 7-6, Chris Nott 
at 4-4 and Zogaj at 6-7.
 Fall highlights included Lehmann winning his flight at the 
Miami Invitational, defeating players from Miami, South Flori-
da and Florida Atlantic. He also advanced to the third round of 
the USTA/ITA Central Region Championship. Zogaj advanced 
to the semifinals of the UNLV Invitational. Mike Nott won his 
flight at the Purdue invitational and began his freshman season 
with a 5-0 record. 
 In doubles, Chris Nott and Hogan were 5-3 and ranked as 
high as No. 37 in the nation. They advanced to the semifinals 
of the USTA/ITA Central Regional Championship.
2011 SCHEDULE
 DATE EVENT LOCATION TIME 
 JAN. 21-23 AUBURN QUAD AUBURN, ALA. TBA
 JAN. 28 UNLV FAYETTEVILLE 5:30 P.M.
 JAN. 30 SMU FAYETTEVILLE 1 P.M.
 FEB. 11 IOWA FAYETTEVILLE 1 P.M
 FEB. 13  SANTA CLARA FAYETTEVILLE 10 A.M.
 FEB. 18 OKLAHOMA  FAYETTEVILLE 5:30 P.M.
 FEB. 20 TULSA FAYETTEVILLE 1 P.M.
 FEB. 26  FRESNO STATE LAS VEGAS, NEV. 1 P.M.
 FEB. 27 UNLV  LAS VEGAS, NEV. 10 A.M.
 MARCH 4 SOUTH CAROLINA* COLUMBIA, S.C. 1:30 P.M.
 MARCH 6 FLORIDA* GAINESVILLE, FLA. 1:30 P.M.
 MARCH 11 MISSISSIPPI STATE* FAYETTEVILLE 1 P.M.
 MARCH 13 OLE MISS * FAYETTEVILLE  1 P.M.
 MARCH 16 WICHITA STATE FAYETTEVILLE 3 P.M.
 MARCH 19 TENNESSEE * KNOXVILLE, TENN.  TBA
 MARCH 23 ORAL ROBERTS FAYETTEVILLE 11 A.M.
 ST. LOUIS FAYETTEVILLE 3 P.M.
 MARCH 26 GEORGIA* FAYETTEVILLE 1 P.M.
 APRIL 1 ALABAMA* FAYETTEVILLE 1 P.M.
 APRIL 3 AUBURN* FAYETTEVILLE 1 P.M.
 APRIL 8 KENTUCKY* LEXINGTON, KY. TBA
 APRIL 10 VANDERBILT* NASHVILLE, TENN. TBA
 APRIL 16 LSU* BATON ROUGE, LA. TBA
 APRIL 21-24       SEC CHAMPIONSHIP  GAINESVILLE, FLA. ALL DAY
 MAY 13-14 NCAA 1ST & 2ND ROUND CAMPUS SITES TBA 
 MAY 19-30 NCAA CHAMPIONSHIP PALO ALTO, CALIF. TBA 
 * DENOTES CONFERENCE MATCH
COACHES AND SUPPORT STAFF
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 Entering his 24th season as the head coach at the Uni-
versity of Arkansas, Robert Cox guided the Razorbacks to 
almost 40 percent of their all-time victory total.
 The all-time leading winner in program history, Cox 
added to his total last year and has 286 career wins with 
the Hogs. In his 23 years, he has led Arkansas to nine NCAA 
Tournament appearances, to six regional finals and to the 
Round of 16 once. He has had 13 seasons with 12 or more 
victories, had 11 teams end the year ranked in the top 35 in 
the nation and produced 13 All-America selections.
 As a program, which began in 1955, the university has 
746 all-time victories. Cox’s 286 wins represent 38.3 percent 
of that total.
 Under Cox, the Razorbacks were ranked in the nation’s 
top 30 at some point during every season from 1980-2007 
with the exception of one season (2000). Arkansas finished 
with final national rankings of No. 18 in 1988, No. 19 in ’89, 
No. 17 in ’92, No. 22 in ’93, No. 27 in ’94, No. 35 in ’95, No. 
34 in ’98, No. 25 in ‘01, No. 24 in ‘02, No. 39 in ‘03, No. 24 
in ‘04 and No. 22 in ‘06.
 In addition to the All-America selections, Cox has had 
23 All-SEC selections and seven SWC champions, two ITA 
national champions, two ITA No. 1-ranked singles players 
and one ITA No. 1-ranked doubles team.
 In 2010, Chris Nott added to the total as the junior 
earned All-SEC honors and helped the Razorbacks record 
wins over No. 41 South Carolina and No. 52 Columbia.
 In 2009, senior Blake Strode went 27-12, earned All-
America honors and was the SEC Scholar-Athlete of the Year. 
He ended the year ranked No. 13 and advanced to the semi-
finals of the NCAA Championship.
 The 2008 club recorded wins over No. 22 Vanderbilt, 
No. 33 Oklahoma and No. 49 Mississippi State on the way 
to 12 victories.
 Strode was a first-team All-SEC selection in 2007, but 
the highlight of the year was a group of former Razorbacks 
coming together for a ceremony to rename center court at 
the newly christened and renovated George M. Billingsley 
Tennis Center in Cox’s honor. 
 In 2006, Cox led the Hogs to the regional finals and 18 
victories, the most by a UA squad since 1989. Arkansas won 
the ITA Central Region Team Championship and advanced 
to the ITA National Indoor Championship. Cox, the 2006 
ITA Central Region Coach of the Year, earned his 350th ca-
reer win on April 7, 2006, at Auburn. The Razorbacks fin-
ished with a No. 22 national ranking. Adrian Zguns was 26-
12 and earned All-America and All-SEC honors, and Strode 
and Matt Roberts were named to All-SEC teams.
 Rohan Gajjar and Roberts earned All-SEC honors in 
2005 after Roberts went 26-9 and Gajjar 21-15. 
 In 2004, Cox was named the ITA Central Region Coach 
of the Year for leading the Razorbacks to a 16-10 finish, a 
No. 24 final ranking by the ITA and into the NCAA Tourna-
ment’s Round of 16 for the first time since 1986. He also 
became UA’s all-time victories leader with a 6-1 victory at 
Hawaii on March 12. The win was his 219th at Arkansas and 
moved him past Tom Pucci, Cox’s coach at Arkansas.
 Only the second coach in school history with 100 wins, 
Cox has coached eight All-Americans in Mike Brown, Tim 
Crichton, Euan McGinn, Tom Hamilton, Marcus Hilpert, 
Oskar Johansson, Adrians Zguns and Strode.
 Under Cox’s guidance, Johansson became the most re-
cent Arkansas player to capture a national title and earn a 
No. 1 ranking in 2001.
Robert Cox’s Career Coaching Record
Year School Record Pct. NCAAs ITA Top 40
1985-87  Tyler JC  108-25 .811 
1988 Arkansas  18-6 .750  18
1989 Arkansas  19-8 .704  19
1990 Arkansas  10-14 .417 
1991 Arkansas  18-8 .692  
1992 Arkansas  13-8 .619  17
1993 Arkansas  11-13 .458  22
1994 Arkansas  15-11 .577 Regional Finals 27
1995 Arkansas  13-12 .520 1st round 35
1996 Arkansas  7-16 .304   
1997 Arkansas  14-12 .538 Regional Finals
1998 Arkansas  12-12 .500 Regional Finals 34
1999 Arkansas  11-12 .480   
2000 Arkansas  6-15 .286 
2001 Arkansas  16-10 .615 Regional Finals 25
2002 Arkansas  15-10 .600 Regional Finals  24
2003 Arkansas  11-15 .423 1st round 39
2004 Arkansas  16-10 .615 Sweet 16 24
2005 Arkansas  4-17 .235  
2006 Arkansas  18-11 .620 Regional Finals 22
2007 Arkansas  7-22 .241 
2008 Arkansas  12-13 .480
2009 Arkansas  10-14      .417                                        
2010 Arkansas  10-16  .385
Overall  26 years 384-300 .558 9 NCAAs       12 top-40  
     rankings
At UA 23 years 286-285 .501 9 NCAAs 12 top-40  
     rankings
COACHES AND SUPPORT STAFF
ROBERT COX
HEAD COACH 
24TH SEASON
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 Cox also guided Crichton and Hamilton to the National 
Clay Court Doubles title and automatic berth in the NCAA 
Championship in 1996. Also in 1996, the partners held the 
nation’s top doubles ranking for most of the season and be-
came the first Razorback pair to secure the top spot since 
Peter Doohan and Pat Serret won the NCAA doubles cham-
pionship in 1982. 
 The same duo reached the finals of the National Clay 
Court Championship again in 1997. 
 For their efforts, Crichton and Hamilton earned both 
All-America and All-SEC honors in 1997 and 1998.
 Cox also coached Zguns in the Round of 16 at the NCAA 
Championship, and to All-America honors and a No. 18 fi-
nal ranking in 2006. In 2009, Cox coached Strode into the 
semifinals of the NCAA Championship and automatic All-
America honors.
 Strode also became the first person to win the U.S. Open 
Qualifying Tournament and earned a spot in the qualifying 
draw for the Open in 2010.
 Taking the reins of the UA program in 1988, Cox turned 
around a team that had gone 9-16 the year before and won 
the Southwest Conference championship with an 18-6 re-
cord. He was the 1988 ITA Region VI Coach of the Year.
 Cox followed with a second SWC title in 1989, guiding 
the Hogs to a 19-8 finish. 
 Cox claimed his 300th career victory with the 5-2 win at 
Texas-San Antonio on March 20, 2002.
Cox began his collegiate career at Tyler Junior College in Ty-
ler, Texas, earning All-America honors in doubles for legend-
ary junior college coach Fred Kniffen. While Cox was a regu-
lar in the singles lineup, he and Apache partner Ray Anders 
reached the finals of the National Junior College doubles 
championships in 1976, earning All-America honors. Cox 
transferred to Arkansas after his sophomore season, and as a 
player for the Razorbacks in 1977 and 1978, he was a part of 
squads that produced a 48-10 record under Pucci.
 After earning a business administration degree in the 
fall of 1978, the Palestine, Texas, native spent a year as the 
head pro at Willow Brook Country Club in Tyler. Cox then 
left Tyler to travel the ATP tennis circuit, playing in Europe. 
 Cox also earned a No. 6 ranking in 1979 among Texas 
men and has more than 70 tournament victories to his cred-
it. The high point of Cox’s on-court career came when he 
competed in the 1980 U.S. Open mixed doubles qualifying 
tournament.
 Cox taught at the Kansas City Country Club in Mission 
Hills, Kan., until going to Tyler Junior College as the head 
tennis coach for both the men and women’s squads. Dur-
ing his time at TJC, Cox led the men’s team to the NJCAA 
national championship in 1985 while the women claimed 
the title in 1987. The women’s team also collected a pair of 
national runner-up finishes under Cox. 
 For his efforts, Cox was named the National Junior Col-
lege Men’s Coach of the Year and the National JC Women’s 
Coach of the Year in 1985 and 1987, respectively. In his ten-
ure, TJC captured six regional titles and produced 31 All-
America selections. When he left TJC to coach at Arkansas, 
Cox became one of the few coaches to coach at both of his 
alma maters.
 Throughout his playing career, Cox received instruc-
tion from many of the top tennis instructors in the country. 
From his start in the game under the tutelage of his father, 
Dr. Robert Cox Sr., and of high school coach Marley Styner, 
Cox not only improved his on-court talents, but also gained 
an intricate knowledge of tennis that aids him in coaching.
 Cox has a master’s degree in business administration 
from the University of Texas at Tyler. He is married to the 
former Meredith Rooney of Little Rock. Meredith is currently 
employed by the Springdale School District serving as a liter-
ary coach. His 27-year-old daughter, Afton, is a 2004 gradu-
ate of the University of Arkansas and received her master’s 
degree in education in 2005. She is currently in her fourth 
year of teaching at Southwest Junior High in Springdale.
COACHES AND SUPPORT STAFF
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Cox in a Capsule
As a Coach:
• Holds the longest tenure of any Razorback tennis  
 coach
• More than 380 career victories
• UA’s all-time victories leader with 286
• Only second coach in Arkansas history to reach  
 100 wins
• Top 20 for all-time wins among active coaches
• Coached the Hogs to nine NCAA Tournament   
 berths in the last 17 years
• Graduated all of his players who have completed  
 their athletic eligibility
• Coached 33 All-Americans (eight at Arkansas,
 25 at TJC), 22 All-SEC selections (11 different
 players) and seven Southwest Conference
 individual champions
• Coached Oskar Johansson to an ITA    
 National Clay Court singles championship (2000)  
 and a No. 1 ITA singles ranking (2001)
• Coached the duo of Tim Crichton and Tom
 Hamilton to an ITA National Clay Court doubles
 title (1996) and a No. 1 ITA doubles ranking
 (1997)
• Coached Blake Strode (2009) and Marcus Hilpert  
 (1994) to the semifinals of the NCAA Champion- 
 ships
• Coached Mike Brown to a No. 1 ITA ranking
 (1989)
• Led Arkansas to 18 wins in 2006, including
 winning the ITA Central Region Team Champion
• Coached Arkansas to the Sweet 16 of the 2004   
 NCAA Tournament
• Coached Arkansas to the 2002 ITA Central
 Region V tournament championship
• Named 2004 & 2006 ITA Central Region V Coach  
 of the Year
• Led the Razorbacks to Southwest Conference   
 titles in 1988 and 1989
• 1988 ITA Region VI Coach of the Year
• Led Tyler (Texas) JC to the 1985 NJCAA men’s   
 national championship
• Named NJCAA National Coach of the Year (1985)
• Led Tyler (Texas) JC to the 1987 NJCAA women’s  
 national championship
• Named NJCAA National Coach of the Year (1987)
• Coached the 1987 NJCAA women’s singles
 champion and the men’s national runner-up at  
 TJC
As a Player:
• All-American at Tyler Junior College
• At Arkansas, part of squads that produced a
 combined record of 48-10
• Played on the ATP pro circuit in 1979 and 1980
COACHES AND SUPPORT STAFF
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 Eduardo Rincon joined the Razorbacks as the as-
sistant coach for men’s tennis in the summer of 2008. 
He has made an impact on the program and is highly 
respected among colleges and coaches. His experience 
and expertise make him a key factor to the success of 
the Razorback program.
 At Arkansas, he’s helped coach two All-Southeast-
ern Conference selections in Blake Strode and Chris 
Nott, and one All-American (Strode). Strode advanced 
to the semifinals of the NCAA individual champion-
ship.
 Prior to Arkansas, Rincon worked for three years as 
the assistant women’s tennis coach at the University 
of Alabama.
  During his three seasons at Alabama, Rincon was 
instrumental in guiding the Crimson Tide to an ap-
pearance in the NCAA Championship and a top-40 
final season ranking. He helped guide the team to a 
berth in the 2006 NCAA Championship, a year in 
which the team finished the season with a No. 39 na-
tional ranking. He also coached several ranked players 
during his stay at Alabama.
 Successful in his playing career as well, Rincon was 
a three-time All-American at Valdosta State Universi-
ty. To compliment his three All-America selections, he 
was awarded the Mid-South Conference Player of the 
Year honor in 2002. 
 As a senior in 2005, he finished with top-five 
rankings in both singles and doubles and won the 
2004 ITA/Arthur Ashe Leadership and Sportsmanship 
Award. He reached the No. 1 ranking in both singles 
and doubles at different points during his career. 
 For his accomplishments on and off the court, 
Rincon was also named the 2004 Male Athlete 
of the Year at Valdosta State.
 His playing career also featured appearances in 
ATP Tour events. As a native of Colombia, he 
played in the Davis Cup from 1997-2001 for 
his country where he competed against play-
ers like former world No. 1 Marcelo Rios and 
Guillermo Canas, who has been ranked as high 
as No. 8 in his career. During that same span, 
he played on the satellite and challenger levels 
in over 30 countries. Rincon has also held ATP 
rankings in both singles and doubles.
 Born March 22, 1976, Rincon is married to the 
former Rosemary Ramsey. The couple has two 
daughters, Ana Maria and Kathryn Cristina. 
Tennis is a large part of Rincon’s family. His 
brother Mario is the head coach of the men’s 
tennis team at the University of Miami, and he 
and brother José have worked with world-class 
tennis players including Mary Pierce and Anna 
Kournikova.
COACHES AND SUPPORT STAFF
EDUARDO RINCON
ASSISTANT COACH
THIRD SEASON
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COACHES AND SUPPORT STAFF
  LaToya Gulley is in her first year with the Univer-
sity of Arkansas media relations department. Gulley 
joined the Razorbacks in August 2010 as a student 
intern.  The primary contact for the Razor-
backs’ men’s tennis team, Gulley also assists with 
women’s tennis, football and basketball.  
 Gulley recently completed her master’s of educa-
tion degree in sport management at the University 
of Arkansas.
 Gulley earned her bachelor’s of science degree 
in leadership and communication from Texas A&M 
University in 2008. She was a member of Texas 
A&M’s women’s basketball team from 2004-08. 
 Originally from Fayetteville, Ark., Gulley is the 
eldest child of Fred and Verlyn Gulley. Gulley has a 
younger brother, Fred, who is a sophomore at Okla-
homa State University.
 Robbie Simonek is in his second year with the Ra-
zorbacks and is working with the men’s tennis team and 
spirit squads. 
 Simonek came to the Razorbacks after serving as a 
student assistant athletic trainer for volleyball, football, 
swimming, baseball, cross-country and women’s volley-
ball, and fall basketball at Henderson State University.   
 In 2006, Simonek was a student athletic trainer at the 
Division II NCAA Women’s Elite Eight basketball tourna-
ment in Hot Springs, Ark. 
 While at Henderson State University, Simonek earned 
his bachelor’s of science degree in athletic training.  
 He is from Wills Point, Texas. 
LATOYA GULLEY
MEDIA RELATIONS
ROBBIE SIMONEK
ATHLETIC TRAINER
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SPRING 2010: During singles play Matt Hogan collected six wins, 
including a singles win against LSU. In doubles competition, Hogan 
accumulated 10 wins, nine of which were with partner Matt Walters. 
The two recorded a win against Tulsa. By the end of the season, the 
duo was ranked No. 84. Hogan completed the year with an overall 
record of 12-17 in singles and 14-13 in doubles competition.
FALL 2009: During the fall season, Hogan defeated Carlos Alvarez 
of Clemson. He also picked up three straight wins at the HEB Baylor 
Invitational.  Throughout the fall season, Hogan accrued six singles 
wins and four doubles wins with partners Christopher Nott and Matt 
Walters. This included a doubles win over a No. 53 ranked Virginia 
Tech duo.
SPRING 2009: Hogan started the season strong with a top 50 ranking, 
winning seven of his first 10 matches at the No. 2 position. Against 
No. 57 Oklahoma, Hogan battled David Pultr for the win, 7-5, 7-6 
(4), to give Arkansas a lead, 3-2.  With his win over Jaime Cuellar, he 
helped the team defeat No. 17 South Carolina on their home court. 
In doubles, Hogan paired with Blake Strode and Dmitry Ledebev, 
totaling 16 wins for the Razorbacks. He and Strode started off the 
season victorious over No. 10 Auburn in the No. 1 position. The duo 
picked up wins over No. 20 Virginia Tech, No. 45 Texas A&M and 
No. 58 Vanderbilt.  Hogan and Lebedev were 4-1 in doubles for the 
season. Hogan finished the season 11-12 in singles and with a 16-13 
doubles record.
FALL 2008: Ranked No. 125 to begin the fall, Hogan defeated No. 81 
Maor Zirkin of Drake, 6-3, 6-4, at the ITA Central Regional to advance 
to the finals and qualify for the ITA Indoor Championship. His tri-
umphant match play and consecutive wins earned him a career high 
ranking at No. 39 as a sophomore. In doubles, Hogan teamed with 
Strode and the duo finished the fall season 5-3, including a victory 
over Nebraska, advancing them to the semi-finals at the ITA Central 
Regional.
 
SPRING 2008: A mid-year addition, Hogan made an immediate im-
pact, winning nine of his first 10 matches. With his 12-12 record, he 
was one of six Razorbacks with double-digit win totals. In his first 
MATT HOGAN
SENIOR
5-11
CANBERRA, AUSTRALIA
CANBERRA SCHOOL
dual match, against No. 69 Fresno State, Hogan beat Danny Fafek, 
6-7(5), 7-6(4), 6-4. Hogan opened conference play with a 6-3, 6-3 win 
over Auburn’s Lukas Marsoun. In doubles action, Hogan totaled nine 
wins. He teamed with Blake Strode at the No. 1 doubles position to-
ward the end of the season. The duo was 3-2 together, including two 
wins in SEC play against South Carolina and Mississippi State.
 
HIGH SCHOOL: Hogan was the tennis team captain at Canber-
ra Grammar School. In 2006, he was the recipient of the School 
Colours, an award by the headmaster for outstanding achievement 
in a school-related activity. Hogan was also ranked the No. 1 player 
at the state level and part of the ACT Academy of Sport Athlete Pro-
gram, where he was named Academy Athlete of the Year in 2004. He 
has represented Australia in the junior Davis Cup.
PERSONAL: Born Dec. 20, 1988, Hogan is the son of Ashley and Deb-
bie Hogan. He has three brothers, Thomas, William and Benjamin.
Career Statistics
Year Singles  Doubles
2008 12-12  9-12
2009 18-17  16-13
2010 12-17  14-13
Totals 42-46  39-38
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SPRING 2010: Proving himself in the fall, Chris Nott came into the 
spring with a No. 81 singles ranking, and by the middle of the season he 
rose to a season-high ranking of No. 49. During the spring, 16 of his 23 
matches were against ranked opponents. These included wins against 
ranked opponents from Auburn, Ole Miss and Nebraska. Nott also won 
the clinching match against South Carolina to secure Arkansas’ victory. 
He went on to finish the year with the highest number of singles and 
doubles wins for the team, with 17 and 22, respectively.  In doubles play, 
the Nott/Dmitry Lebedev pair recorded a season-high doubles ranking 
of No. 26 and accumulated 10 wins during the spring season. The two 
also defeated the No. 58-ranked pair from Oregon to help ensure the 
team win. Nott concluded the season with a 17-16 singles record and a 
22-14 doubles record.
FALL 2009: Nott began his junior year ranked No. 94. He went on to 
win six of his first nine matches, two of which were won against higher 
ranked opponents. In preseason doubles competition, partners Nott 
and Lebedev were ranked No. 43. The duo won seven of nine matches, 
including a win against the No. 22-ranked duo from Middle Tennessee 
State. 
SPRING 2009:  Nott finished his sophomore season with a 22-13 record 
in singles. Nott’s biggest win came in an upset over Oklahoma’s No. 59 
Andrei Daescu in a three-set victory, 2-6, 6-3, 7-5. From Jan. 31-March 
6, Nott racked up eight straight singles victories. Nott teamed with Tay-
lor King, Blake Strode and Dmitry Lebedev to post a 14-12 mark in dou-
bles for the season. In their best performance of the spring, Nott and 
Lebedev rallied to clinch the win over Alabama’s No. 27 doubles team, 
Saketh Mynenei and Billy Mertz, 8-7(6). Nott’s success on the doubles 
court continued as he and partner Strode defeated No. 28 Deigo Cubas 
and Ivan Machado from South Carolina in a tight match, 9-7. 
FALL 2008: Nott 
had seven wins for 
the Razorbacks. Nott 
competed at the 2007 
ITA Central Region 
Championship where 
he picked up a win for 
the Razorbacks in the 
consolation bracket 
against Rodrigo Bri-
ceno of Wichita State, 
6-1, 6-0. Nott teamed 
with Taylor King in 
doubles play. They 
claimed an 8-5 vic-
tory over Hugo Vidal 
and Sebastian Rubiano 
of Southern Illinois, 
posting a 1-1 fall dou-
bles record.  
SPRING 2008: Nott completed one of the best seasons by an Arkansas 
freshman by securing a team-leading 25 singles victories, the most by a 
freshman since Blake Strode had 27 wins in 2006. His 14 doubles wins 
were third-most on the team. Nott finished the season with a team-best 
14-7 dual-match singles record. Overall he compiled a 25-12 singles 
record. Nott picked up his first conference win against Vanderbilt. He 
ended the season on a six-match winning streak and earned the only 
team point against Ole Miss. He closed his freshman campaign with 
CHRIS NOTT
SENIOR
6-1 
CHORLEY, ENGLAND
BOLTON SCHOOL 
BOYS DIVISION
2011 RAZORBACKS
a come-from-behind win over Evan Dufaux of Vanderbilt in the first 
round of the SEC Tournament. In doubles action, Nott partnered with 
Dmitry Lebedev and Taylor King. He and King helped the Razorbacks 
claim their first doubles point of the SEC season against South Carolina. 
Nott went 12-9 in doubles on the season. For his work off the courts 
and in the classroom, Nott was named to the SEC Freshman Academic 
Honor Roll.
FALL 2007: In his first fall with the Razorbacks, Nott won three match-
es at the ITA Central Regional in Tulsa, Okla., advancing to the round 
of 16. Partnering with Lebedev, Nott advanced to the semifinals of the 
doubles draw at the ITA Central Regional. Together, Nott and Lebedev 
won four of six doubles matches in the fall. Nott finished the fall with 
regional rankings of No. 15 and No. 6 in singles and doubles, respec-
tively.
HIGH SCHOOL: Nott was a tennis team captain at Bolton School in 
England and was the winner at the Scottish Open. In junior’s play on 
the ITF circuit, he reached the semifinals of the Winchester event and 
quarterfinals of the Scottish Junior International Championships.
PERSONAL: Born Aug. 3, 1989, he is the son of Derek Paul and Lorraine 
Nott. His younger brother Michael is a teammate with the Razorbacks. 
He is majoring in international business at Arkansas.
Career Statistics
Year Singles  Doubles
2008 25-12  14-11
2009 22-13  14-12
2010 17-16  22-14
Totals 64-41  50-37
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NICK SPINAZZE
SENIOR
6-0 
SHREVEPORT, LA.
MIAMI ONLINE HS
FALL 2009: In his junior season, Nick Spinazze competed in the Razor-
back Invitational, ITA Central Regional Championship and the ITA Na-
tional Indoor Championship. During these tournaments, he picked up 
four wins. In doubles, Spinazze picked up three of his eight wins with 
partner Bradwin Williams. Four more of his wins were acquired with 
partner Nikolas Zogaj. Spinazze went 6-6 in singles competition and 8-2 
in doubles for the fall.
SPRING 2009: Spinazze tallied two wins for the Razorbacks and was 2-2 
for the season. On the doubles court Spinazze, who partnered with Dmit-
ry Lebedev and Connor Smith, ended the season with a record of 7-9 
with wins over Oral Roberts and Cowley County CC.  
FALL 2008: Spinazze concluded the fall with a 5-7 singles record and a 
2-4 doubles record with partners Tyler Tarnasky and Bradwin Williams. 
He accumulated two of his singles victories at the ITA Central Region 
Championship. 
SPRING 2008: Spinazze finished the year with a 5-5 record. He picked up 
doubles wins with Matt Hogan and Taylor King during the spring sched-
ule as well. Spinazze was named to the SEC Freshman Academic Honor 
Roll for his work in the classroom as finance and banking major.
2011 RAZORBACKS
FALL 2007: In his first event of the season, Spinazze advanced to the 
quarterfinals of the A/B bracket at the South Carolina Invitational. He 
defeated Kenneth Nordheim, 2-6, 7-5, 7-6, in the first round and secured 
a spot in the quarterfinals with a straight-sets victory over Temple’s Edu-
ardo Saavedra. With Branden Joost, he advanced to the quarterfinals of 
the B-1 doubles draw. At the Rebel Classic in Las Vegas, he beat Rony 
Yeghnazary of UNLV, 6-4, 6-2, in consolation play.
HIGH SCHOOL: Spinazze was a top 200 player in the ITF junior rank-
ings. He also competed in several ITF tournaments, including a Canadian 
event in which he reached the semifinals.
PERSONAL: Born Jan. 9, 1989, Spinazze is the son of Ernesto and Debo-
rah Spinazze. He has one brother, Austin. His father played soccer at St. 
John’s University.
Career Statistics
Year Singles  Doubles
2008 5-5  3-3
2009 7-9  4-8
2010 6-6  8-2
Totals 18-20  15-13
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SPRING 2010: Matt Walters had a spectacular winning streak, 
as he defeated seven straight opponents in a row. Walters 
and Matt Hogan started their doubles season with a win and 
followed it with a five-match winning streak. Walters also 
paired with Dmitry Lebedev for two more wins in the spring. 
Walters completed the season with an overall singles record 
of 13-11 and a doubles record of 14-12.
FALL 2009: Walters began his sophomore year with three 
consecutive wins. In doubles play, Walters collected three 
doubles wins with partners Hogan and Dmitry Lebedev. Wins 
with Hogan included a doubles win over a No. 53-ranked 
Virginia Tech duo.
SPRING 2009: Matt Walters made two appearances in his 
first dual season with the Razorbacks. He posted consecutive 
wins for the Razorbacks at the No. 5 position against oppo-
nents from Cowley College CC and Oral Roberts. He ended 
the season with a 2-0 record. 
 
FALL 2008: In his first fall season as a Razorback, Walters 
opened the season with a win at the Navy Invitational, de-
feating Zach Nicholson 7-5, 6-4. At the ITA Central Region 
Championships, Walters tallied two victories over Saint Lou-
is University’s Bryan Beasley and Tulsa’s Rusty Turpin. He fin-
ished the season with a 
record of 7-4. In doubles, 
Walters tallied three 
wins for the Razorbacks, 
partnering with King, 
Smith, and Lebedev to 
the end the season with 
a 3-2 record.  
HIGH SCHOOL: Wal-
ters played tennis and 
basketball during his 
four years at Valley View 
High School.  He was 
named all-state in ten-
nis from 2005-08. Dur-
ing his four years of 
tennis, Walters was state 
champion each year and 
reached the No. 5 rank-
ing in the South Region. 
As a senior, Walters was 
named all-conference 
and all-state in basket-
MATT WALTERS
JUNIOR  
6-4
JONESBORO, ARK.
VALLEY VIEW HS
FALL 2009/SPRING 2010: Taj Harrison redshirted for 
the 2009-2010 Season.
PRIOR TO ARKANSAS: Harrison attended Johnson 
County Community College in Overland Park, Kan., 
before joining the Razorbacks. As a freshman, Harrison 
made an immediate impact for the Cavaliers, playing at 
the No. 1 position for the entire season in singles and 
doubles. Harrison was runner-up at the Region VI and 
Kansas Jayhawk Conference championships. Harrison 
earned a No. 15 ranking in the ITA JUCO men’s tennis 
rankings. 
A strong doubles competitor, Harrison and partner Dy-
lan Gatton won the 2007 Wilson/ITA Central Regional 
Championship, advancing to the 2007 ITA National 
Small College Championships where they posted a sev-
enth-place finish. The pair earned a No. 5 ranking in the 
ITA JUCO men’s tennis rankings in fall 2007. 
HIGH SCHOOL:  While attending Bishop Miege High 
School, Harrison was the Kansas 5A state singles champi-
on his senior year.  He 
earned Kansas City 
Star All-Metro and 
All-Eastern Kansas 
League athletic hon-
ors. As a senior, he 
finished the season 
with a singles record 
of 26-5. He was the 
Class 2 state doubles 
champion in 2004 
and 2005.  
PERSONAL: Born 
March 20, 1989, 
Harrison is the son 
of Robert Harrison 
and Tajsheena Ross-
Harrison. He has two 
brothers, Marlon and 
Malcom. His brother 
Marlon played tennis 
for Rust College and 
his brother Malcolm 
was his teammate at 
Johnson County.
TAJ HARRISON
JUNIOR
  6-1
KANSAS CITY, KAN.
JOHNSON COUNTY 
C.C./
BISHOP MIEGE HS
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NIKOLAS ZOGAJ
JUNIOR
5-9 
ANTWERP, BELGIUM
INSTITUT DECHAMPS
SPRING 2010: During spring competition, Nikolas Zogaj gath-
ered six wins. Zogaj defeated No. 85 Daniel Whitehead from 
Texas. In doubles play, Zogaj and Matt Hogan were able to de-
feat an Ole Miss pair for an SEC win. Zogaj wound up his soph-
omore year with 10 singles and six doubles wins. 
FALL 2009: Zogaj began his sophomore year with two straight 
wins at the Razorback Invitational. He also picked up a win at 
the ITA Central Regional Qualifying Match against Dave Welk-
ener from Saint Louis University. In doubles competition for 
the fall, Zogaj was triumphant in four straight with partner Nick 
Spinazze during the Razorback Invitational. He also snagged a 
win with partner Bradwin Williams while competing at the Las 
Vegas Classic.
SPRING 2009: Zogaj joined the Razorbacks in January and 
quickly demonstrated how valuable an addition he is to the 
Hogs, winning three out of his first five matches. At the Auburn 
2011 RAZORBACKS
FALL 2009/SPRING 2010: Hall Fess redshirted for the 2009-10 
season.
HIGH SCHOOL: Fess was the tennis team captain at Little Rock 
Christian Academy and was the winner of the 5A state champi-
onship in 2007. He received athletic honors, including all-con-
ference and all-state. Fess was the No. 1 singles player all four 
years at Little Rock Christian and reached as high as No. 9 in the 
Arkansas rankings. Fess was also an outstanding student off the 
court, graduating with high honors. 
PERSONAL: Born July 21, 1990, Fess is the son of Greg and Judi 
Fess. He has three sisters, Sarah, Rebekah and Kristen. Both of his 
parents played college tennis. His father played for the Univer-
sity of Arkansas and his mother played for Mississippi University 
for Women.
HALL FESS
SOPHOMORE 
6-0
LITTLE ROCK, ARK.
LITTLE ROCK CHRISTIAN 
ACADEMY
Career Statistics
Year Singles  Doubles
2009 9-4  6-6
2010 13-11  14-12
Totals 22-15  20-18
Spring Classic, Zogaj defeated opponents Corrado Degli Incerti 
Tocci of Virginia Tech, 7-5, 6-4, and Porter Powell of Auburn, 
6-4 6-3. He posted fives wins for the season, ending singles play 
with a 5-8 record. In doubles play, Zogaj made his only appear-
ance with teammate Dmitry Lebedev at the Auburn Spring 
Classic.  The duo dominated the court with an opening round 
win over Ryan Lissner and David Roberts of Lousiana-Lafayette 
8-0. Zogaj finished the spring season with a record of 1-1. 
PRIOR TO ARKANSAS: Zogaj attended Institut Dechamps in 
Brussels, Belgium. He was the Belgium National Boys 16s cham-
pion and was ranked 700th by the International Tennis Federa-
tion.
PERSONAL: Zogaj was born on April 14, 1989, to Niko Zogaj 
and Marita Lockefeer in Antwerp, Belgium. He has a brother, 
Sascha.
Career Statistics
Year Singles  Doubles
2009 5-8  1-1
2010 10-20  6-12
Totals 15-28  7-13
ball. Not only successful on the court, Walters graduated with 
honors and was a member of the National Honors Society.
PERSONAL: Walters was born on Oct. 30, 1989, in Jones-
boro, Ark., to Tim and Linda Walters. He has a sister, Katie.
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MIKE WARD
SOPHOMORE
6-0 
KNUTSFORD, 
ENGLAND
LYMM HS
SPRING 2010: Mike Ward began play with a win over Lloyd 
Bruce-Burgess of Cowley County Community College, and af-
ter a loss, he followed it up by winning four more matches in a 
row. Ward’s win against Oral Roberts University was the clinch-
er to ensure the team win for Arkansas. In doubles play, Ward 
gathered five more wins with partners Williams, Lehmann and 
Spinazze. Ward finished his freshman year with a singles record 
of 14-7 and a doubles record of 8-8. He tied Lehmann in second 
place for the most wins for the year with 14.
FALL 2009: Ward began his freshman year by winning two ITA 
Central Regional Qualifying matches and an ITA Central Re-
gional Championship match. In doubles, the Ward/Nott duo 
went undefeated together with three wins during tournament 
play. 
HIGH SCHOOL: Michael Ward played tennis and field hockey 
at Lymm High School in Cheshire, England. Ward was a three-
time national school finalist, and competed in International 
Tennis Federation events in Malta, Cyprus, Corfu, Turkey, Ire-
land and Denmark prior to coming to Arkansas. Ward’s Bolten, 
England, club team won the National Junior Club League title 
in 2003-2005 and advanced to the semifinals in 2006 and 2008. 
PERSONAL: Born Feb. 18, 1990, Ward is the son of Graham and 
Barbara Ward. He has one sister, Helen.
SPRING 2010: During his freshman season, Gre-
goire Lehmann accumulated the second-most wins 
of the Razorback’s team with 14. These include 
wins against No. 95 Matt Brewer from No. 2 ranked 
Tennessee and No. 104 Vasko Mladenov from No. 
8-ranked Texas. During a match against Colombia, 
he was able to secure the win for Arkansas by de-
feating Cyril Bucher in the clinching match, 6-0, 
3-6, 6-2. Lehmann also participated in six doubles 
matches. Three of these were wins against LSU, Oral 
Roberts and Missouri-Kansas City. Lehmann fin-
ished the season with a 14-6 overall singles record 
and was 3-3 in doubles play. 
HIGH SCHOOL: Lehmann played tennis, basketball 
and soccer at Lyce Vauvenargues High School. In ju-
nior’s play on the ITF circuit, he advanced in back-
to-back years to the round of 16 and won doubles in 
the French Championship.  
PERSONAL: Born Nov. 15, 1991, Lehmann is the 
son of Erik and Catherine Lehmann. He has two sis-
ters, Marion and Chloe.
GREGOIRE LEHMANN 
SOPHOMORE
5-9 
AIX EN PROVENCE, 
FRANCE
LYCÉE VAUVENARGUES
Career Statistics
 Singles  Doubles
2010 14-6  3-3
Career Statistics
Year Singles  Doubles
2010 14-7  8-8
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PRIOR TO ARKANSAS:  Nott attended Rivington & 
Blackrod High School in Horwich, Bolton, England. 
He competed in International Tennis Federation 
events in Great Britain and Ireland, and participat-
ed in some tournaments as well. Nott was the U12, 
U14, U16 and U18 County Champion. He was also 
the U18 County Cup Winner and also a National 
Grand Prix Semi-Finalist.
PERSONAL: Nott was born April 19, 1992, to Der-
ek and Lorraine Nott in Preston, England. He has a 
brother Chris, who also plays tennis for the Univer-
sity of Arkansas.
MICHAEL NOTT
FRESHMAN 
6-4
CHORLEY, ENGLAND
RIVINGTON & BACKROD 
HS
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2010 IN REVIEW
   2010 RESULTS
DATE OPPONENT LOCATION W-L
Jan. 17 No. 26 WASHINGTON FAYETTEVILLE L, 4-3
Jan. 22 No. 8 TEXAS FAYETTEVILLE L, 6-1
Jan. 30 No. 10 Ole Miss Oxford, Miss. L, 4-3
Jan. 31 No. 52 Columbia Oxford, Miss. L, 4-1
Feb. 5 LA.-LAFAYETTE FAYETTEVILLE W, 7-0
Feb. 7 WICHITA STATE FAYETTEVILLE W, 6-0
Feb. 7 COWLEY COUNTY CC FAYETTEVILLE W, 7-0
Feb.12-15 ITA Nat’l Indoor Charlottesville, Va. All Day
Feb. 12 No. 44 Oklahoma Norman, Okla.  L, 7-0 
Feb. 19 Oregon Eugene, Ore. W, 5-2
Feb. 20 Cal Poly Eugene, Ore. W, 6-1
Feb. 27 UMKC FAYETTEVILLE W, 7-0
Feb. 27 Johnson County C.C. FAYETTEVILLE W, 7-0
March 5 No. 7 FLORIDA*  FAYETTEVILLE  L, 7-0
March 7 No. 41 S. CAROLINA* FAYETTEVILLE. W, 4-2
March 12 No. 13 Ole Miss* Oxford, Miss. L, 4-2
March 14 No. 49 Mississippi St.* Starkville, Miss. L, 4-1
March 21 No. 6 Georgia* Athens, Ga. L, 6-0
March 28 No. 2 TENNESSEE* FAYETTEVILLE L, 6-1
March 30 No. 32 Tulsa Tulsa, Okla. L, 6-1
March 30 Oral Roberts Tulsa, Okla. W, 4-0
April 2 No. 45 Auburn* Auburn, Ala. L, 4-3
April 4 No. 33 Alabama* Tuscaloosa, Ala. L, 4-0
April 9 No. 32 VANDERBILT* FAYETTEVILLE. L, 4-3
April 11 No. 11 KENTUCKY* FAYETTEVILLE. L, 5-2 
April 17 No. 11 LSU* FAYETTEVILLE. L, 5-2 
April 22 No. 37 Auburn~ Lexington, Ky. L, 4-1 
   
Home matches in bold * denotes conference match ~ denotes 
SEC Championship match
NOTT EARNS ALL-SEC HONORS
Chris Nott, a junior in 2010, earned second-team All-
Southeastern Conference honors for the Razorbacks. 
Nott led the team in singles victories and posted a 17-
16 record. He also led the squad in doubles wins and 
was 22-14 overall, including 17-10 with Dmitry Leb-
edev. The native of Chorley, England, played No. 1 in 
singles, going 10-11 in the top position, and No. 1 in 
doubles, going 10-8. 
TEN ALL-SEC PICKS IN SEVEN YEARS
With Chris Nott earning All-Southeastern Conference 
honors in 2010, the Razorbacks have had a total of 
10 selections to the All-SEC team over the last seven 
years. Nott was second-team in 2010. Blake Strode was 
first-team in 2009 and 2007. In 2006, Adrian Zguns 
was first team, and Strode and Matt Roberts were on 
the second team. In 2005, Rohan Gajjar was first team 
and Roberts second team. In 2004, Zguns was first 
team and Nathan Price on the second team.
COX ADDS TO WIN TOTAL
Head coach Robert Cox was already Arkansas’ all-time 
wins leader heading into last season, but he added 
to his total. In 23 years with the Razor-
backs, he has 286 victories. Tom Pucci 
is second on the list with 218. As a pro-
gram, which began in 1955, Arkansas 
has 746 all-time victories. Cox has pro-
duced 38 percent of Arkansas’ all-time 
wins. He has led the Razorbacks to nine 
NCAA Tournament appearances and 13 
seasons with 12 or more victories, and 
produced 13 All-America selections.
TOUGH SCHEDULE
Of Arkansas’ 26 matches in 2010, 18 
were against teams ranked No. 52 or 
higher. The Razorbacks posted wins over 
No. 52 Columbia and No. 41 South Car-
olina. Seven losses came to teams ranked 
No. 11 or higher in the nation.
NEWCOMER IMPACT
Gregoire Lehmann joined the team for 
the spring semester in 2010 and had a 
huge impact. With no fall season to pre-
pare for the spring, he played as high as 
No. 2 in the lineup, but also played at 
No. 4, No. 5 and No. 6. Lehmann went 
14-6 in singles and tied for second on 
the team in victories. Lehmann was 
a combined 12-5 at No. 4 and No. 5. 
Lehmann tied Mike Ward with his victory total. Ward, 
as a freshman last year, was 14-7 in singles. He played 
No. 1 once, but also played No. 4, No. 5 and No. 6. 
He was a combined 7-1 at No. 5 and No. 6. Lehmann 
and Ward were a combined 28-13 in singles. Ward also 
went 8-8 in doubles while Lehmann was 3-3.
THREE SENIORS END CAREERS
Taylor King, Dmitry Lebedev and Bradwin Williams 
ended their careers in 2010. King went 10-11 in singles 
and 11-10 in doubles. Lebedev was 12-18 in singles 
and 20-12 in doubles. Williams was 11-9 in singles and 
14-10 in doubles.
WALTERS STEPS UP
As a freshman in 2009, Matt Walters was in the lineup 
for just two dual matches, going 2-0 at No. 5 on the 
way to an overall mark of 9-4 for the season. In 2010, 
he was in the singles lineup 16 times. He went 1-0 at 
No. 3, 0-1 at No. 4, 3-1 at No. 5 and 6-4 at No. 6 for a 
dual match record of 10-6. For the year, he was 13-11 
overall, ranking fourth on the team in victories.
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Singles  No. 1 No. 2 No.3 No. 4 No. 5 No.6  Dual SEC Tourn.  Overall
Hall Fess   - - - - - - - - - -
Taj Harrison  - - - - - - - - - -
Matt Hogan   - 1-7 5-4 - - - 6-11 3-4  6-6  12-17
Taylor King      1-0   - 1-2 0-2  1-0  0-1  3-5 0-4  7-6  10-11
Dmitry Lebedev    1-0  2-8  2-6   1-1  - - 6-15 1-8  6-3  12-18
Gregoire Lehmann    - 2-0  -     6-3  6-2  0-1  14-6  4-6 - 14-6
Chris Nott    10-11 - -     - - - 10-10  3-7   7-5  17-16
Nicholas Spinnazze    - - -    - - 2-0   2-0   - 4-6  6-6 
Matt Walters     - 1-0  0-1    - 3-1  6-4  10-6  3-4  3-5  13-11
Mike Ward       1-0 - -     2-2  2-0  5-1  10-3 3-2  4-4  14-7
Bradwin Williams    - - 1-0    1-0  0-1 2-1 4-2 - 7-7  11-9
Nikolas Zogaj     - 0-1  1-1    2-5  1-5  1-1  5-13 0-7  5-7  10-20
Totals     13-1 16-16 10-14 12-13  13-9  16-9    70-72  17-42 49-49   119-121
Doubles  No. 1  No. 2  No. 3  Dual  SEC  Tourn.  Overall     
Hogan/Lebedev    0-1  -   -     0-1  0-1 -     0-1 
Hogan/Nott    0-1 -   -   0-1  - 2-1    2-2
Hogan/Walters     - 9-6  -    9-6  1-3  2-3   11-9
Hogan/Zogaj    - - 1-1   1-1  1-1  -    1-1
King/Williams    1-0  1-1  4-2   6-3  1-2  5-2  11-5
King/Walters    - 0-1  -    0-1  0-1 -  0-1
King/Zogaj     - - 0-1  0-1  -   0-3   0-4
Lebedev/Nott    10-8  - -    10-8 0-6  7-2   17-10 
Lebedev/Walters   1-0  1-0  -    2-0 - 1-1  3-1
Lehmann/Ward    - - 3-3 3-3 -   -    3-3
Nott/Zogaj   0-1  0-1  -   0-2 0-2  -   0-2
Walters/Ward     - - 0-1  0-1  0-1  -   0-1
Williams/Ward    - - 0-1  0-1 -   0-1 0-2
Ward/Nott     - - -    - -   3-0   3-0 
Ward/Zogaj    - - 1-1   1-1 -   -   1-1
Spinnazze/Ward    - - 1-0  1-0  - 0-1   1-1
Spinnazze/Williams    - - -    - -   3-0 3-0
Spinnazze/Zogaj   - - -     - -   4-1  4-1
Williams/Zogaj    - - 0-1  0-1  -   0-2  0-3
Totals    12-11 11-9  10-11 33-21 3-19   27-17     60-48
Individual Doubles Records
Name  Record
Matt Hogan  14-13
Taylor King  11-10
Dmitry Lebedev  20-12
Gegoire Lehmann 3-3
Chris Nott   22-14
Nicholas Spinazze 8-2
Matt Walters  14-12
Michael Ward  8-8
BradwinWilliams 14-10
Nikolas Zogaj  6-12
Nicholas Spinazze 8-2
Matt Walters  14-12
Michael Ward  8-8
BradwinWilliams 14-10
Nikolas Zogaj  6-12
2010 INDIVIDUAL RESULTS
 TAJ HARRISON
CHRIS NOTT
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2010 MATCH-BY-MATCH RESULTS
#26 WASHINGTON 4, #53 ARKANSAS 3  
Jan. 17, 2010    
Singles   
Order of Finish: 6, 2, 3, 5*, 4, 1  
1. #81 Chris Nott (ARK) def. Jeevan Nedunchezhiyan (WASH), 
6-7(5), 6-3, 7-6 1-0(10-8)  
2. Kyle McMorrow (WASH) def. Matt Hogan (ARK), 6-4, 6-3  
3. Derek Dabble (WASH) def. Taylor King (ARK), 6-1, 7-5  
4. Lebedev (ARK) def. Martin Kildahl (WASH), 6-3, 2-6, 6-3  
5. Tobi Obenaus (WASH) def. Nikolas Zogaj (ARK), 6-4, 6-3  
6. Brad Bator (WASH) def. Matt Walters (ARK), 6-4, 6-0  
Doubles   
Order of Finish: 2,3,1*  
1. Nott/Lebedev (ARK) def. Kildahl/ Drabble (WASH), 9-7  
2. Matt Hogan/Matt Walters (ARK) def. Nedunchezhivan/ McMor-
row (WASH), 8-6  
3. Obernaus /Alex Rosinski (WASH) def. Bradwin Williams/Michael 
Ward(ARK,) 8-6  
* -Clinching match  
 
No. 8 TEXAS 6, ARKANSAS 1    
January 22, 2010  
Singles  
Order of Finish:  3, 4, 2*, 6, 5, 1  
1. No. 5 Dimitar Kutrovsky (UT) def. No. 81 Chris Nott (UA) 4-6, 
7-5, 6-2   
2. No. 9 Ed Corrie (UT) def. Matthew Hogan (UA) 6-4, 7-5  
3. Kellen Damico (UT) def. Taylor King (UA)  6-4, 6-2  
4. No. 38 Josh Zavala (UT) def. Dmitry Lebedev (UA)  6-3, 6-3  
5. Vasko Mladenov (UT) def. Gregoire Lehmann (UA) 3-6, 6-3, 6-1  
6. Nikolas Zogaj (UA) def. No. 85 Daniel Whitehead (UT)  2-6, 7-6, 
1-0 (10-3) 
Doubles   
Order of Finish:  2, 3*, 1 
1. No. 22 Kutrovsky/Zavala (UT) def. Nott/ Lebedev (UA)  8-3  
2. Corrie/Damico (UT) def. Hogan/ Walters (UA) 8-5  
3. Mladenov/Wiegand (UT) def. Michael Ward/Nikolas Zogaj (UA) 
8-4  
  *-Clinched match  
 
ITA Kick-Off Weekend   
ARKANSAS 3, OLE MISS 4  
Jan. 30-31, 2010  
Oxford, Miss.   
Singles   
Order of finish: 3, 2,1,5, 4, 6*  
1. No. 81 Chris Nott (UA) def. No. 49 Tucker Vorster (Miss) 6-3, 
6-3  
2. Marcel Thiemann (Miss) def. Matt Hogan (UA) 6-1, 6-4  
3. Jonas Lutjen (Miss) def. Dmitry Lebedev (UA) 6-2, 6-2  
4. Adrian Forberg Skogeng (Miss) def. Taylor King (UA) 7-5, 6-2  
5. Gregoire Lehmann (UA) def. Harry Fowler (Miss) 1-6, 6-1, 6-1  
6. Chris Theimann (Miss.) def. Nikolas Zogaj (UA) 6-3, 6-3  
Doubles  
Order of Finish: 3,2,1*  
1. Nott/Lebedev (UA) def. Vorster/Lutjen (Miss.) 9-8(5)  
2. Hogan/Walters (UA) def. Theimann-Theimann (Miss.) 9-8(6)  
3. Forberg Skogeng-Fowler (Miss.) def. King/Zogaj (UA) 8-4  
 
ITA Kick-Off Weekend  
ARKANSAS 4, COLUMBIA 1  
Jan. 31, 2010  
Oxford, Miss.  
Singles   
Order of finish: 1,3, 2, 4*  
1. No. 81 Chris Nott (UA) def. Jonathon Wong (CU) 4-2(ret.)  
2. Mihal Nichifor (CU) def. def. Matt Hogan (UA) 6-7(4), 6-4, 6-2  
3. Dmitry Lebedev (UA) def. Haig Scheiderman (CU) 7-5, 7-5  
4. Gregoire Lehmann (UA) def. Cyril Bucher 6-0, 3-6, 6-2  
5. Rajeev Deb Sen (CU) vs. Nikolas Zogaj (UA) 3-1  
6. Matt Walters (UA) vs. Kevin Kung (CU) 5-1  
 Doubles  
Order of Finish: 1,2*  
1. Nott/Lebedev (UA) def. Deb Sen/Kung (CU) 8-1  
2. Hogan/Walters (UA) def. Nichifor/Schneiderman (CU) 8-3  
3. Taylor King/ Bradwin Williams (UA) vs. Sho Mattsumoto/Cyril 
Bucher (CU) 6-6  
  
ARKANSAS 5, WICHITA STATE 1   
Feb. 7, 2010
Singles   
Order of Finish: 1, 2, 4*, 3, 6, 5   
1. Chris Nott (UA) def. Vlad Marinsescu (WSU) 6-1, 6-2  
2. Dmitry Lebedev (UA) def. Valentin Mahia (WSU) 6-0, 6-3   
3. Matt Hogan (UA) def.  Sven Kasper (WSU) 6-4, 7-5   
4. Gregoire Lehmann (UA) def. David Cavalcanti (WSU) 6-4, 6-2   
5. Adrian Chermaci (WSU) def. Nikolas Zogaj (UA) 6-3, 3-6, 1-0(5)   
6. Matt Walters (UA) def. Jonathon Obrist (WSU) 3-6, 6-3, 1-0 (6)  
 
ARKANSAS 7, COWLEY COUNTY  0 
Feb. 7, 2010 
Singles  
1. Mike Ward (UA) def. Lloyd Bruce-Burgess (CCCC) 3-6, 6-3, 
1-0(6)   
2. Gregoire Lehmann (UA) def. Joan Valls (CCCC) 6-2, 6-2   
3. Nikolas Zogaj (UA) def. Renato Mendes (CCCC) 6-0, 6-3   
4. Bradwin Williams (UA) def. Roger White (CCCC) 6-3, 6-0   
5. Matt Walters (UA) def. Felipe Pimenta (CCCC) 6-1, 6-2   
6. Nicholas Spinazze (UA) def. Samir Hailkahl (CCCC) 7-6(0), 6-3  
Doubles  
Order of Finish: 2, 1*, 3  
1. Chris Nott/Dmitry Lebedev (UA) def. Lloyd Bruce-Burgess/Joan 
Walls (CCCC) 8-4   
2. Matt Hogan/Matt Walters (UA) def. Renato Mendes/Roger White 
(CCCC) 8-2   
3. Mike Ward/Nikolas Zogaj (UA) def. Alex Dickson/Samir Hailkal 
(CCCC) 8-5 
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2010 MATCH-BY-MATCH RESULTS
OKLAHOMA 7, ARKANSAS  0
Feb. 12, 2010
Singles  
Order of finish: 4, 6, 1*, 2, 5, 3  
*Cinched match  
1. #10 Andrei Daescu (OU) def. #81 Chris Nott (UA), 6-0, 6-2  
2. #69 Costin Paval (OU) def. Dmitry Lebedev (UA), 6-3, 6-3  
3. #59 Ionut Beleleu (OU) def. Matt Hogan (UA), 7-6 (8-6), 7-5  
4. David Pultr (OU) def. Gregoire Lehmann (UA), 6-2, 6-4  
5. Lawrence Formentera (OU) def. Nikolas Zogaj (UA), 6-3, 7-6(3) 
6. George Chanturia (OU) def. Mike Ward (UA), 6-3, 6-2  
 Doubles  
Order of finish: 2, 3*, 1  
*Clinched point  
1. Nott/Lebedev (UA) def. Beleleu/Paval (OU), 8-7(5)  
2. Daescu/Blake Boswell (OU) def. Hogan/Walters (UA), 8-1  
3. Formentera/Beleleu (OU) def. Zogaj/Williams (UA), 8-4  
 
FLORIDA 7, ARKANSAS 0
March 5, 2010  
Singles: 4,3,6*,1,2,5  
1. No. 6 Alexandre Lacroix (UF) def. No. 57 Chris Nott (UA) 6-3, 6-2  
2. Joseph Burkhardt (UF) def. Matt Hogan (UA) 7-5, 6-1  
3. Antoine Benneteau (UF) def. Dmitry Lebedev (UA) 6-3, 6-1  
4. Bob Van Overbeek (UF) def. Taylor King (UA) 6-3, 6-2  
5. Sekou Bangoura (UF) def. Nikolas Zogaj (UA) 7-5, 6-4, 1-0 (16-14)  
6. Nassim Slilam (UF) def. Gregoire Lehmann (UA) 1-6, 6-3, 6-1  
Doubles  
Order of finish: 3, 2*, 1  
1. Benneteau/Lacroix (UF) def. Nott/Lebedev(UA) 9-7  
2. Sekou Bangoura/Joseph Burkahardt (UF) def. Hogan/Matt Wal-
ters (UA) 8-6  
3. Billy Federhofer/Bob Van Overbeek (UF) def. Taylor King/Brad-
win Williams (UA) 8-3  
ARKANSAS 4, SOUTH CAROLINA  2  
March 7, 2010
Singles: Order of finish: 4,3,6,5,1*  
1. No. 57 Chris Nott (UA) def. No. 65 Diego Cubas (USC) 6-4, 
7-6(4)  
2. Matt Hogan (UA)vs. Pedros Campos (USC) 4-6,6-3, 0-3 (unf.)  
3. Dmitry Lebedev (UA) def. Alexander Kostonov (USC) 6-4, 6-3  
4. Ivan Machado (USC) def. Nikolas Zogaj (UA) 6-4, 6-1  
5. Gregoire Lehmann (UA) def. Johannes Pulsfort (USC) 6-4, 7-5  
6. Matt Walters (UA) def. Ivan Cressoni (USC) 7-6(4), 6-2  
Doubles  
Order of finish: 3, 1*,2  
1. Cubas/Campos (USC) def. No. 26 Nott/Lebedev (UA) 8-4  
2. Machado/Pulsfort (USC) def. Hogan/Walters (UA) 8-6  
3. Cressoni/Kostonov (USC) def. Taylor King/Bradwin Williams 
(UA) 8-5  
 
OLE MISS 4, ARKANSAS 2
March 12, 2010       
Singles  
Order of Finish: 3, 4, 2*,6,1,4  
1. Chris Nott (UA) def. Tucker Vorster (UA) 4-6, 6-3, 1-0 (4)  
2. Marcel Thiemann (OM) def. Matt Hogan (UA) 6-3, 6-3  
3. Jonas Lutjen (OM) def. Dmitry Lebedev (UA) 6-0, 6-0  
4. Chris Thieman (OM) def. Nikolas Zogaj (UA) 6-2, 6-1  
5. Gregoire Lehmann (UA) vs. Adrian Forberg-Skogeng (OM)5-7, 
3-2 unf.  
6. Matt Walters (UA) def. Harry Fowler (UA) 6-2, 6-1  
Doubles: 3,*1,2  
1. Vorster-Lutjen (OM) def. Nott/Lebedev (UA) 8-6  
2. Theimann-Theimann(OM) def. Taylor King/Matt Walters(UA) 8-6  
3. Hogan/Zogaj (UA) def. Forberg Skogeng-Fowler (OM) 9-8(3) 
 
GEORGIA 6, ARKANSAS 0 
March 21, 2010  
Singles  
Order of Finish: 2,3,4*,5,1  
1. #96 Nate Schnugg (UGA) def. #49 Christopher Nott (UA) 6-3, 
1-6, 7-6(6)  
2. #18 Javier Garrapiz (UGA) def. Nikolas Zogaj (UA) 6-0, 6-2  
3. Jamie Hunt (UGA) def. Matt Walters (UA) 6-1, 6-3  
4. Bo Seal (UGA) def. Mike Ward (UA) 7-5, 6-3  
5. Drake Bernstein (UGA) def. Taylor King (UA) 6-3, 6-0  
6. Will Oliver (UGA) def. Bradwin Williams (UA) 6-2, 0-3 (unf.)   
Doubles   
Order of Finish: 2,1*  
1. #39 Hunt/Schnugg (UGA) def. Nott/Zogaj (UA) 8-6  
2. Bernstein/Garrapiz (UGA) def. King/Williams (UGA) 8-6  
3. Ward/Walters (UA) vs. Seal/Vitulli (UGA) 8-7(unf.) 
TULSA 6, ARKANSAS 1  
March 30, 2010
Singles (Order of finish: 6, 5, 4, 1, 2, 3) 
1. #55 Marcelo Arevalo (TU) def. #60 Christopher Nott (UA), 6-3, 
7-6 (7)  
2. Philip Stephens (TU) def. Dmitry Lebedev (UA), 6-4, 7-6 (3)  
3. #50 Ashley Watling (TU) def. Matthew Hogan (UA), 6-3, 7-6 (6)  
4. Gregoire Lehmann (UA) def. Alastair Barnes (TU), 7-6 (7), 6-2  
5. Marko Ballok (TU) def. Nikolas Zogaj (UA), 6-1, 6-4  
6. Grant Ive (TU) def. Matt Walters (UA), 6-4, 6-4  
Doubles (Order: 1, 3, 2)  
1. #30 Stephens/Watling (TU) def. #68 Nott/Lebedev (UA), 8-5  
2. Hogan/Walters (UA) def. Ballok/Barnes (TU), 9-8 (3)  
3. Arevalo/Ive (TU) def. Lehmann/Ward (UA), 8-5  
 
ARKANSAS 4, Oral Roberts 0
March 30, 2010  
Singles  
Order of finish: 6,5,4*  
1. Nott (UA) def. Trukshanin (ORU) 6-4, 2-3 (unf.)  
2. Lebedev (UA) def. Sobolta (ORU) 6-3, 5-0 (unf.)  
3. Zogaj (UA) def. Suslov (ORU) 6-3, 1-4 (unf.)  
4. Ward (UA) def. Beslic (ORU) 6-4, 6-3  
5. King (UA) def. Tansil (ORU) 6-0, 6-1  
6. Williams (UA) def. Salazar (ORU) 6-1, 6-1  
Doubles
Order of Finish: 1,3*,2  
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2010 MATCH-BY-MATCH RESULTS
1. Nott/Lebedev (UA) def. Trukshanin/Sobolta (ORU) 8-2  
2. Taylor King/Bradwin Williams (UA) def. Dmitry Suslov/Dario 
Beslic (ORU), 8-4  
3. Gregoire Lehmann/Michael Ward (UA) def. Carlos Salazar/Mat-
thew Tansil (ORU), 8-3  
 
VANDERBILT 4, ARKANSAS 3  
April 9, 2010 
Singles   
Order of Finish: 6,1,3,5,2*,4  
1. Ryan Lipman (VU) def. No. 60 Christopher Nott (UA) 6-2, 6-1  
2. Vijay Paul (VU) def. Dmitry Lebedev (UA) 4-6, 6-1, 6-3  
3. Matthew Hogan (UA) def.Alex Zotov (VU)  6-3, 6-4  
4. Gregoire Lehmann (UA) def. Bryant Salcedo (VU) 6-0, 5-7, 6-3  
5. Adam Baker (VU) def. Matt Walters (UA) 6-4, 7-6(4)  
6. Mike Ward (UA) def. Alex DiValerio (VU) 6-3, 6-3  
 Doubles:   
Order of Finish: 1, 2, 3*  
1. Nott/Lebedev (UA) def. Baker/Zotov (VU) 8-1  
2. Lipman/Salcedo (VU) def. Hogan/Walters (UA) 8-4  
3. DiValerio/Paul (VU) def. Taylor King/Bradwin Williams 9-8(7)
Kentucky  5 Arkansas 2  
 
KENTUCKY 5, ARKANSAS 2
April 11, 2010  
Singles  
Order of Finish: 4,2,1,5,6,3  
1. No. 10 Eric Quigley (KY) def. No. 60 Christopher Nott (UA) 6-1, 6-4  
2. No. 37 Alex Musialek (KY) def. Dmitry Lebedev (UA) 6-0, 6-0  
3. Matt Hogan (UA) def. Brad Cox (KY) 7-6(8), 3-3 (ret.) 
4. Anthony Rossi (KY) def. Nikolas Zogaj (UA) 6-1, 6-2 
5. Alberto Gonzalez (KY) def. Gregoire Lehmann (UA) 7-5, 6-3 
6. Mike Ward (UA) def. Alex Lampoulos (KY) 5-6, 6-3 (ret.) 
Doubles 
Order of Finish: 2, 1* 
1. No. 13 Cox/Quigley (KY) def. Nott/Lebedev 9-7 
2. Gonzalez/Lampoulos (KY) def. Hogan/Zogaj 8-5 
3. Musialek/Rossi vs. Taylor King/Bradwin Willams (UA) 7-4 (unf.)  
LSU 5, ARKANSAS 2
April 17, 2010
Singles
Order of Finish: 5,4,2,3,6*,1
1. Neal Skupski (LSU) def. Christopher Nott 6-7(4), 6-4, 7-6(4)  
2. Matthew Hogan (UA) def. Mark Bowtell (LSU) 3-6, 6-4, 6-1
3. Sebastian Carlsson (LSU) def. Gregoire Lehmann(UA) 4-6, 6-3, 6-1
4. Julien Gauthier (LSU) def. Mike Ward (UA) 1-6, 6-1, 6-2
5. Stefan Szanciski (LSU) def. Bradwin Williams (UA) 6-2, 7-5
6. Cody Loup (LSU) def. Taylor King (UA) 4-6, 7-6(2), 6-2
Doubles
Order of Finish: 3,2*
1. Hogan/Nott (UA) vs. Skupski/Carlsson (LSU) 6-7
2. King/Williams (UA) def.Bowtell/Borsos (LSU) 9-7
3. Lehmann/Ward (UA) def. Szacinkski/Borsos (LSU) 8-6
SEC Tournament
April 22-25, 2010
AUBURN 4, ARKANSAS 1
Singles
Order of Finish: 6,5,3,1*
1. No. 20 Tim Puetz (AU) def. Christopher Nott (UA) 6-4, 6-4
2. Matt Hogan (UA) vs. Alex Stamchev (AU)7-6(5), 5-6
3. Tim Huetz (AU) def. Nikolas Zogaj(UA) 6-4, 7-5
4. Gregoire Lehmann(UA) vs. LucasLopasso(AU) 6-3,3-6,0-4
5. Mike Ward(UA) def. Oliver Strecker (AU) 6-3, 7-5
6. Andy Meis (AU) def. Bradwin Williams (UA) 6-1, 6-1
Doubles
Order of Finish: 2,3,1*
1. Puetz/Stamchev (AU) def. Nott/Hogan (UA) 8-4
2. Taylor King/Bradwin Williams(UA) def. Meis/Monteiro(AU) 8-5
3. Hewitt/Lopasso (AU) def. Lehmann/Ward (UA) 8-5
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 Since 1979, the University of Arkansas tennis 
program has produced eight 20-win seasons, 20 top 40 
final rankings by the Intercollegiate Tennis Association 
and 17 NCAA Tournament bids, but Razorback tennis 
has been successful for much longer.
 When Arkansas entered the Southeastern 
Conference in the fall of 1991, it marked a marriage 
of a successful program with the nation’s top tennis 
conference. For the oldest spring sport at Arkansas, it 
was yet another opportunity for Razorback tennis to 
rise to the challenge.
 Razorback tennis established itself in 1895 as the 
second-oldest sport of any kind in Fayetteville, behind 
only football, which was started in 1894. Although 
the modern game didn’t get its start until the early 
1970s, Arkansas’ tennis roots stem back to the mid-
1950s. Under the direction of John “Red” Davis, the 
Razorback program established what soon would 
become one of the nation’s winningest traditions.
     Arkansas teams have tallied more than 700 wins 
over the last 51 seasons. 
The Razorbacks have earned 
19 NCAA Tournament 
bids, and produced 33 All-
America selections and 34 
conference champions. In 
fact, the Hogs have had 35 
winning seasons since 1955, 
including 10 in a row from 
1977-86.
 The modern era of Arkansas 
tennis started to take shape 
with the arrival of athletic 
director John Barnhill. 
The university’s athletic 
program was revitalized 
by Barnhill, who not only 
oversaw Arkansas’ return 
to prominence on the football field, but sparked 
unmatched success on the hardcourt. The Razorback 
tennis team reeled off 16 consecutive wins, including 
back-to-back undefeated seasons, in 1956 and 1957. 
Standouts like Dick Reid, Randy Robertson and Rudy 
Martin gained notoriety for their outstanding play 
during those historic seasons, including the school’s 
first 10-win season in 1965.
 David Kossover came to campus as head coach in 
1968 and the Hogs promptly tallied 10- and 14-win 
seasons. Behind the play of Dennis Riza, 
David Stout, Hal Fincher, Brian Sakey and 
Mike Vogel, Arkansas continued to assault 
the record books. The momentum continued 
to build as Kossover led the 1971 Hogs to 
a 23-9 record and the school’s first 20-win 
season.
 Jeff Cook took over the head coaching 
spot in 1972 and continued the standard 
set by his predecessor. Cook’s squads never 
lost more than nine matches in a season and 
netted the Razorbacks’ second 20-win season 
in 1974 (23-5).
 After arriving from New Mexico in 
1976, Tom Pucci guided Arkansas to eight-
consecutive 20-win seasons and the only 30-win 
season in school history. After a disappointing 12-
14 inaugural campaign, 
Pucci and his Razorbacks 
never won fewer than 24 
matches in his remaining 
eight seasons.
 Pucci led the 
Razorbacks to the first of 
seven consecutive NCAA 
Tournament appearances 
beginning in 1980. 
Arkansas strung together 
a phenomenal 206-46 
record and .817 winning 
percentage during that 
span.
 In 1980, Arkansas 
produced its first All-
Americans with Ron 
Hightower, Chip Hooper 
and Peter Doohan gaining 
recognition for the team’s 
school-record 31 victories. 
In all, Pucci’s teams would 
produce five All-Americans, 
including Hightower, 
Hooper, Doohan, Pat Serret 
and Kelly Evernden. 
 Perhaps the biggest win in Razorback tennis 
history came in 1982 when the doubles tandem of 
Doohan and Serret clinched the 1982 NCAA doubles 
title. Pucci left the Arkansas program in 1984 as the 
winningest coach in school history, but the success he 
ignited continued to flame in the years to come.
 Pucci’s influence was felt immediately upon his 
departure as former Hog standout Ron Hightower was 
hired as the head coach. The former All-American 
posted 43 wins in his two seasons before giving way 
to Mike Patrick for the 1987 season. In Hightower’s 
two-year stint, the Hogs produced four All-America 
selections, including Tim Siegel, Richard Schmidt, 
Joey Blake and Bobby Blair. 
 Current head coach Robert Cox was hired for the 
1988 season, a decision that paid immediate dividends. 
A former player of Pucci’s, Cox led his alma mater to 
back-to-back Southwest Conference titles in 1988 and 
1989. Cox has continued his success story, becoming 
Arkansas has produced 16 All-Americans since 1980.
John “Red” Davis is the father of 
Razorback tennis. Davis was the first 
coach of the Razorbacks (1955-58).
Tom Pucci is Arkansas’ second 
all-time winningest coach. Pucci 
recorded 218 victories from 1976-
84.
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only the second coach in school history to reach the 
200-win plateau. In 2004, he passed Pucci as UA’s all-
time victories leader and enters the 2010 season with a 
276 victories. 
 Mike Brown, who claimed a No. 1 ranking in 1989, 
Tim Crichton and Tom Hamilton, who claimed a No. 1 
ranking in doubles in 1997-98, Euan McGinn, Marcus 
Hilpert, Oskar Johansson, another No. 1-ranked Hog 
and the 2000 ITA National Clay Court champion and 
Blake Strode have earned All-America honors under 
Cox.
 In addition, Cox has led the Razorbacks into yet 
another era of Razorback tennis in the Southeastern 
Conference. In 19 seasons in the nation’s most 
competitive environment, Arkansas has collected 
22 All-SEC selections, including Hilpert, Crichton, 
Hamilton, Daniel Pahlsson and Johansson, Nathan 
Price, Adrians Zguns and Strode
 In 1996, Arkansas showcased its campus and 
facilities to its new league members by hosting the SEC 
Tennis Championship. The Razorbacks returned to the 
NCAA Tournament with back-to-back appearances in 
1997 and 1998, reached the regional finals in 2001 and 
2002, and made a third straight NCAA appearance in 
2003. In addition, Cox has guided the Hogs to 11 top 
35 finishes since 1988.
 In 2004, not only did Cox become UA’s all-time 
victories leader, the Hogs also hosted an NCAA Regional 
for the first time and won two matches in NCAA 
Tournament play for the first time. The Razorbacks 
beat Oklahoma State and then Tennessee to advance 
to the Sweet 16 for the first time since 1986. 
 In 2005, despite a disappointing team finish, 
many individuals earned honors through out the 
season. Rohan Gajjar (No. 62), Matt Roberts (No. 118) 
and Zguns (No. 111) all found spots on the final ITA 
individual rankings list. In doubles play, Gajjar and 
Zguns ranked No. 25. Gajjar also qualified for the 
NCAA Singles Tournament.
A permanent tennis exhibit is on display in the Tommy Boyer Hall of 
Champions located in Bud Walton Arena.
Peter Doohan (left) and Pat Serret celebrate winning the 1982 NCAA doubles 
title.
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 During the 2006 season, the squad garnered a final 
ITA ranking of 22nd and recorded 18 wins, the highest 
season-win total in 17 years. The team made its 17th 
NCAA Tournament appearance and played in its 11th 
Regional Final match. Individually, Zguns secured a 
trip to the NCAA Sweet 16 en route to earning All-
America accolades.
 In 2009, Strode advanced to the semifinals of the 
NCAA tournament.
ARKANSAS’ FINAL TOP 40 ITA RANKINGS
 1979: No. 9 1992: No. 17
 1980: No. 7 1993: No. 22
 1981: No. 6 1994: No. 27
 1982: No. 10 1995: No. 35
 1983: No. 7 1998: No. 34
 1984: No. 9 2001: No. 25
 1985: No. 10 2002: No. 24
 1986: No. 8 2003: No. 39
 1988: No. 18 2004: No. 24
 1989: No. 19 2006: No. 22
 
NO. 1-RANKED RAZORBACKS
Singles
1980 Chip Hooper
1986 Joey Blake
1989 Mike Brown
2001 Oskar Johansson
Doubles
1982 Peter Doohan & Pat Serret
1997 Tim Crichton & Tom Hamilton
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NCAA Champions
1982 Peter Doohan & Pat Serret
         (Doubles)
ITA National Championships
Singles
1981 Chip Hooper (Indoors)
1982 Peter Doohan 
         (ITA All-American)
1986 Joey Blake (Indoors)
1989 Mike Brown 
         (ITA All-American runner-up)
2000 Oskar Johansson (Clay Court)
Doubles
1993 Bounce Williams & Marcus  
         Hilpert 
         (ITA All-American runner-up)
1996 Tim Crichton & Tom Hamilton 
          (Clay Court)
1997 Tim Crichton & Tom Hamilton 
         (Clay Court runner-up)
All-Southeastern Conference 
1994  Marcus Hilpert
1995 Tom Hamilton (2nd Team)
         Daniel Pahlsson (2nd Team)
1996 Tim Crichton (2nd Team)
         Daniel Pahlsson (2nd Team)
1997 Tim Crichton & Tom Hamilton  
         (Doubles - First Team)
1998 Tim Crichton & Tom Hamilton
         (Doubles - 1st Team)
1999 Oskar Johansson (2nd Team)
2000 Oskar Johansson (1st Team)
2001 Oskar Johansson (1st Team)
2002 Oggie Kolev (2nd Team)
2004 Adrians Zguns (1st Team) 
         Nathan Price (2nd Team)
2005 Rohan Gajjar (1st Team)
          Matt Roberts (2nd Team)
2006 Adrians Zguns (1st Team)
         Matt Roberts (2nd Team)
         Blake Strode (2nd Team)
2007 Blake Strode (1st Team)
2009 Blake Strode (1st Team)
2010 Chris Nott (2nd Team)
All-Southeastern Conference 
Scholar-Athlete of the Year
2009 Blake Stode 
NCAA TOURNAMENT HISTORY (17 TEAM APPEARANCES, 12-17 RECORD) 
YEAR OPPONENT RESULT SCORE SITE
1971, 72, 73 Individual draw tournament
1979 Princeton L  5-4  Athens, Ga.
1980 Michigan W  5-0  Athens, Ga.
 Southern Cal$ L  5-2  Athens, Ga.
1981 Oklahoma State W  7-2  Athens, Ga.
 UCLA$ L  5-4  Athens, Ga.
1982 Clemson L  5-4  Athens, Ga.
1983 California W  5-2  Athens, Ga.
 Stanford$ L  5-4  Athens, Ga.
1984 Georgia L  5-1  Athens, Ga.
1985 Southern Cal L  5-3  Athens, Ga.
1986 California W  5-2  Athens, Ga.
 SMU$ L  5-1  Athens, Ga.
1994 Rice W  4-0  Houston, Texas
 Texas A&M# L  4-3  Houston, Texas
1995 Texas A&M L  4-1  College Station, Texas
1997 Northeast La. W  4-3  Ft. Worth, Texas
 TCU# L  4-1  Ft. Worth, Texas
1998 Southwestern La. W  4-1  Austin, Texas
 Texas A&M# L  4-3  Austin, Texas
2001 North Carolina W  4-0  Dallas, Texas
 SMU# L  4-3  Dallas, Texas
2002 Tulsa W  4-0  Tulsa, Okla
 Southern Cal# L  4-0  Tulsa, Okla.
2003 Ohio State L  4-0  Lexington, Ky.
2004 Oklahoma State W  4-3  Fayetteville, Ark.
 Tennessee# W  4-2  Fayetteville, Ark.
 Southern Cal.$ L  4-1  Tulsa, Okla.
2006 Michigan W  4-1  Columbus, Ohio
 Ohio State# L  4-0  Columbus, Ohio
 $ - NCAA Sweet 16
 # - NCAA Regional Final
SOUTHWEST CONFERENCE TEAM CHAMPIONSHIP
1980 1981 1984 1988 1989
SOUTHWEST CONFERENCE SINGLES CHAMPIONS
NO. 1
Chip Hooper (1980, 1981)
Mike Brown (1988, 1989)
NO. 2
Ron Hightower (1980)
Peter Doohan (1981)
Donie Wood (1988, 1989)
NO. 3
Ron Hightower (1978)
Pablo Arraya (1980)
Peter Doohan (1982)
SOUTHWEST CONFERENCE DOUBLES CHAMPIONS 
NO. 1
Peter Doohan & Ron Hightower (1980)
Peter Doohan & Pat Serret (1983)
Kelly Evernden & Pat Serret (1984)
NO. 2
Kelly Evernden & Jose Lambert (1983)
NO. 3
Jose Lambert & Jean Van Resburg (1981)
Donie Wood & J.P. Mieny (1988)
NO. 4
Clark Diehl (1981)
Tim Siegel (1984, 1986)
NO. 5
Peter Hawking (1979)
Tom Siegel (1983)
Cha Hoon Im (1988)
NO. 6
Mark Johnson (1978, 1979)
Jose Lambert (1980)
Richard Schmidt (1984, 1985)
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RAZORBACK RECORDS
INDIVIDUAL SINGLES SINGLE-SEASON VICTORIES
47 Marcus Hilpert (47-4) 1994
39 Cha Hoon Im (39-15) 1990
38 Ron Hightower (38-5) 1980
36 Adrians Zguns (36-10) 2004
31 Nathan Price (31-13) 2004
29 Juan Pablo Herrera (29-12) 1994
28 Matt Roberts (28-10) 2006
28 Oskar Johansson (28-11) 2001
28 Joey Blake (28-6) 1986
28 Kelly Evernden (28-7) 1983 
28 Aleksey Bubis (28-10) 2001
28 Chip Hooper (28-11) 1980
27 Blake Strode (27-7) 2006
27 Blake Strode (27-11) 2007
27 Blake Strode (27-12) 2009
27 Oskar Johansson (27-16) 2000
27 Pablo Arraye (27-12) 1980
27 Greg Fess (27-10) 1980
26 Adrians Zguns (26-12) 2006
26 Oggie Kolev (26-13) 2002
26 Oggie Kolev (26-12) 2001
26 Tom Hamilton (26-8) 1995
26 Bobby Blair (26-9) 1984
26 Kelly Evernden (26-11) 1984
26 Jose Lambert (26-6) 1982
26 Matt Roberts (26-9) 2005
CAREER SINGLES VICTORIES 
124 Marcus Hilpert (124-46) 1991-94
117 Ron Hightower (117-16) 1977-80
104 Adrians Zguns (104-45) 2002-06
101 Oskar Johansson (101-48) 1998-2001
98 Blake Strode (98-48) 2006-2009
94 Cha Hoon Im (94-36) 1988-91
93 Jose Lambert (93-31) 1980-83
90 Pat Serret (90-40) 1981-84
89 Tim Siegel (89-35) 1983-86
DOUBLES SINGLE-SEASON VICTORIES 
34 Tom Hamilton (34-9) 1998
32 Ron Hightower (32-6) 1980
30 Tim Crichton (30-8) 1997
30 Peter Doohan (30-5) 1980
28 Tom Hamilton (28-10) 1997
28 Kelly Evernden (28-6) 1983
28 Brian Sakey (28-1) 1974
28 Mike Vogl (28-1) 1974
CAREER DOUBLES VICTORIES 
98 Tim Crichton (98-46) 1994-98
97 Pat Serret (97-34) 1981-84
96 Peter Doohan (96-27) 1980-83
90 Jose Lambert (90-29) 1980-83
88 Tom Hamilton (88-36) 1994-98
76 Ron Hightower (76-NA)  1977-80
75 Marcus Hilpert (75-32) 1991-94
75 Tim Siegel (75-39) 1983-86
74 Kelly Evernden (74-23) 1982-84
SINGLES WINNING PERCENTAGE 
Single-Season
.926 Pat Serret (25-2) 1981
.921 Marcus Hilpert (47-4) 1994
.884 Ron Hightower (38-5) 1980
.875 Donie Wood (21-3) 1988
.833 Augusto Solano (20-4) 1988
.823 Joey Blake (28-6) 1986
.813 Jose Lambert (26-6) 1982
.794 Blake Strode (27-7) 2006
.692 Blake Strode (27-12) 2009
.629 Chris Nott (22-13) 2009
Career
.880 Ron Hightower (117-16) 1977-80
.750 Jose Lambert (93-31) 1980-83
.729 Marcus Hilpert (124-46) 1988-91
.717 Tim Siegel (89-35) 1983-86
.697 Adrians Zguns (104-45) 2002-06
.671 Blake Strode (98-48) 2006-09
DOUBLES WINNING PERCENTAGE 
Single-Season
.966 Brian Sakey (28-1) 1974
.966 Mike Vogl (28-1) 1974
.857 Peter Doohan (30-5) 1980
.842 Ron Hightower (32-6) 1980
.840 Peter Doohan (21-4) 1981
.821 Pat Serret (23-5) 1981
Career
.780 Peter Doohan (96-27) 1980-83
.762 Kelly Evernden (74-23) 1982-84
.756 Jose Lambert (90-29) 1980-83
.740 Pat Serret (97-34) 1981-84
.725 John McConnell (58-22) 1991-93
.701 Marcus Hilpert (75-32) 1991-94
CONSECUTIVE SINGLE-SEASON VICTORIES 
Individual
29 Marcus Hilpert 1994
Team
12 Twice  1979, 1980
(Note: Arkansas also won 16 straight matches over four 
seasons from 1955-58)
Marcus Hilpert is UA’s all-time singles victories leader with 124.
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RAZORBACK ALL-AMERICANS
RON HIGHTOWER-1980
One of two Razorbacks to earn All-America hon-
ors in 1980, Ron earned the honor in both sin-
gles and doubles. A three-time Southwest Con-
ference champion, for his career, he totaled 117 
wins in singles and 76 in doubles.  In his All-
America season of 1980, he was 38-5 in singles 
and 32-6 in doubles.
CHIP HOOPER-1980, 1981
The first two-time All-American in singles in Ra-
zorback history, Chip reached the fourth round 
of the NCAA Championship in 1980, finishing 
28-11. He also advanced to the quarterfinals in 
1981. He was ranked No. 1 in the nation by the 
ITA in 1980.
MIKE BROWN-1988, 1989, 1990
The only three-time singles All-American in Ar-
kansas history, Mike earned the honors in 1988, 
1989 and 1990. He was ranked No. 1 in the na-
tion by the ITA in 1989. Mike won Southwest 
Conference No. 1 singles championships in 
1988 and 1989.
PETER DOOHAN-1980, 1981, 1982, 1983
A great doubles player who seemed unstop-
pable when teamed with Pat Serret, Peter won 
the 1982 NCAA doubles championship. The duo 
also finished second in 1981. Peter was the first 
four-time tennis All-American in Arkansas his-
tory. He claimed 96 career victories in doubles 
with a .780 winning percentage.
EUAN McGINN-1994
Euan was an All-American in doubles in 1994 
with Marcus Hilpert after the duo reached the 
quarterfinals of the NCAA Championship. He 
was also strong in singles, winning 21 matches 
in 1993.
PAT SERRET-1981, 1982, 1983, 1984
Perhaps the greatest doubles player in Arkansas 
history, he earned All-America status in singles 
in 1982. Pat teamed with Peter Doohan to win 
the 1982 NCAA doubles championship. They 
were NCAA runners-up in 1981. Pat earned All-
America honors in doubles all four years. He fin-
ished with 97 career wins in doubles and 90 in 
singles.
MARCUS HILPERT-1994
One of the greatest UA singles players in histo-
ry, Marcus earned All-America honors in singles 
and doubles with Euan McGinn in 1994. He ad-
vanced to the semifinals of the NCAA Champi-
onship. Marcus is Arkansas’ all-time singles vic-
tories leader with 124 and won 29 consecutive 
matches in 1994.
KELLY EVERNDEN-1984
Kelly was the fourth player in Arkansas history 
to earn All-America honors in both singles and 
doubles in the same year. He was a two-time 
Southwest Conference doubles champion and a 
singles finalist in 1983. He had 74 career doubles 
victories with a .762 winning percentage.
TOM HAMILTON-1997, 1998
An All-American in 1997 and 1998 in doubles 
with partner Tim Crichton, the duo was ranked 
No. 1 in 1997. In 1996, they won the Clay 
Court Championship and earned an automatic 
berth in the NCAA Championship. Tom set the 
school single-season record for doubles victo-
ries with 34 in 1998.
TIM SIEGEL-1985, 1986
A two-time All-American in doubles in 1985 and 
1986, Tim teamed with Richard Schmidt. The 
pair went 23-11 in 1985, and Tim went 25-8 in 
singles in 1985 and 24-8 in 1986. A three-time 
Southwest Conference champion, he finished 
with 89 career wins in singles and 75 in dou-
bles.
TIM CRICHTON-1997, 1998
A two-time All-American and first-team All-SEC 
selection in doubles in 1997 and 1998, Tim 
teamed with Tom Hamilton to win the 1996 
Clay Court Championship. The duo was ranked 
No. 1 in 1997. Tim set the school record with 
98 career doubles victories from 1994-98.
RICHARD SCHMIDT-1985, 1986
In the Arkansas tradition of great duos, Ricahrd 
was a two-time All-American in doubles in 1985 
and 1986. Richard teamed with Tim Siegel to 
go 23-11 in 1985. Richard also won Southwest 
Conference singles titles in 1984 and 1985, go-
ing 23-7 in singles in 1985.
OSKAR JOHANSSON-2000, 2001
Oskar earned All-America honors in singles 
twice, and won the 2000 ITA National Clay 
Court Championship and the prestigious River 
Oaks Invitational in Houston. He was the ITA’s 
No. 1-ranked player in the nation in 2001. A 
three-time All-SEC selection, he had 101 career 
singles wins, including 27 in 2000 and 28 in 
2001.
JOEY BLAKE-1986
Joey was the first Razorback to advance to the 
semifinals of the NCAA Championship. For only 
the second time in 1986, Arkansas had two play-
ers garner All-America honors in the same year 
in singles. Joey earned a No. 1 national ranking 
in 1986 and won the prestigious Rolex Indoor 
championship. He finished 28-6 in his only sea-
son.
ADRIANS ZGUNS-2006
Adrians garnered All-America honors in singles 
en route to earning a trip to the NCAA Sweet 
16 in 2006. A two-time All-SEC first-team selec-
tion, he ended his career with 104 singles victo-
ries and a .697 winning percentage.
BOBBY BLAIR-1986
Bobby earned All-America honors in singles 
following the 1986 season after finishing 24-8. 
1986 was only the second time two Razorbacks 
earned All-America honors in the same year and 
was the first time Arkansas had four All-Ameri-
cans in the same season. Bobby was also 21-11 
at No. 1 in 1985.
BLAKE STRODE-2009
Blake earned All-America honors in singles by 
advancing to the semifinals of the 2009 NCAA 
Championship. A two-time All-SEC first-team 
selection and the 2009 SEC Scholar-Athlete of 
the Year, he ended his career with 89 singles 
victories. Also in 2009, he was the national re-
cipient of the ITA/Arthur Ashe Leadership and 
Sportsmanship award.
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RAZORBACK COACHES AND TEAM AWARDS
YEAR-BY-YEAR COACHING RECORDS
Year Record Pct. Coach ITA Rank NCAA
1955 6-5 .545 John “Red” Davis
1956 6-0 1.000 John “Red” Davis
1957 6-0 1.000 John “Red” Davis
1958 3-3 .500 John “Red” Davis
1959 3-5-1 .393 Dr. John Kane
1960 6-1 .857 Dr. John Kane
1961 7-2 .778 Dr. Rodney Ryan
1962 2-8-1 .227 Jay Dickey
1963 1-9-1 .156 Jay Dickey
1964 5-6 .455 Clark Barnes
1965 10-4-1 .700 Jay Donathan
1966 4-10 .286 Dr. Dale Robey
1967 4-3-1 .563 Dr. Rodney Ryan
1968 10-4 .714 David Kossover
1969 14-9 .609 David Kossover
1970 18-10 .643 David Kossover
1971 23-9 .719 David Kossover
1972 15-6 .714 Jeff Cook
1973 14-9 .609 Jeff Cook
1974 23-5 .821 Jeff Cook
1975 10-4 .714 Jeff Cook
1976 12-14 .462 Tom Pucci
1977 24-6 .800 Tom Pucci
1978 24-4 .857 Tom Pucci
1979 26-4 .867 Tom Pucci 9 Sweet 16
1980 31-4 .886 Tom Pucci 7 Elite Eight
1981 26-4 .867 Tom Pucci 6 Elite Eight
1982 24-8 .740 Tom Pucci 10 Sweet 16
1983 24-9 .727 Tom Pucci 7 Elite Eight
1984 27-7 .794 Tom Pucci 9 Sweet 16
1985 22-8 .733 Ron Hightower 10 Sweet 16
1986 21-8 .724 Ron Hightower 8 Elite Eight
1987 9-16 .360 Mike Patrick  
1988 18-6 .750 Robert Cox 18
1989 19-8 .704 Robert Cox 19
1990 10-14 .417 Robert Cox
1991 18-8 .692 Robert Cox
1992 13-8 .619 Robert Cox 17
1993 11-13 .458 Robert Cox 22
1994 15-11 .577 Robert Cox 27 Regional Final
1995 13-12 .520 Robert Cox 35 1st Round
1996 7-16 .304 Robert Cox  
1997 14-12 .538 Robert Cox  Regional Final
1998 12-12 .500 Robert Cox 34 Regional Final
1999 11-12 .478 Robert Cox
2000 6-15 .286 Robert Cox 
2001 16-10 .615 Robert Cox 25 Regional Final
2002 15-10 .600 Robert Cox 24 Regional Final
2003 11-15 .423 Robert Cox 39 1st Round
2004 16-10 .615 Robert Cox 24 Sweet 16
2005 4-17 .190 Robert Cox 68 
2006 18-11 .621 Robert Cox 22 Regional Final
2007 7-22 .241 Robert Cox 
2008 12-13 .480 Robert Cox 50 
2009 10-14 .416 Robert Cox 55
2010 10-16 .385 Robert Cox 73
Totals 746-489-5 .608 
ALL-TIME COACHING RECORDS
Coach Record Pct.
Robert Cox (1988-present) 286-285 .501
Tom Pucci (1976-84) 218-60 .784
David Kossover (1968-71) 65-32 .670
Jeff Cook (1972-75) 62-24 .721
Ron Hightower (1985-86) 43-16 .729
John “Red” Davis (1955-58) 21-8 .724
Dr. Rodney Ryan (1961, ‘67) 11-5-1 .676
Jay Donathan (1965) 10-4-1 .700
Dr. John Kane (1959-60) 9-6-1 .594
Mike Patrick (1987) 9-16 .360
Chuck Barnes (1964) 5-6 .455
Dr. Dale Robey (1966) 4-10 .286
Jay Dickey (1962-63) 3-17-2 .182
RAZORBACK TEAM AWARDS
WALTON AWARD 
(Most Valuable Player, named for Sam M. Walton)
1985 Tim Siegel
1986 Tim Siegel, Richard Schmidt
1987 Donie Wood
1988 Mike Brown
1989 Mike Brown
1990 J.P. Mieny
1991 Cha Hoon Im
1992 Marcus Hilpert
1993 Joaquin Lopez
1994 Marcus Hilpert
1995 Stewart Doyle
1996 Daniel Pahlsson
1997 Tom Hamilton
1998 Tom Hamilton
1999 Oskar Johansson
2000 Henrik Tofft
2001 Oskar Johansson
2002 Oggie Kolev
2003  Adrians Zguns
2004 Rohan Gajjar, Nathan Price, Adrians Zguns
2005 Rohan Gajjar, Matt Roberts, Adrians Zguns
2006 Rohan Gajjar, Matt Roberts, Adrians Zguns
2007 Blake Strode
2008 Blake Strode
2009 Blake Strode
2010 Chris Nott
JACK LANKFORD WALK-ON AWARD 
(For the true walk-on who gives his all to benefit the team)
1992 Jack Lankford
1993 Jack Lankford
1994 Jack Lankford
1995 Eric Kwait
1996 Eric Kwait, Justin Ball
1997 John Deaton
1998 John Deaton
1999 John Deaton
2000 John Deaton
2001 Gary Nunn
2002 Talley Parker
2003  Talley Parker
2004 Talley Parker
2005  Talley Parker
2006 Brian Yanulis
2007 Branden Joost
2008 Tyler Tarnasky
2009  Conner Smith, Nicholas Spinazze
2010 Hall Fess, Taj Harrison
MARC SERRILLI SEVENTH-MAN AWARD 
(Named for four-year letterman Marc Serrilli)
1995 Marc Serrilli
1996 Marc Serrilli
1997 Marc Serrilli
1998 Marc Serrilli
1999 John Deaton
2000 Brad Berry
2001 Tiago Azevedo
2002 Tiago Azevedo
2003 Talley Parker
2004 Talley Parker
2005 Michael Jung
2006 Michael Jung
2007 Not Awarded
2008 Tyler Tarnasky
2009  Taylor King
2010 Taylor King, Bradwin Williams
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AAA
Dave Abernathy 1958,59 
Greg Aclin 1986
Henrik Andersson 1994
Robert Antoun 1990,91
Pablo Arraya 1980 
Tiago Azevedo 1999,2000,01,02
 
BBB
John Bailey 1977, 78
John M. Bailey 1960,61,62
John M. Bailey III 1975,76, 77 
Justin Ball 1997,98 
Bobby Banck 1983,84,85
Ben Barry 1966,67,68
David Beauchamp   1970,71,72,73
Charles Beauchamp 1960,62
Hunter Benson 2003
Brad Berry 1997,99,00,01
Mark Bertalli 1985
Joe Bisset 1960,61
Lynn Blackman 1923
Bobby Blair 1984,85,86
Joey Blake 1986
William J. Bodie 1973
Samuel Boellner 1957
Wayne Boles 1957,58
Bill Borders 1969,70,71,72
Garron Borkum 1990
Buddy Bowman 1977,78,79
Mark Braunstein 1974
Jack Bridgeforth 1938
Fank Brittain 1942
Dan Brooks 1988
Derek Brooks 1988
Clyde Brown 1931,34
Mike Brown 1988,89,90
Aleksey Bubis 2000,01,02,03
Keith Burford 1987,87,89,90
CCC
Gerald F. Cabell 1932,33,34
Chris Campbell   1996,97,99,2000
Jan Carter 1939
Ronald E. Chancy 1965,65
Bruce Clark 1974,75,76
Tim Clark 1969,70,71,72
Tom Coker 1951,52
Mike Coleman 1986,87
John Paul Cook 1963
Rick Cowden 1978,79
Robert Cox 1977,78
Tim Crichton  1995,96,97,98
Charles Crigger III  1950,51,52
James Cunningham  1963,65
DDD
Robert Deacon 1947
John Deaton 1997,98,99,00
Drew Dees 2001, 02
Jay Dickey Jr. 1960,61
Clark Diehl 1980,81,82
Bed Dodge 1983
Pat Dodge 1949
Jay Jeffrey Donathan 1956,57
Peter Doohan 1980,81,82,83
Stewart Doyle 1993,94,95,96
Hugh Carter Dorsey 1951,52
Steven Gail Duffel 1967
Mark Dutton 1981
James Trester Dyke 1958
Johan Dysholm 1989
EEE
Joe Allen Emerson 1947,48
Kelly Evernden 1982,83,84
John Ewbank 2004
John Stuart Exall 1947,48,49
FFF
Jef Falling 1992,93
Harry Carter Farr 1950
James Hershel Faulkner 1957
Oscar Fendler 1928
Greg Fess 1978,79,80
Floyd Harold Fincher 1968,69
Emile Fourie 1991
Robert Morgan Franklin 1959
Henry Frantz 1942
J. William Fulbright 1923
GGG
Rohan Gajjar 2003,04,05
Bill Gene Geren 1954,55,56
Danny Granot 1985,86,87
John Griffee 1951
Thomas W. Grisak 1973,74,75
HHH
Tom Hamilton 1995,96,97,98
Michael Harding 1966,67
Oliver Harvey 1931
Peter Hawking 1977,78,79
Viktor Hebrand 2004
William Heffelfinger 1947,48
Darin Herman 1985
Juan Pablo Herrera 1992,93,94,95
David Hickey 1940,41
Joseph Hickey 1972,73,74,75
Justin Hickey 1940,41
Ron Hightower 1977,78,79,80
Marcus Hilpert 1991,92,93,94
Paul Hodges 1942
Matthew Hogan 2008, 09, 10
Chip Hooper 1980,81
III
Cha Hoon Im 1988,89,90,91
Imraan Ismail 2004,05
Kristofer Ivarsson 2002
JJJ
Randy Jackson 1971,72,73
Seb Jackson 1991
Tommy James 1970
Oskar Johansson 1998,99,2000,01
Harry Johnson 1936
Kenneth F. Johnson 1968,69
Mark Johnson 1978,79
Randy Johnson 1974
Matt Jones 1988,89
Branden Joost 2007,08
Michael Jung 2005
KKK
John Kane 1934,35,36
Mark Kane 1981
Jimmy Khougassian 2005
Taylor King 2006, 08, 09, 10
Oggie Kolev 2001,02
George Kuechenmeister 1955,56
Magnus Kullenberg 1999,2000,
  01,02
Eric Kwait 1995,96,97
LLL
Eugene Lambert Sr. 1928,29
Jose Lambert 1980,81,82,83
Phil Landauer 1970,71,72,73
Glenn Darrell Lane 1954,55,56
Steven Lang 1984
Jack Lankford 1994,95
Simon Larouche 1998,98
Dmitry Lebedev 2007,08, 09, 10
Ewell Black Lee 1953,54,55
Gregioire Lehmann 2010
George W. Lewis 1939,40
Charles F. Long 1962
Vince Long 1965
Joaquin Lopez 1991,92
Tom S. Lovett 1932,33,34
Robert Lumkin 1947
MMM
Russell L. McCollum Jr. 1957
John McConnell 1991,92,93
Frank McElwee 1939,40,41
Euan McGinn 1991,92,93,94
Jack Allison McNulty 1967
Neil Martin 1939
Rufus A. Martin Jr.  1958,59,60
Colin Mascall 2006,07,08
Gabriel Mattos 2007
Pat Mehaffy 1982,83,84,85
Michael L Meistrell 1962,63,64
J.P. Mieny 1987,88,89,90
Bruce Miller 1935,36,37
John Henry Moore 1959
Hubert Moreland Jr. 1963,64
Charles Morse 1938
Robert Murphy 1942
Roy Murtishaw 1963,64,65
NNN
Warren Nance 1937
Thomas Netland 1993
W. Andrew Nettleship  1930,31
Donald Paul Neumeier 1957
Andrei Nicoara 2004,05,06,07
Jeff Nissenbaum 1982
Chris Nott 2008, 09, 10
PPP
Eduardo Pacheco 2000,01,02,03
Daniel Pahlsson 1995,96,97,98
Mike Palmer 1974,75
Talley Parker 2003,04,05
Darin Phelan 1995,96,97,98
David Henry Phillips 1956,58
Mike Phillips 1993,94
Jim Lee Pinnell 1933
Frank Pittman 1935,37
Walter Pittman 1930,31
Jim S. Porter Jr. 1952,53,54
Nathan Price 2002,03,04
Stanley Edward Price 1947
RRR
David L. Reding 1966,67
Fergus Reid 1999
Richard Reid 1953,54,55
John William Rex 1953
Robert Rhodes 1938
Dennis Rizza 1969,70,71,72
Burton C. Robbins 1929,30,31
Matt Roberts 2003,04,05
Gordon Robertson 1956,57,58
Simon Robinson 1984,85,86,87
Jeptha Scott Rogers 1932,34
William Porter Ross 1959
Russell Rummery 1976
SSS
Jiro Sakakibara 1985
Brian Sakey 1974,75,76,77
Keith Sanzari 1989
Ameer Sarfudin 1996
Richard Schmidt 1984,85,86
Kenneth Schoephoester 1928,29,
  30
James C. Scott 1932
Allen Sellars 1938,39,40
Pat Serret 1981,82,83,84
Marc Serrilli 1995,96,97,98
Don Paul Setliff 1965,66
Scott Shankles 1991,92,93
Tim Shuler 1999,2000,01
Tim Siegel 1983,84,85,86
Sylvano Simone 1987,88
Matt Simpson 2004,05
Robert Brannan Sloan 1955
Connor Smith 2007,08, 09
Harry Lynn Snider Jr. 1952,53
Augusto Solano 1988,89
Drew Sosebee 2007
Randolph Spencer Jr. 1959,60,61
Nick Spinazze 2008, 09, 10
Thomas W. Stephens 1961,62
David Stout 1970,71,72,73
Blake Strode 2006,07,08, 09
Dabbs Sullivan Jr. 1949
TTT
Visit Tansacha 1950
Tyler Tarnasky 2008, 09
William Teufer 1941
Herbert Thomas 1974,75
James Maurice Thomas 1947
Jason Todd 1994,95
Henrik Tofft 1998,99,2000,01
Henry Tuck 1935,36,37
UUU
Jay Udwadia 1994,95,96,97
Raymond Undernehr 1968
VVV
Miguel Valor 1992,93
Jean Van Rensburg 1981,82
Jorge Villanueva 2007
Mike Vogl 1974,75,76,77
WWW
Matt Walters 2009, 10
Mike Ward 2010
James Wilcoxin 1938
Austin Williams 1990
Bounce Williams 1993
Brad Williams 1986
Bradwin Williams 2007,08, 09, 10
Mark Willingham 1974,75,76
Charles Hewell Wilson 1964
Donie Wood 1987,88,89,90
Jeff Wright 1987,88,89
ZZZ
Adrians Zguns 2003,04,05
Nikolas Zogaj 2009, 10
* Current players in bold
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1985, 22-8 (SWC 6-2)                               
NCAA Tournament - First Round    
Head Coach:  Ron Hightower
1/26      LSU ! L 5-4
2/13      Tulsa                   W    9-0
2/14      Wichita St. #        W       8-1
2/15      Trinity #               W       5-4
2/16      Oklahoma St. #    W 6-3
2/23 Illinois $ W 6-3 
2/24     at Kansas W       8-1
3/1       at New Mexico W 5-4 
3/2      Brigham Young + W 6-3
3/7 Florida @ L 5-3
3/8       Auburn @ W       5-1
3/9       Alabama @ W 6-3 
3/10     Oklahoma St. @    W       5-4
3/16      SMU *                   L 8-1
3/19      at Southern Cal    L        7-2
3/20     at Pepperdine      L        8-1
3/23      Baylor * W 8-1
3/26     at Texas Tech *     W 9-0
3/30  Texas *                  W      7-2
4/1 at Oklahoma St.    W      7-2
4/6      Houston *              W      7-2
4/7 West Texas St. =     W 8-1
4/11 at Rice * W      8-1
4/12      at Texas A&M *   W 5-4
4/13      at TCU *               L      5-4
4/16      at Tulsa                 W 8-1
4/19     Northeast La. L        5-4
4/20      New Mexico         W       5-1
4/24      at Trinity              W       5-4
5/20      Southern Cal ^      L       5-3
* - Southwest Conference match
! - at New Orleans, La.
# - Wal-Mart/Sentra, Fayetteville, Ark.
$ - at Lawrence, Kan.
+ - at Albuquerque, N.M.
@ - H.E.B. Invitational, Corpus Christi, Texas
= - at Ft. Smith, Ark.
^ - NCAA Regional, Athens, Ga.
Singles Victories Leaders
 Tim Siegel                  No. 4     25-8
 Richard Schmidt       No. 6     23-7
 Bobby Blair  No. 1 21-11
 Bobby Banck              No. 2   21-11
Doubles Victories Leaders
 Richard Schmidt/Tim Siegel No.1   23-11
1986, 21-8 (SWC 6-1)  
NCAA Tournament - Second Round
Head Coach:  Ron Hightower
1/31      Kansas W 8-1
2/4        Tulsa                   W        7-2
2/14      Trinity                W  6-2
2/15     Tennessee           W       6-3
2/16      Northeast La.      W        6-2
2/20      Clemson !            L         6-3
2/21      Oklahoma St. !    L         5-4
2/22      LSU !                    L         5-4
3/6       Houston #            W         6-3
3/7       TCU #                   L         7-2
3/8      Northeast La. #    W         5-1
3/9      California #        W        5-3
3/15      LSU &                 W         7-2
3/16      Rice *                W         9-0 
3/23      Texas Tech *      W         9-0
2/24     Nebraska           W         9-0
3/27      Harvard $          W         6-0
3/28      Alabama $          W         5-1
3/29       Southern Cal $ L          5-4
3/30       Miami $             W         5-4
4/5       at Texas *            L         8-1
4/6         at Baylor *         W         7-2
4/8         TCU *             W        7-2
4/12       Texas A&M *  W         8-1
4/17       at Houston *     W  7-2
4/19      at SMU             L 7-2
4/23      at Trinity          W         5-3
5/17       Cal-Berkley ^      W         5-2
5/18       SMU ^                   L          5-1 
* - Southwest Conference ma tch
! - National Indoor Team 
Championships, Louisville, Ky.
# - H.E.B. Invitational, Corpus Christi, Texas
& - at Little Rock, Ark.
$ - Blue-Gray, Montgomery, Ala.
^ - NCAA Regional, Athens, Ga.
 
Singles Victories Leaders
 Joey Blake                      No. 2     26-6
 Tim Siegel                      No. 4     24-8
 Bobby Blair                   No. 1     23-7
   
Doubles Victories Leaders
 Richard Schmidt/Tim Siegel   No. 1   13-7
1987, 9-16 (SWC 4-4)  
Head Coach:  Mike Patrick
1/23      SMU ! L         9-0
1/24     at Miami            L         7-2
1/25   at Clemson L       9-1
2/19      Oral Roberts          W        7-2
2/25     at Tulsa               W        5-4
2/27     Auburn #            L         5-2
2/27     at Arizona St. L        8-1
3/1       Michigan # L        6-3
3/4       Ole Miss $                W       5-4
3/5       So. Carolina $ L        8-1
3/6    Auburn $ L 5-2
3/7       Wichita St. $ L        5-4
3/8       Arizona $ W       5-4
3/9       at Texas Tech *        W       6-3
3/13     Wake Forest %  L        5-4
3/13      at LSU L        8-1
3/16      Miss. St. &              W        5-4
3/24      Georgia Tech &       L         9-0
4/4       SMU * L         9-0
4/9       at Texas A&M * L 7-2
4/11     at TCU * L        8-1
4/16      Baylor *                  W       9-0
4/18      Rice *                      W 6-3
4/19      Texas *                     L        6-3
4/20      Houston *             W        8-1
* - Southwest Conference match
! - at Miami, Fla.
# - at Tempe, Ariz.
$ - H.E.B. Invitational, Corpus Christi, Texas
% - at Baton Rouge, La.
& - at Little Rock, Ark.
Singles Victories Leaders
 Donie Wood                No. 3 17-11
 J.P. Mieny No. 5   12-16
 Danny Granot No. 2 10-16
Doubles Victories Leaders
 Mike Coleman/Donie Wood   No. 2   9-14
 
1988, 18-6 (SWC 7-0)                                                
Head Coach:  Robert Cox    
1/27     SMSU                    W        7-2
2/12      Texas Christian * W        5-4
2/17      Tulsa W   9-0
2/20      Northeast La. !     W        5-4
2/27      at Indiana              W        6-2
2/28     at Illinois               L         5-4
3/2        Maryland #             W       5-1
3/3      Trinity #                   L         7-2
3/4       Texas A&M #          L         5-4
3/5      Florida St. #            W 5-4
3/12      at Texas *               W        6-3
3/22     at Ole Miss            W       6-0
3/25      Oklahoma              W       5-1
3/26      Texas Tech *           W        8-1
3/28      at Baylor *              W       9-0
4/2       at Trinity                  L        5-4
4/3     at UT - San Antonio    W       6-0
4/5      at Oklahoma St.       L 5-4
4/8      Texas A&M *          W        9-0
4/15      SMU *                     W       5-3
4/18      Rice *                     W       7-2
4/22      SMU ~                  W  5-1
4/23     Texas A&M ~           W       5-0
4/24      TCU ~                  L 5-4
* - Southwest Conference match
! - at Texarkana, Ark.
# - H.E.B. Invitational, Corpus Christi, Texas
~ - SWC Tournament, Austin, Texas
Singles Victories Leaders
 Mike Brown                   No. 1     29-9
 Donie Wood                  No. 2     26-5
 Augusto Solano             No. 3    26-6
Doubles Victories Leaders
 Not available
1989, 19-8 (SWC 6-1)  
Head Coach:  Robert Cox
1/28      at Kansas               W        5-2
2/9        Northeast La. W        7-2
2/12      Indiana                    L        5-4
2/17      SMU *                     W        6-3
2/21      Kansas !                 W        5-2
2/22      Georgia !                  L        6-2
2/24      Texas !                      L      5-4
2/25      Michigan !             W         5-2
3/3        Alabama #                     L        5-4
3/4        Texas A&M #          W        5-0
3/11      Trinity                    W        5-2
3/13      at Texas Tech *       W         6-3
3/17      at W. Virginia        W         5-1
3/18      Michigan $             W        5-4
3/19      Penn $                    W        6-0
3/23      Illinois %              W        6-0
3/24      Long Beach St. %      L         5-4
3/25      Auburn %                L        4-3
3/25      Nebraska %             W        5-4
4/1       at TCU *                    L        7-2 
4/3       Texas *                     W        8-1
4/8     Baylor *                   W        9-0
4/9       Rice *                       W        6-3
4/15     at Texas A&M *       W        6-3
4/21    Texas A&M ~         W         6-0
4/22      Rice ~                     W        5-1
4/23      TCU ~  L         5-4
* - Southwest Conference match
$ - at West Virginia
! - ITCA/USTA Team Indoor, Louisville, Ky.
# - H.E.B. Invitational, Corpus Christi, Texas
% - California-Irvine Invitational, Irvine, Calif.
~ - SWC Tournament, Fort Worth, Texas
Singles Victories Leaders
 Mike Brown                   No. 1     37-9
 Augusto Solano           No. 3     25-9 
 Donie Wood                  No. 2   26-11
 
Doubles Victories Leaders
 Mike Brown/Augusto Solan    No. 1    12-3
1990, 10-14 (SWC 2-5)                                                       
Head Coach: Robert Cox    
1/1       Mississippi St.         W        5-4
1/26     at Miami                  L         8-1
1/27     Clemson !               W         6-3
2/3       Kansas                   W         5-2
2/5       Northeast La.          W        5-2
2/14      TCU *                      L         8-1
2/20      Harvard #                L         5-1
2/23      Utah #                        L         5-2
2/24      Kansas #                 W        5-4
2/26     at Rice *                 L         5-4
3/2     Long Beach St. $      W        5-2
3/3     North Carolina $    L         5-2
3/4       Arizona $                L         6-0
3/11      Texas A&M *          W        6-3
3/16      West Virginia          L         6-3
3/17      Michigan               L         5-4
3/28      Mississippi St. %   L          5-1
3/30      Nebraska %              W        5-4
3/31      Auburn %                 W        5-4
4/3 at SMU * L 6-2
4/7 Texas Tech * L 5-4
4/12 at Baylor * W 7-2
4/14 at Texas * L 8-1
4/20 TCU ~ L 5-1
* - Southwest Conference match
! - at Miami, Fla.
# - ITCA Team Indoors
$ - Corpus Christi, Inv., Corpus Christi, Texas 
% - Blue-Gray Championships, Montgomery, Ala.
~ - SWC Tournament, College Station, Texas
Singles  Victories Leaders
 Cha Hoon Im No. 3 39-15
 Donie Wood No. 2 14-12
 Mike Brown No. 1 9-8
Doubles Victories Leaders
 J.P. Mieny/Donie Wood No. 1 5-5
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4/14 Ole Miss * L 4-3
4/18 LSU * L 6-1
4/20 SMSU W 7-0
4/20 SMSU W 6-0
4/23 Auburn * W 4-1
4/27 Vanderbilt ~ W 4-3
4/28 Georgia ~ L 4-0
5/6 Texas A&M ^ L 4-1
* - Southeastern Conference match
~ - SEC Tournament, Baton Rouge, La.
^ - NCAA Regional, College Station, Texas
Singles  Victories Leaders
 Tom Hamilton No. 6 26-8
 Daniel Pahlsson No. 4 24-14
 Stewart Doyle No. 2 22-16
Doubles  Victories Leaders
 Jason Todd/Tim Crichton No. 1 9-9
1996, 7-16 (SEC 1-10)  
Head Coach:  Robert Cox
2/1 SMSU W 7-0
2/4 Georgia * L 6-1
2/8 Northeast La. W 7-0
2/8 NE Oklahoma St. W 6-0
2/10 Missouri W 7-0
2/10 Missouri W 6-0
2/13 USL L 4-3
2/18 at Vanderbilt * W 4-3
2/27 Texas Tech L 5-2
3/1 at TCU L 6-1
3/3 at Auburn * L 4-3
3/6 Mississippi St. * L 5-2
3/10 at Tennessee * L 4-3
3/13 Kentucky * L 4-3
3/16 at Texas A&M L 6-1
3/19 at UNLV W 4-3
3/21 at Cal-Poly # L 4-3
3/24 at LSU * L 5-2
3/27 Alabama * L 4-3
4/6 at South Carolina * L 5-2
4/13 at Ole Miss * L 5-2
4/21 Florida * L 6-1
4/25 Auburn ~ L 4-2
* - Southeastern Conference match
# - at Las Vegas, Nev.
~ - SEC Tournament, Fayetteville, Ark.
Singles  Victories Leaders
 Daniel Pahlsson No. 1 20-14
 Tom Hamilton No. 3 19-13 
 Tim Crichton No. 1 20-16
Doubles  Victories Leaders
 Daniel Pahlsson/Jay Udwadia  No. 2 19-12
1997, 14-12 (SEC 2-9)  
NCAA Tournament - Regional Finalist
Head Coach:  Robert Cox
1/28 Missouri W 6-1
1/28 NE Oklahoma St. W 6-1
1/30 Northeast  La. W 6-1
1/30 Northeast  La. W 4-2
2/11 at Texas Tech L 4-3
2/16 at Georgia * L 6-1
2/21 Wichita St. W 7-0
2/23 Vanderbilt * L 4-3
2/27 at SW Louisiana W 4-2
3/5 at Alabama * L 7-0
3/7 at TCU W 4-3
3/11 Abilene Christian W 7-0
3/11 Abilene Christian W 6-0
3/13 SMSU W 7-0
3/19 at Florida * L 5-2
3/20 Jacksonville % W 7-0
3/23 at Kentucky * L 5-2
3/26 Tennessee * W 5-2
3/29 Ole Miss * L 7-0
4/1 LSU * L 6-1
4/4 South Carolina * L 4-3
4/11 Auburn * W 4-3
4/13 at Mississippi St. * L 6-1
4/17 Florida ~ L 4-3
5/9 Northeast  La. ^ W 4-3
5/10 TCU ^ L 4-1
* - Southeastern Conference match
% - at Gainesville, Fla.
~ - SEC Tournament, Columbia, S.C.
1991, 17-9 (SWC 4-3)                                                                            
Head Coach:  Robert Cox
1/26 Florida St. ! W 6-3
1/27 Florida ! L 7-2
2/2 Tulsa W 9-0
2/3 Northeast La. W 7-1
2/12 West Virginia W 5-3
2/15 Miami (Fla.) $ W 5-3
2/16 at Minnesota $ L 5-3
2/23 at Mississippi St. W 6-3
3/1 SMSU W 9-0
3/3 at Texas Tech * W 6-3
3/7 SMSU # W 5-1
3/8 South Carolina # W 5-2
3/9 Ole Miss # L 6-2
3/10 Harvard # L 6-0
3/16 Baylor * W 9-0
3/17 SMU * W 5-2
3/21 Michigan St. % W 5-2
3/22 SE Louisiana % W 5-3
3/23 Rice % L 5-3
3/30 Texas * L 5-4
3/31 Rice * W 5-4
4/6 at TCU * L 7-2
4/8 at Trinity W 6-0
4/13 at Texas A&M * L 5-3
4/18 Rice ~ W 5-1
4/19 TCU ~ L 6-0
* - Southwest Conference match
$ - Florida Quad, Gainesville, Fla.
! - Ice Volleys, Minneapolis, Minn.
# - Corpus Christi Inv., Corpus Christi, Texas
% - Rice Tournament, Houston, Texas
~ - SWC Tournament, College Station, Texas
Singles  Victories Leaders
 Marcus Hilpert No. 4 17-9
 Cha Hoon Im No. 1 16-10
 Joaquin Lopez No. 2 16-10
Doubles  Victories Leaders
 John McConnell/Scott Shankles  No. 3 10-2
1992, 12-9 (SEC 6-5)  
Head Coach:  Robert Cox
1/18 Oral Roberts W 9-0
1/25 SE Louisiana W 6-1
2/1 Mississippi St. * L 5-4
2/8 at Texas A&M L 5-4
2/16 Georgia * W 5-4
2/22 Alabama * W 6-0
2/27 Texas Tech W 7-0
3/1 Florida * W 5-4
3/6 at Oklahoma W 5-3
3/8 Kentucky * L 5-3
3/16 at Texas Christian L 6-0
3/18 at Rice W 5-2
3/20 at SMU W 5-0
3/22 at Texas L 5-1
3/28 at LSU * L 6-0
4/3 at Ole Miss * L 5-3
4/5 at Vanderbilt * W 5-1
4/12 at Auburn * W 5-2
4/17 at Tennessee * L 5-1
4/19 at South Carolina * W 5-3
4/23 at Tennessee ~ L 5-4
* - Southeastern Conference match
~ - SEC Tournament, Athens, Ga
Singles  Victories Leaders
 Marcus Hilpert No. 1 25-10
 Miguel Valor No. 3 22-12
 Joaquin Lopez No. 2 19-13
Doubles  Victories Leaders
 Scott Shankles/Miguel Valor No. 1 15-6
1993, 11-13 (SEC 3-8)  
Head Coach:  Robert Cox
1/30 at Kansas W 4-2
2/2 SMSU W 7-2
2/8 Tennessee * W 5-2
2/12 Texas A&M W 6-1
2/14 Vanderbilt * W 5-1
2/17 UAB # L 5-2
2/18 TCU # W 4-3
2/20 Colorado # W 6-1
2/26 North Texas W 9-0
2/28 at Mississippi St. * L 4-0
3/7 at Texas Tech W 7-0
3/12 South Carolina * W 5-1
3/16 at USC L 8-1
3/19 at Cal-Irvine L 5-3
3/26 at Kentucky * L 5-2
3/28 at Florida * L 4-1
4/2 SMU W 4-3
4/4 TCU L 6-1
4/6 Ole Miss * L 4-3
4/9 at Alabama * L 6-1
4/11 at Georgia * L 7-0
4/14 LSU * L 4-0
4/17 Auburn * L 4-3
4/22 at Vanderbilt ~ L 5-2
* - Southeastern Conference match
# - ITA National Indoor Championships, Lexington, Ky.
~ - SEC Tournament, Athens, Ga.
Singles  Victories Leaders
 Marcus Hilpert No. 1 25-19
 Euan McGinn No. 5 21-16
 John McConnell No. 3 19-16
Doubles  Victories Leaders
 Marcus Hilpert/Bounce Williams  No. 2  18-7
1994, 15-11 (SEC 3-8)  
NCAA Tournament - Regional Finalist
Head Coach:  Robert Cox
2/13 Georgia * L 4-2
2/20 Texas Tech W 5-0
2/20 NE Oklahoma St. W 5-1
3/4 at Vanderbilt * W 3-1
3/6 at Ole Miss * L 5-2
3/8 UT-Arlington W 7-0
3/13 at TCU L 5-1
3/15 at Kentucky * L 4-3
3/21 Weber St. # W 5-4
3/22 Hawai’i # W 6-0
3/24 Drake # W 4-1
3/25 Washington # W 5-2
3/30 Alabama * W 5-2
4/2 at Texas A&M W 4-2
4/3 at SMU W 4-3
4/5 at LSU * L 4-3
4/8 at Tennessee * W 5-2
4/10 at Auburn * L 4-2
4/13 SMSU W 7-0
4/15 Florida * L 4-3
4/19 at South Carolina * L 4-0
4/21 Mississippi St. * L 5-2
4/24 Tulsa W 5-2
4/28 Tennessee ~ L 4-3
5/14 Rice ^ W 4-0
5/15 Texas A&M ^ L 4-3
* - Southeastern Conference match
# - Hawaiian Challenge, Hilo, Hawaii
~ - SEC Tournament, Tuscaloosa, Ala.
^ - NCAA Regional, Houston, Texas
Singles  Victories Leaders
 Marcus Hilpert No. 1 47-4
 Juan Herrera No. 4 29-12
 Michael Phillips No. 5 21-14
Doubles  Victories Leaders
 Marcus Hilpert/Euan McGinn No. 1 16-5
1995, 13-12 (SEC 4-7)  
NCAA Tournament - First Round
Head Coach:  Robert Cox
2/5 at Texas Tech L 4-3
2/10 Fresno St. L 6-1
2/12 at Georgia * L 7-0
2/17 Vanderbilt * W 4-3
2/19 Kansas W 4-3
3/12 Tennessee * L 2-5
3/14 Tulsa W 4-2
3/14 NE Oklahoma St. W 5-1
3/16 Texas A&M W 4-3
3/21 at UT-Arlington W 4-0
3/21 at North Texas W 7-0
3/23 at TCU L 6-1
3/26 at Mississippi St. * L 6-1
3/31 South Carolina * W 6-1
4/2 at Florida * L 5-2
4/5 at Kentucky * L 5-2
4/9 at Alabama * W 6-1
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^ - NCAA Regional, Fort Worth, Texas
Singles Victories Leaders
 Tom Hamilton No. 2 21-13
 Tim Crichton No. 1 20-14
 Jay Udwadia No. 4 19-19
 Daniel Pahlsson No. 3 19-20
Doubles Victories Leaders
 Tim Crichton/Tom Hamilton  No. 1 27-7
1998, 12-12 (SEC 1-10)  
NCAA Tournament - Regional Finalist
Head Coach:  Robert Cox
1/27 Northeast La. ! W 7-0
1/31 at Kansas W 4-3
2/11 Texas Tech W 4-3
2/14 Mississippi St. * L 5-2
2/17 SMSU W 7-0
2/20 TCU W 5-2
2/22 at Vanderbilt * L 4-3
2/24 SW Louisiana W 4-3
3/6 at Ole Miss * L 6-1
3/10 Kentucky * L 4-3
3/15 at Fresno St. W 4-3
3/17 Montana St. % W 7-0
3/18 Pacific % W 7-0
3/25 Georgia * L 4-3
3/27 Florida * L 5-2
3/29 at LSU * L 5-0
3/31 Alabama * L 4-3
4/3 at Tennessee * L 4-3
4/5 at Auburn * W 4-3
4/9 Northeastern St.  W 7-0
4/12 at South Carolina * L 4-3
4/16 Tennessee ~ L 4-2
5/15 USL^ W 4-1
5/16 Texas A&M ^ L 4-3
* - Southeastern Conference match
! - at Little Rock, Ark.
% - at Fresno, Calif.
~ - SEC Tournament, Auburn, Ala.
^ - NCAA Regional, Austin, Texas
 
Singles Victories Leaders
 Tom Hamilton No. 2 8-13
 Henrik Tofft No. 6 16-14
  Tim Crichton No. 1 16-15
 
Doubles Victories Leaders
 Oskar Johansson/Daniel Pahlsson   No. 2 11-2
1999, 11-12 (SEC 2-9)  
Head Coach:  Robert Cox
1/20 Missouri-St. Louis W 7-0
1/20 Missouri-St. Louis W 6-0
1/23 Northeast La. W 6-1
2/10 SMSU W 6-1
2/14 at Texas Tech L 4-2
2/19 at Wichita St. W 7-0
2/21 Vanderbilt * W 4-3
2/28 Tennessee * L 4-1
3/2 NE Oklahoma St. W 7-0
3/6 Ole Miss * L 4-3
3/10 at Texas-Arlington W 4-3
3/15 at Florida * L 7-0
3/17 at Georgia * L 7-0
3/26 at Mississippi St. * L 7-0
3/28 at Alabama * L 7-0
3/31 NE Oklahoma St. W 7-0
4/2 South Carolina * L 4-3
4/4 Auburn * W 4-3
4/7 at TCU L 6-1
4/11 at Kentucky * L 6-1
4/16 Texas-El Paso W 6-1
4/18 LSU * L 7-0
4/22 Kentucky ~ L 4-1
* - Southeastern Conference match
~ - SEC Tournament
Singles Victories Leaders
 Oskar Johansson No. 1 24-8
 Henrik Tofft No. 2 20-15
Doubles Victories Leaders
 John Deaton/Henrik Tofft No. 1 11-5
 
2000, 6-15 (SEC 2-9)  
Head Coach:  Robert Cox
1/25 Centenary W 7-0
1/28 UT-Arlington W 6-1
2/10 Texas Christian L 6-1
2/13 Georgia * L 5-2
2/16 Kentucky * L 5-2
2/20 at Vanderbilt * W 6-1
2/26 Tulane L 4-3
3/3 Alabama * W 4-1
3/5 at Tennessee * L 6-1
3/12 at La.-Lafayette L 4-3
3/17 Mississippi St. * L 5-2
3/19 Louisiana-Monroe W 7-0
3/22 at San Diego L 4-3
3/23 at Loyola W 5-2
3/28 Memphis L 5-2
3/31 at South Carolina * L 5-2
4/2 at LSU * L 5-2
4/9 Florida * L 5-2
4/12 at Ole Miss * L 5-2
4/14 at Auburn * L 4-0
4/20  at Kentucky ~ L 4-1
* - Southeastern Conference match
~ - SEC Tournament, Lexington, Ky.
Singles Victories Leaders
 Oskar Johansson No. 1 27-16
 Eduardo Pacheco No. 6 17-11 
 Magnus Kullenberg No. 3 23-15
 
Doubles Victories Leaders
 Brad Berry/Chris Campbell No. 3 9-8
2001, 16-10 (SEC 4-7)  
NCAA Tournament - Regional Finalist
Head Coach: Robert Cox
1/17 Centenary W 7-0
1/17 Centenary W 7-0
1/28 Cowley County CC  W 7-0
1/28 Cowley County CC  W 7-0
2/2 Texas A&M-CC W 5-2 
2/3 SMSU W 6-1
2/4 La.-Monroe W 7-0
2/7 at Tulsa W 4-1
2/11 at Georgia * L 6-1 
2/18 Vanderbilt * W 4-2 
2/23 Ole Miss * L 4-1
2/28 at Florida * L 5-2
3/5 Oklahoma St. W 4-2
3/7 LSU * L 4-3
3/14 Tennessee * L 4-3
3/19 at Hawai’i W 7-0
3/21 vs. Washington L 4-3 
3/28 at Tulane W 5-1
3/31 at Mississippi St. * L 4-3 
4/6 South Carolina * W 4-3 
4/8 at Alabama * W 4-3
4/10  Auburn * W 4-2
4/15 at Kentucky * L 4-3
4/19  Mississippi St. ~ L  4-0 
5/12 North Carolina ^ W 4-0
5/13 SMU ^ L 4-3
* - Southeastern Conference match
~ - SEC Tournament, Lexington, Ky.
^ - NCAA Regional, Dallas, Texas   
Singles Victories Leaders
 Aleksey Bubis No. 5 28-10
 Oskar Johansson No. 1 28-11
 Oggie Kolev No. 3 26-12
Doubles Victories Leaders
 Tiago Azevedo/Magnus Kullenberg  No. 2  9-4
2002, 15-10 (SEC 4-7)  
NCAA Tournament - Regional Finalist
Head Coach: Robert Cox
2/2 UT-Arlington W 6-1
2/3 St. Louis W 7-0
2/3 St. Louis W 5-0
2/5 Tulane W 5-2
2/10 La.-Monroe W 6-1
2/10 SMSU W 7-0
2/12 Tulsa W 6-1
3/1 at Auburn * L 4-3
3/3 at Alabama * L 4-2
3/7 Florida * L 5-4
3/10 South Carolina * W 4-3
YEAR-BY-YEAR RESULTS
3/15 Georgia * L 5-2
3/27 Tennessee * W 4-3
3/20 at UT-San Antonio W 5-2
3/21 at UT-Pan America W 4-0
3/21 at UT-Corpus Cristi W 5-2
3/29 at Kentucky * W 4-3
3/31 at Vanderbilt * W 4-1
4/5 Ole Miss * L 5-2
4/7 at Mississippi St. * L 6-0
4/12 LSU * L 4-3
4/14  at TCU L 5-2
4/18 South Carolina ~ L 4-2
5/11 Tulsa ^ W 4-3
5/12 Southern Cal ^ L 4-0
* - Southeastern Conference match
~ - SEC Tournament Knoxville, Tenn.
^  - NCAA Tournament
Singles Victories Leaders
 Oggie Kolev No. 1 27-14
 Aleksey Bubis No. 4/5   23-13
 Eduardo Pacheco No. 4/5  21-13
Doubles Victories Leaders
 Aleksey Bubis/Oggie Kolev No. 1 13-11
2003, 11-15 (SEC 2-9)   
NCAA Tournament - First Round
Head Coach: Robert Cox
11/3 vs. #39 Indiana St. ! W 4-3
11/3 at #43 Tulsa ! W 4-1
1/24 Nebraska W 4-3
1/26 #47 Northwestern  L 4-3
2/1 Drake  W 6-1
2/7 Southwest Mo.  W 7-0
2/9 #25 Vanderbilt * W 4-3
2/11 at #51 Tulsa W 4-3
2/20 vs. #4 California + L 4-0
2/21 vs. #13 So. Cal + L 4-2
2/22 vs. #33 San Diego St.+ W 4-2
2/28 #17 Auburn * L 4-3
3/2 #11 Alabama * W 4-3
3/4 #72 Michigan St.  W 5-2
3/7 at #2 Florida * L 7-0
3/9 at #14 South Carolina* L 4-2
3/16 at #26 Tennessee * L 4-3
3/18 at Jacksonville Univ. W 5-2
3/26 at #19 Georgia * L 4-0
3/28 #12 Kentucky * L 7-0
4/1 at #17 Texas L 4-3
4/4 at #5 Ole Miss * L 7-0
4/6 #33 Mississippi St. * L 5-2
4/12 at #18 LSU * L 7-0
4/17 vs. #18 LSU $ L 4-0
5/10 vs. #22 Ohio St. > L 4-0
! - ITA Central Region V, Tulsa, Okla.
* - Southeastern Conference match
+ - ITA National Team Indoor, Louisville, Ky.
$ - SEC Tournament, Oxford, Miss.
> - NCAA Tournament, Lexington, Ky.
Singles Victories Leaders
 Adrians Zguns No. 4 24-9
 Eduardo Pacheco No. 3 22-17
 Matt Roberts No. 6 14-15
Doubles Victories Leaders
 Eduardo Pachaco/Nathan Price  No.1 5-6
2004, 16-10 (SEC 4-7)  
NCAA Tournament Sweet 16
Head Coach: Robert Cox
1/25 Nebraska  W 7-0
1/30 #13 Texas W 4-3
2/13 at DePaul  W 5-2
2/15 at #37 Northwestern L 4-3
2/20 Wichita St.  W 7-0
2/25 Oral Roberts  W 7-0
2/25 Oral Roberts  W 6-0
2/28 #19 Oklahoma St.  W 4-3
2/29 Southwest Mo. St.  W 6-1
3/5 #39 Tennessee * L 4-3
3/7 #21 Georgia * W 4-3
3/12 at Hawaii  W 6-1
3/19 at #13 Vanderbilt * L 7-0
3/21 #18 at Kentucky * L 4-3
3/26 #26 at Mississippi St.* W 5-2
3/28 #4 Ole Miss * L 6-1
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4/2 at #58 Alabama * L 5-2
4/4 at #45 Auburn * W 5-2
4/6 #53 Tulsa W 4-3
4/10 #13 LSU * L 5-2
4/16 #40 South Carolina * W 5-2
4/18 #9 Florida * L 4-2
4/22 #27 Auburn # L 4-0
5/15 #31 Oklahoma St. % W 4-3
5/16 #18 Tennessee % W 4-1
5/22 #4 Southern Cal ^ L 4-1
* - Southeastern Conference match
# - SEC Tournament, Nashville, Tenn.  
% - NCAA Regional, Fayetteville, Ark.
^ - NCAA Tournament, Tulsa, Okla.
Singles Victories Leaders
 Adrians Zguns No. 2 36-10
 Nathan Price No. 1 31-13
 Rohan Gajjar No. 3 19-14
Doubles Victories Leaders
 Imraan Ismail/Matt Roberts No. 2 12-11
2005, 4-17 (SEC 2-9)  
Head Coach:  Robert Cox
1/23 Southwest Missouri St. W  5-2
2/5 at Army  W  5-2
2/8 #50 Oklahoma L  6-1
2/11 at #17 Ohio St. L  5-2
2/13 vs. #56 Michigan St.  L  4-3
2/27 at #23 Texas L  5-2
3/4 at #55 South Carolina* L  5-2
3/6 at #7 Florida * L  6-1
3/11 at #21 Tennessee L  5-2
3/13 at #6 Georgia L  5-2
3/22 at 342 UNLV  L  5-2
3/25 #40 Vanderbilt * W  4-3
3/27 #30 Kentucky * L  4-3
3/30 at #44 Tulsa L  5-2
4/1 #14 Mississippi St. * L  5-2
4/3 #4 at Ole Miss * L  4-3
4/6 at #11 Oklahoma St. L  4-1
4/8 #74 Alabama * W  4-3
4/10 #29 Auburn * L  4-3
4/15 #15 at LSU * L  4-2
4/21 #14 Mississippi St.* L  4-0
* - Southeastern Conference match
# - SEC Tournament, Athens, Ga.
Singles Victories 
 Matt Roberts No. 3 26-9
 Rohan Gajjar No. 2 21-15
 Adrians Zguns No. 1 17-12
Doubles Victories Leaders
 Imraan Ismail/Matt Roberts No. 2 15-16
2006,18-11 (SEC 6-5)  
Head Coach:  Robert Cox
1/21 Wichita State ^ W 4-0
1/21 #46 Tulsa ^ W 4-0
1/22 #42 Oklahoma ^ W 4-0
1/24 Oral Roberts W 7-0 
1/24 Oral Roberts W 6-0
2/3 Missouri State W 7-0
2/5 #20 Texas  L 4-3
2/12 Wichita State W 7-0
2/17 #3 Illinois # L 4-0
2/18 #11 Virginia # W 4-2
2/19 #15 LSU # L 4-1
3/3 #1 Georgia * L 5-2
3/5 #28 Tennessee * W 5-2
3/8 #36 Tulsa W 5-2
3/10 at #62 Vanderbilt * W 7-0
3/12 #29 at Kentucky * L 4-3
3/24 #8 Florida * L 6-1
3/26 #49 South Carolina * W 4-0
3/31 #57 at Mississippi State* W 4-3
4/2 #10 Ole Miss * L 4-3
4/7 at Auburn * W 6-1
4/9 at Alabama * L 4-3
4/12 at Oklahoma W 5-2
4/15  LSU * W  4-3
4/18 Oklahoma State L 4-3
4/20 Vanderbilt ~ W 4-3
4/21 Ole Miss ~ L 4-0
5/13 Michigan ! W 4-1
5/14 Ohio State ! L 4-0
* - Southeastern Conference match
^ - ITA Central Region Indoor Team Playoff, Tulsa, Okla.
# - ITA National Indoor Championships, Seattle, Wash.
~– SEC Conference Tournament, Tuscaloosa, Ala.
! – NCAA Tournament 1st & 2nd Rounds, Columbus, Ohio
Singles Victories Leaders
 Matt Roberts No. 2 28-10
 Blake Strode No. 4 27-7
 Adrians Zguns No. 1 26-12
Doubles Victories Leaders
 Rohan Gajjar/Matt Roberts No. 1 14-11
2007, 7-22 (SEC 0-11)  
Head Coach:  Robert Cox
1/26 Illinois State ^ W 4-1
1/26 #27 Tulsa ^ L 4-0
2/2 at #48 Northwestern L 7-0
2/3 at #71 DePaul L 6-1
2/3 at Chicago State W 6-0
2/6 Cowley County C.C. W 7-0
2/6 Cowley County C.C. W 5-0
2/6 Wichita State W 5-2
2/9 #62 Oklahoma L 4-3
2/15 at #24 Tulsa  L 6-1
2/23 at #41 Fresno State L 6-1
2/24 vs. Pacific W 7-0 
2/24 vs. Fresno-Pacific L 4-3
3/2 at #1 Georgia * L 7-0
3/4 at #30 Tennessee * L 7-0
3/7 at #13 Texas L 6-1
3/9 #32 Vanderbilt * L 5-2
3/11 #47 Kentucky * L 6-1
3/18 at UNLV L 4-3
3/19 vs. New Mexico State W 5-2
3/23 #25 at Florida * L 6-1
3/25 at #55 South Carolina* L 4-3
3/30 #61 Mississippi State * L 6-1
4/1 #10 at Ole Miss * L 6-1
4/4 at #14 Oklahoma State L 7-0
4/6 #40 Auburn * L 5-2
4/8 #12 Alabama * L 6-1
4/14 at #12 LSU * L 5-2
4/19 #25 Tennessee ~ L 4-1
* - Southeastern Conference match
^ - ITA Central Region Indoor Team Playoff, Tulsa, Okla.
~– Southeastern Conference Tournament, Baton Rouge, La.
Singles Victories Leaders
 Blake Strode No. 1 27-11
 Dmitry Lebedev No. 4 14-20
 Jorge Villanueva No. 6 11-17
 
Doubles Victories Leaders
 Colin Mascall/Blake Strode No. 1 19-10
2008, 12-13 (SEC 3-8)  
Head Coach:  Robert Cox
1/27 #69 Fresno State L 4-3
2/1 #7 Texas L 7-0
2/3 La.-Lafayette W 7-0
2/3 Seminole College W 7-0
2/8 Wichita State W 6-1
2/10 Purdue W 4-3
2/10 Cowley County CC W 7-0
2/14 #23 Tulsa L 4-3
2/17 #33 Oklahoma W 4-3
2/23 #27 Washington L 6-1
2/24 Portland^ W 5-2
2/29 #35 Auburn * L 5-2
3/2 #20 Alabama * L 4-2
3/7 #22 Vanderbilt * W 4-3
3/9 #55 Kentucky * W  4-2
3/16 Hawaii W 4-3
3/21 #10 Tennessee * L 7-0
3/23 #3 Georgia * L 7-0
3/28 #8 Florida L 5-2
3/30 #69 South Carolina * L 4-3
4/4 #7 Ole Miss * L 6-1
4/6 #49 Mississippi State * W 4-3
4/9 UMKC W 5-2
4/12 #17 LSU * L 5-2
4/17 #31 Vanderbilt~ L 4-3
^ - Seattle, Wash.
* - Southeastern Conference match
~ - SEC Tournament, Fayetteville, Ark.
YEAR-BY-YEAR RESULTS
Singles Victories Leaders
 Chris Nott No. 3 25-12
 Dmitry Lebedev No. 5 18-14
 Blake Strode No. 1 17-18
Doubles Victories Leaders 
 Strode/Colin Mascall No. 1 13-10
2009, 10-14 (SEC 2-10)  
Head Coach:  Robert Cox
1/30 ^#5 Virginia  L 7-0
1/31 ^#34 Wisconsin L 4-3
2/7 Illinios State W 7-0
2/8 Purdue  W 5-2
2/13 Oregon  W 6-1
2/15 Pacific  W 6-1
2/15 Cowley County C.C. W 7-0
2/20 #57 Oklahoma  W 5-2
2/22 #8 Texas L 5-2
3/6 #20 Alabama  L 6-1
3/8 #26 Auburn  L 6-1
3/11 #34 Oklahoma Srate  L 4-1
3/13 #31 Kentucky  L 6-1
3/15 #39 Vanderbilt  W 4-3
3.15  UMKC W 7-0
3/22 Oral Roberts W 7-0
3/27 #5 Tennessee L 6-1
3/29 #3 Georgia  W 6-1
4/3 #17 South Carolina  W 6-1
4/5 #10 Florida  L 7-0
4/10 #69 Mississippi State  L 4-3
4/12 #2 Ole Miss  L 5-2
4/18 #31 LSU L 4-0
4/23-26 #12 Kentucky ~ L 4-2
* - Southeastern Conference match
^ - ITA Central Region Indoor 
~ - Southeastern Conference Tournament, Auburn, Ala. 
Singles Victories Leaders
 Blake Strode No. 1 27-12
 Chris Nott No. 2 22-13
 Matt Walters No. 5 9-4
Doubles Victories Leaders 
 Dmitry Lebedev/Chris Nott No. 2 10-3
2010, 10-16 (SEC 1-10)  
Head Coach:  Robert Cox
1/17 #26 Washington L 4-3
1/22 #8 Texas L 6-1
1/30 #10 Ole Miss^ L 4-3
1/31 #52 Columbia^ W 4-1
2/5 Louisiana-Lafayette W 7-0
2/7 Wichita State W 6-1
2/7 Cowley County CC W 7-0
2/12 #44 Oklahoma L 7-0
2/19 Oregon W 5-2
2/20 Cal Poly W 6-1
2/27 UMKC W 7-0
2/27 Johnson County CC W 7-0
3/5 #7 Florida* L 7-0
3/7 #41 South Carolina* W 4-2
3/12 #13 Ole Miss* L 4-2
3/14 #49 Mississippi State* L 4-1
3/21 #6 Georgia* L 6-0
3/28 #2 Tennessee* L 6-1
3/30 #32 Tulsa L 6-1
3/30 Oral Roberts W 4-0
4/2 #45 Auburn* L 4-3
4/4 #33 Alabama* L 4-0
4/9 #33 Vanderbilt* L 4-3
4/11 #11 Kentucky* L 5-2
4/17 #11 LSU* L 5-2
4/22 #37 Auburn ~ L 4-1
* - Southeastern Conference match
^ - ITA Kick Off Weekend, Oxford, Miss.
~– Southeastern Conference Tournament, Lexington, Ky.
Singles Victories Leaders
 Chris Nott No. 1 17-16
 Gregoire Lehmann No. 4 14-6
 Mike Ward No. 6 14-7
 
Doubles Victories Leaders
 Dmitry Lebedev/Nott No. 1 17-10
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Location ...........................Columbia, S.C.
Nickname ...............................Gamecocks
Colors .......................... Garnet  and Black
Conference ................ Southeastern (SEC)
Tennis Contact ..................... Diana Koval
Email .................. dkoval@mailbox.sc.edu
Head Coach .............................. Josh Goffi
Asst. Coach ............................. Matt Lucas
Website ............... GamecocksOnline.com 
Location ......................... Gainesville, Fla.
Nickname ...................................... Gators
Colors ............................Orange and Blue
Conference ................ Southeastern (SEC)
Tennis Contact ................... Denver Parler
Email ............denverp@gatros.uaa.ufl.edu
Head Coach ........................Andy Jackson
Asst. Coach .........................Jeremy Bayon
Website ............................GatorZone.com
Location ..........................Starkville, Miss.
Nickname ................................... Bulldogs
Colors ........................Maroon and White
Conference ................ Southeastern (SEC)
Tennis Contact .........................Jan Blaine 
Email ........................jrb362@msstate.edu
Head Coach ............................Per Nilsson
Asst. Coach ................................ Matt Hill
Website .....................mstateathletics.com 
Location ............................. Oxford, Miss.
Nickname .......................................Rebels
Colors ......... Cardinal Red and Navy Blue
Conference ................ Southeastern (SEC)
Tennis Contact .................. Kimberly Ling
Email .......................... kling@olemiss.edu
Head Coach ......................Billy Chadwick
Asst. Coach ........................ Toby Hansson
Website ....................... olemisssports.com
UNLV - Jan. 28
FAYETTEVILLE || 5:30 p.m.
Tulsa - Feb. 20
FAYETTEVILLE || 1 p.m.
2011 RAZORBACK OPPONENTS
Fresno State - Feb. 26
Las Vegas, Nev. || 1 p.m.
Santa Clara - Feb.13
FAYETTEVILLE || 10 a.m.
Oklahoma - Feb. 18
FAYETTEVILLE || 5:30 p.m.
UNLV - Feb. 27
Las Vegas, Nev. || 10 a.m.
South Carolina - March 4 
Columbia, SC || 2 p.m.
Florida - March 6
Gainesville, Fla. || 1 p.m.
Mississippi St - March 11
FAYETTEVILLE. || 1 p.m.
Ole Miss - March 13
FAYETTEVILLE. || 1 p.m.
Location ...........................Las Vegas, Nev.
Nickname .......................................Rebels
Colors ............................ Scarlet and Gray 
Conference ......................Mountain West
Tennis Contact ..............Mark Wallington
Email ........... mark.wallington@unlv.com
Head Coach .................. Owen Hambrook
Assoc. Coach.................Tommy Garrison
Website ............................ unlvrebels.com
Location...............................Dallas, Texas
Nickname ..................................Mustangs
Colors ..........................Crimson and Blue
Conference .....................Conference USA
Tennis Contact .....................David Beach
Email ................................................. TBA
Head Coach ..........................Carl Neufeld
Asst. Coach......................Tobias Clemens
Website .......................smumustangs.com
Location ..........................Iowa City, Iowa
Nickname ................................. Hawkeyes
Colors .............................. Black and Gold
Conference ..................................... Big 10
Tennis Contact ..........Christopher Brewer
Email ...... christopher-brewer@uiowa.edu
Head Coach ....................Steve Houghton 
Asst. Coach ............................. Steve Nash
Website ..................... hawkeyesports.com
Location ........................ Santa Clara, Cal.
Nickname .................................... Broncos
Colors ...............................Red and White
Conference ............................. West Coast
Tennis Contact ....................... Julie Juarez
Email ............................. jjjuarez@scu.edu
Head Coach ............................Derek Mills 
Asst. Coach .............................Jakub Cech 
Website ................ santaclarabroncos.com
SMU - Jan. 30
Fayetteville || 1 p.m.
Iowa - Feb. 11
FAYETTEVILLE || 5 p.m.
Location ...........................Norman, Okla.
Nickname .................................... Sooners
Colors ...................... Crimson and Cream
Conference ..................................... Big 12
Tennis Contact ....................Jason Boudin
Email .................. jason.r.bodin-1@ou.edu
Head Coach ........................ John Roddick
Asst. Coach .......................Silviu Tanasoiu
Website ........................SoonerSports.com
Location ................................ Tulsa, Okla.
Nickname ....................Golden Hurricane
Colors .....Old Gold, Royal Blue, Crimson
Conference .....................Conference USA
Tennis Contact .........Cedrique Flemming
Email ......cedrique-flemming@utulsa.edu
Head Coach ...................Vince Westbrook
Asst. Coach ................. Thomas  Liversage
Website ......................tulsahurricane.com
Location ................................ Fresno, Cal.
Nickname ................................... Bulldogs
Colors ..................................Red and Blue
Conference .................... Western Atlantic
Tennis Contact .................... Emily Rogers
Email ....................erogers@csufresno.edu
Head Coach .......................... Jay Udwadia 
Asst. Coach .....................Derek Schwandt
Website ........................... gobulldogs.com 
Location ...........................Las Vegas, Nev.
Nickname .......................................Rebels
Colors ............................ Scarlet and Gray 
Conference ......................Mountain West
Tennis Contact ..............Mark Wallington
Email ........... mark.wallington@unlv.com
Head Coach .................. Owen Hambrook
Assoc. Coach.................Tommy Garrison
Website ............................ unlvrebels.com
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Location .........................Nashville, Tenn.
Nickname ........................... Commodores
Colors ............................. Black  and Gold
Conference ................ Southeastern (SEC)
Tennis Contact ................. Amanda Pruitt
Email ............................ akpruitt@utk.edu
Head Coach ..................... Ian Duvenhage
Asst. Coach ........................... Tom Boysen
Website ....................vucommodores.com
Location ........................Baton Rouge, La.
Nickname ........................................Tigers
Colors .............................Purple and Gold
Conference ................ Southeastern (SEC)
Tennis Contact .................Matt Dunaway
Email ........................mdunaway@lsu.edu
Head Coach ............................. Jeff Brown
Asst. Coach ..........................Danny Bryan
Website ...............................LSUsports.net
Host ...............................................Florida
Location ......................... Gainesville, Fla.
Facility .Linder Stadium at Ring Complex
SEC Contact .................... Tammy Wilson
Email .....................twilson@secsports.org
Website ...............................secsports.com
Host ............................................ Stanford
Location ............................Palo Alto, Cal.
Facility .....................Taube Tennis Center
Stanford Contact .................... Brian Risso
Email ........................brisso@stanford.edu
Location ......................... Wichita, Kansas
Nickname ...................................Shockers
Colors .............................. Black and Gold
Conference ...................... Missouri Valley
Tennis Contact ...................... John Meyer
Email ..................jmeyer@goshockers.edu
Head Coach ...................Brad Louderback
Website ........................... goshockers.com
Location ........................ Knoxville, Tenn.
Nickname ................................Volunteers
Colors ......................... Orange and White
Conference ................ Southeastern (SEC)
Tennis Contact .................... Laina Balafas
Email ..........laina.balafas@vanderbilt.edu
Head Coach .............. Sam Winterbotham
Asst. Coach ......................Chris Woodruff
Website ................................ tusports.com
Location ................................ Tulsa, Okla.
Nickname .......................... Golden Eagles
Colors ...................... Gold and Navy Blue
Conference .......................Mid-Continent
Tennis Contact ..........................Kyle Seay
Email ................................ kseay@oru.edu
Head Coach ....................... Chris Milliron
Website ...................orugoldeneagles.com
Location .........................Saint Louis, Mo.
Nickname ................................... Billikens
Colors ..............................Blue and White
Conference ............................. Atlantic 10
Tennis Contact ...................Mickey Smith
Email ..........................msmit145@slu.edu
Head Coach ...................... Jonathan Zych
Website ...........................slubillikens.com
Location ................................ Athens, Ga.
Nickname ................................... Bulldogs
Colors ................................ Red and Black
Conference ................ Southeastern (SEC)
Tennis Contact ......................... Ben Beaty
Email ................... bbeaty@sports.uga.edu
Head Coach ..........................Manuel Diaz
Asst. Coach ............................... Will Glen
Website ........................ GeorgiaDogs.com 
Location ..........................Tuscaloosa, Ala.
Nickname ........................... Crimson Tide
Colors .......................Crimson and White
Conference ................ Southeastern (SEC)
Tennis Contact ....................... Jessica Pare
Email ...............................jpare@ia.ua.edu
Head Coach ...............................Billy Pate
Asst. Coach ............................... Bo Hodge
Website ................................ Rolltide.com 
Location ...............................Auburn, Ala.
Nickname ........................................Tigers
Colors ........ Burnt Orange and Navy Blue
Conference ................ Southeastern (SEC)
Tennis Contact ....................... Kendra Lee
Email ...................... kal0014@auburn.edu
Head Coach ..............................Eric Shore
Assoc. Head Coach .... Gabor Zoltan Pelva
Website .........................auburntigers.com
Location ............................Lexington, Ky.
Nickname ................................... Wildcats
Colors ..............................Blue and White
Conference ................ Southeastern (SEC)
Tennis Contact ...................... Evan Crane
Email .....................wesley.crane@uky.edu
Head Coach ....................... Dennis Emery 
Asst. Coach ................. Cedric Kauffmann
Website ........................... ukathletics.com
Alabama - April 1
FAYETTEVILLE || 1 p.m.
ORU - March 23
FAYETTEVILLE || 11 a.m.
Tennessee - March 19
Knoxville, Tenn. || TBA
Wichita St. - March 16
FAYETTEVILLE || 3 p.m.
Auburn - April 3
FAYETTEVILLE. || 1 p.m.
2011 RAZORBACK OPPONENTS
Vanderbilt - April 10
Nashville, Tenn.. || Noon
Saint Louis - March 23
FAYETTEVILLE. || 3 p.m.
Georgia - March 26
FAYETTEVILLE || 1 p.m.
SEC Championships
April 21-24 || Gainesville, Fla.
NCAA Championships
May 19-30 || Palo Alto, Cal.
Kentucky - April 8
Lexington, Kt.. || 2 p.m.
LSU - April 16
Baton Rouge, La. || 1 p.m.
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UNIVERSITY OF
ARKANSAS
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 The University of Arkansas, the flag-
ship campus of the University of Arkan-
sas System, resides on a former hilltop 
farm overlooking the Ozark Mountains 
to the south. At the University’s founding 
in 1871, the site was described as “second 
to none in the state of Arkansas.” 
 Located in Fayetteville, the universi-
ty is both the major land-grant university 
for Arkansas and the state university. The 
university was created under the Morrill 
Land-Grant College Act of 1862, where-
by federal land sales provided funds for 
new colleges devoted to agriculture and 
the mechanic arts, scientific and classical 
studies, and military tactics, all designed 
for the liberal and practical education of 
the industrial classes. The university’s 
founding satisfied the provision in the 
Arkansas Constitution of 1868 that the 
General Assembly establish and maintain 
a state university. 
UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS
A PORTRAIT OF THE STATE’S FLAGSHIP, LAND-GRANT UNIVERSITY
 Citizens in Fayetteville and 
surrounding Washington Coun-
ty raised $130,000 to secure the 
university’s location in a state-
wide competition sparked by the 
General Assembly’s Organic Act 
of 1871, providing for the “loca-
tion, organization and mainte-
nance of the Arkansas Industrial 
University with a normal depart-
ment [i.e., teacher education] 
therein.” 
 Today, the University of Ar-
kansas encompasses more than 
130 buildings on 345 acres and 
provides nearly 200 academic 
programs, more than some uni-
versities twice its size. At the 
same time, it maintains a low 
student-to-faculty ratio (cur-
rently 17:1) that makes personal 
attention possible. The university pro-
motes undergraduate research in virtu-
ally every discipline and makes higher 
education affordable with competitively 
priced tuition and generous financial aid.
WORLD-CLASS FACULTY
 The campus culture places high val-
ue on excellent teaching. At this mainly 
residential campus, the faculty numbers 
nearly 1,000, of which almost 95 per-
cent are full-time. Nine of every 10 fac-
ulty members hold either a doctorate or 
terminal degree in their field, and more 
than 65 percent of the faculty is tenured. 
 The instructional mission is aided by 
the Cordes Teaching and Faculty Support 
Center, a program run by faculty for fac-
ulty. The center involves as many as 400 
faculty and nearly 200 teaching assistants 
per year in regularly scheduled programs, 
seminars, workshops and an annual off-
campus teaching retreat as well as indi-
vidual assistance to update and enhance 
their teaching methods. 
 This emphasis is reinforced by the 
University of Arkansas Teaching Acade-
my, which consists of faculty recognized 
by their peers, colleges and the larger uni-
versity for teaching excellence. In 2000, 
the academy began producing Inquiry, 
DID YOU KNOW?
Fayetteville ranks No. 7 on the Forbes.com’s list of “ Top 10 College Towns.
Razorback basketball is ranked  #14 on the Forbes.com’s list of “College Basket-ball’s 20 Most Valuable Teams”.
Arkansas is home to Rhodes, Marshall, Goldwater, Udall, NSF and James Madi-son recipients.
Senior Walk features names of more than 120,000 graduates.
Arkansas presses publish nearly 100 books each year.
More than $700 million in construction projects were completed in the past de-cade
7
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OLD MAIN
 One of the original buildings of Arkansas’ campus, Old Main symbolizes the strong connection to the past and the 
focus upon the future which come together in the present at the University of Arkansas. Completed in 1876, Old Main stood 
the test of time until the mid-1980s when age and modern building codes threatened to send it to the wrecking ball as it did 
its sister building at the University of Illinois. A major fund-raising campaign by alumni totally renovated Old Main. Reopen-
ing in 1992, the building maintains the feel of a Victorian-era building with high ceilings and elaborate wooden trim. Just 
below the surface of the period hardwood floors, Old Main is hard-wired to the internet and built to last well into its second 
century.
 Even with renovation, Old Main remained unfinished until 2006. One of the gifts during the Campaign for the 
Twenty-First Century specified the installation of a clock, originally planned for the blank faces of the south tower.
 As mentioned, Old Main was built from shared plans with its counterpart on the Illinois campus, with one important 
difference. The north tower of Arkansas’ Old Main is taller than the south tower. Legend says this was symbolic of the Civil 
War as the lead engineer was a northern veteran.
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BROAD RANGE OF DEGREES
 At Arkansas, students can major in 
one of over 120 undergraduate disci-
plines, many of which prepare them for 
entry into graduate studies ranging from 
law to medicine.
TEN COLLEGES AND 
SCHOOLS: 
ONE UNIVERSITY
 The University has five colleges, four 
schools and a global campus to provide 
a wide range of majors, from agricultural 
business to biological engineering, from 
architecture to nursing, from transporta-
the first undergraduate research journal 
published by an Arkansas institution of 
higher learning. 
WORLD-CLASS FACILITIES
 Over $700 million in construction 
projects were completed on campus in 
the past decade, are now under construc-
tion or are in the planning stages. These 
include plans to upgrade or renovate sev-
eral of our historic buildings. The univer-
sity is also engaged in an ambitious pro-
gram to improve the energy efficiency of 
35 of our buildings, in an on-going effort 
to create a sustainable campus.
WORLD-CLASS SUPPORT
 Investment in the future is critical, 
and the unprecedented Campaign for the 
Twenty-First Century that concluded in 
2006 resulted in a billion dollar infusion 
of gifts to the University of Arkansas. The 
effort included the largest single gift to 
a U.S. public university in the history of 
American philanthropy: a $300 million 
gift from the Walton Family Charitable 
Trust. Primary among the programs cre-
ated by the Walton gift was the designa-
tion of $200 million toward the estab-
lishment of the Honors College.
 That kind of commitment from the 
state and the region is not uncommon. 
It was the effort of the city of Fayetteville 
and Washington County in submitting 
the highest bid to the state in the 1870s 
that resulted in the University of Arkan-
sas opening its doors here on Jan. 22, 
1872.
COLLEGES AND SCHOOLS 
OF THE UNIVERSITY OF 
ARKANSAS
Honors College
Dale Bumpers College of Agricultural, Food 
and Life Sciences
Fay Jones School of Architecture
  
J. William Fulbright College of Arts 
and Sciences
Sam M. Walton College of Business
College of Education and Health Professions
College of Engineering
 
Global Campus 
Graduate School
  
School of Law
SENIOR WALK
 The University of Arkansas is 
proud to be the last university in the 
nation maintaining what once was a 
common tradition of etching its gradu-
ates’ names into the campus sidewalks. 
The 100,000th graduate’s name went 
down in cement during the 1990s. The 
names on Senior Walk stretch over five 
miles of campus sidewalks.
 The story of Senior Walk is a per-
fect example of how the University of 
Arkansas brings its commitment to 
the past together with innovations for 
the future. When the costs involved 
in hand-etching names into concrete 
forced numerous other universities to 
give up, the University of Arkansas 
turned to its physical plant and engi-
neering school grads to create a one-
of-a-kind computerized sandblasting 
machine -- the SandHog. Each sum-
mer, the SandHog roars across the 
front lawn of Old Main, etching the 
names of graduates into sidewalks. 
tion and logistics to international rela-
tions, all taught by nationally acclaimed 
faculty.
 A program in nanoscience that com-
bines students and faculty in physics and 
engineering has made the university the 
leader in production of nanomaterials for 
universities across the country.
 No matter what students choose to 
study the University of Arkansas has the 
programs, the faculty and the facilities to 
prepare them for the careers they want in 
the future.
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 The Carnegie Foundation categorizes the University of 
Arkansas as a research institution with “high research ac-
tivity,” placing it among the top 10 percent of universities 
nationwide.  In simple terms, the university is in the top 
tier of 150 research universities among the nation’s more 
than 4,000 post-secondary institutions — and growing in 
research activity and expenditures each year. 
 As a land-grant and state university, the institution 
considers research, scholarship and creative endeavor — 
all leading to the advancement of knowledge — a signifi-
cant component of its primary mission. The university’s 
faculty members are active researchers and scholars who 
consistently attract international attention in the arts, sci-
ences, humani-
ties, technol-
ogy, business 
and education. 
 R e s e a r c h 
expenditures at 
the University 
of Arkansas for 
fiscal year now 
exceed $117 
million per 
year, making re-
search activity a 
significant aca-
demic element 
at the univer-
sity and an eco-
nomic engine for the state. It’s also not uncommon anymore for research 
awards to the university to rise at double-digit percentage rates, and such awards 
also are approaching the $100 million level.
 In addition to the work performed by faculty through individual and col-
laborative efforts in their academic departments, special research and outreach 
programs — often interdisciplinary — are conducted in approximately 50 centers 
and organized research units around campus.
AMONG THE LEADING-EDGE CENTERS AND 
RESEARCH ACTIVITIES:
•The RFID Research Center laboratory conducts research in the most efficient 
use of radio frequency identification and other wireless sensor technologies 
throughout the supply chain, with a particular emphasis on the retail supply 
chain.  Positioned in northwest Arkansas at the epicenter of retail activity, the 
RFID Research Center laboratory is a multidisciplinary “supply chain in a box” 
devoted to examining the technology as used in retail, storeroom and warehouse 
environments. 
•The Center for Sensing Technology and Research features a 9.4 Tesla Fourier 
transform mass spectrometer, which uses a high-powered magnet that improves 
the resolution of images of molecules and provides detailed information about 
their structure. Coupled with other instruments in the High Performance Mass 
Spectrometry Laboratory, the mass spectrometer offers high-resolution laser de-
sorption mass spectrometry, which is not available at any other public laboratory 
in the country.
RESEARCH
DISCOVERY THAT IS MAKING LIFE BETTER FOR ARKANSAS AND THE WORLD
•The Chemical Hazards Research 
Center has the largest ultra-low-
speed boundary layer wind tunnel 
in the world. The wind tunnel simu-
lates releases of heavier-than-air gas-
es into the atmosphere.  It has been 
used to simulate potential disasters 
and to trace the path of disasters 
that have occurred, such as the cata-
strophic 1984 Union Carbide leak in 
Bhopal, India.
•The High Density Electronics Cen-
ter has established itself as one of the 
top electronics packaging research 
and education facilities in the world. 
HiDEC has executed contracts from 
government and industry totaling 
more than $30 million. Projects have 
ranged from multichip module design 
to the development and evaluation of 
new technologies and electronic prod-
ucts. 
•The Center for Advanced Spatial 
Technologies has been recognized na-
tionally for its data storage and retriev-
al warehouse, GeoStor, by the Urban 
& Regional Information Systems Asso-
ciation. The center works with people 
across campus in various disciplines, 
offering researchers the latest in in-
novative technologies. This has led to 
interdisciplinary collaboration in fields 
as diverse as engineering, agriculture, 
anthropology and sociology. 
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assist Panama in establishing an agri-
cultural teaching, research and exten-
sion program similar to the one that 
had been so successful in modernizing 
agriculture in the United States. 
CHANGING THE WORLD
 Some internationally significant 
ways that the 
U n i v e r s i t y 
has – and is – 
changing the 
world:
•Barnett Sure, 
a University 
of Arkansas 
professor of 
a g r i c u l t u r a l 
chemistry, pio-
neered nutri-
tion research 
that led to the co-discovery of vitamin 
E, a vitamin high in antioxidants. His 
work also led to understanding of how 
vitamin E, amino acids and B vitamins 
affect reproduction and lactation. 
•As world population grew during the 
20th century, so did the contribution 
of research at the University of Arkan-
sas. Marinus C. Kik, a professor of agri-
cultural chemistry from 1927 to 1967, 
developed the process for parboiling 
rice, one of the most plentiful grains in 
undeveloped parts of the world. Kik’s 
process increased retention of vitamins 
and shortened cooking time. 
•In 1948, Silas Hunt became the first 
black person to integrate a traditional-
ly white Southern university, enrolling 
in the University of Arkansas School 
of Law six years before the Brown v. 
Board of Education decision. Likewise, 
Edith Irby Jones soon after became the 
first black graduate from a Southern 
university, attaining her medical de-
gree from the University of Arkansas 
for Medical Sciences. Both acts hap-
pened without litigation or protest.
•When John Pople and Walter Kohn 
received the 1998 Nobel Prize in 
Chemistry, they cited the research of 
University of Arkansas chemist Peter 
UNIQUE TRADITIONS
 Starting on Old Main’s front step with the year 1876, the names of the more 
than 125,000 graduates have been chiseled into more than two miles of cam-
pus walkways, grouped by year of graduation. It’s not uncommon to see alumni 
strolling Senior Walk to rediscover their own names and fond memories of ac-
complishment and fun.
 Old Main, the university’s signature building, designed in Second Empire 
architectural style, has come to symbolize higher education in Arkansas. Old 
Main is one of 11 campus buildings on the National 
Register of Historic Places. Today, it is the home to 
the J. William Fulbright College of Arts and Science, 
the largest academic college within the University of 
Arkansas.
 The Inn at Carnall Hall and Ella’s Restaurant 
comprise the university’s own on-campus hospitality 
center. The beautiful, 50-room historic inn and five-
star restaurant are both overseen by the hospitality 
and restaurant management academic program in the 
Dale Bumpers College of Agricultural, Food 
and Life Sciences. Carnall Hall was built in 
1905 as the university’s first women’s resi-
dence hall. The building was named after 
Ella Carnall, one of the campus’ first female 
faculty members. 
THE FULBRIGHT LEGACY
 Since its founding, the University of 
Arkansas has compiled a remarkable record 
of scientific, technological, intellectual and 
creative accomplishment. This accomplishment is exemplified by the late U.S. 
Senator J. William Fulbright, a Rhodes Scholar as a student and eventual presi-
dent of the university (1939-41).  Fulbright went on to serve at the national level, 
founding in 1946 the greatest international exchange program for faculty and 
students in the world. 
 Fulbright’s injunction for academia guides the University of Arkansas to this 
day: “The highest function of higher education is the teaching of things in per-
spective, toward the purposes of enriching the life of the individual, cultivating 
the free and inquiring mind and advancing the effort to bring reason, justice and 
humanity into the re-
lations of men and 
nations.” 
 The University 
of Arkansas has long 
been an institution 
of strong interna-
tional orientation. 
In 1951, under U.S. 
State Department 
auspices, the Univer-
sity became the first 
land-grant institu-
tion in the nation 
to assemble an agri-
cultural foreign mis-
sion. The object of 
that mission was to 
POINTS OF PRIDE
THE DISTINCTIVE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS
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Pulay as the building block for their prize-winning work. Early in his career, Pu-
lay developed techniques for determining the shape and size of molecules that 
would permanently change the way scientists study matter. Today his approach 
is used by theoretical chemists around the world to determine the geometry of 
large, biologically important molecules. 
• Two professors and a university alumnus – Harold Dulan, E.J. Ball and Lewis 
Callison – created the nation’s first commercial variable annuity life insurance 
company, later bought by Aetna Insurance. Today, variable annuities are used 
worldwide in estate planning for participation in economic growth and as a 
hedge against inflation.
• In 1950, the University of Arkansas built the first American facility to in-
tegrate the study of fine arts. Edward Durell Stone, a former student who was 
by then an internationally recognized architect, designed the Fine Arts Center 
and followed on this early effort later to design the Kennedy Center for Arts in 
Washington, D.C. Other universities and colleges also followed Arkansas’ exam-
ple, developing cross-curricular exchanges so that artists, musicians, actors and 
designers could learn from each other and draw inspiration from other similar 
disciplines.
• Chemistry professor Paul Kuroda predicted that self-sustaining nuclear chain 
reactions could have occurred naturally in earth’s geologic history. His prediction 
was later confirmed when scientists discovered a natural nuclear reactor in Ga-
bon, Africa. In 1960, he predicted the existence of Plutonium-244 as an element 
present during the solar system’s formation. Confirmation of his theory enabled 
scientists to more accurately date the sequence of events in the solar system’s 
early history.
• The Master of Fine Arts in Creative Writing, a 60-hour program launched at 
the University of Arkansas in 1966, has grown into one of the most productive 
and highly ranked programs of its kind in America. Founded by English profes-
sors William Harrison and James Whitehead, later joined by Miller Williams, the 
program was an early catalyst in the transformation of the traditional study of 
literature into a demanding training ground for writers. 
• University of Arkansas plant pathologists George Templeton, Roy Smith, Da-
vid TeBeest and graduate student Jim Daniels conducted research in the early 
1970s that led to the first biological herbicide for weed control in a field crop, 
later called Collego. Their work to avoid chemical herbicides led to worldwide de-
velopment of safer biological herbicides and establishment of the Rosen Center 
for Alternative Pest Control at the University of Arkansas. 
• Physics professors Allen Hermann and Zhengzhi Sheng mixed up a thallium-
based material in 1988 that set the world’s highest temperature at which super-
conductivity could be sustained, leading to new advances in the manufacture of 
high-density electronics. Their patented material held the record for more than 
five years while researchers around the 
world raced to catch up.
• Professor Dwight Isely of the de-
partment of entomology is considered 
the father of insect pest management 
in the United States.  His research iden-
tified the weak point in the life cycle 
of insects that made them particu-
larly susceptible to control strategies. 
Through his work on cotton insect 
pests, the codling moth, the striped 
cucumber beetle, the southern corn 
rootworm and the rice water weevil, 
American Agriculture saved millions of 
dollars.
• Engineering professors at the Uni-
versity of Arkansas invented the next-
best thing to the zip code – the wide-
area bar code reader, which became the 
most widely implemented automated 
mail-sorting equipment in the world. 
By 2000, more than 15,000 bar code 
readers were used in every major Postal 
Service facility, increasing the efficien-
cy of processing 20 billion pieces of 
mail a year at a savings of $200 million. 
• Former President William Jefferson 
Clinton and Secretary of State Hillary 
Rodham Clinton started their careers 
as faculty members of the University 
of Arkansas in the mid-1970s. While 
a law professor, Mr. Clinton made his 
first runs for political office, getting 
elected as the Arkansas attorney gen-
eral in 1976. Mrs. Clinton founded 
the university’s legal clinic, which still 
provides law students a chance to work 
with clients on legal problems.
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 Dr. G. David Gearhart became the chan-
cellor of the University of Arkansas on July 
1, 2008, following 10 years of service to the 
university as vice chancellor for university ad-
vancement. Previously he was senior vice pres-
ident of Penn State University, during which 
time he was named a Fulbright Scholar, study-
ing at Oxford University in Oxford, England. 
 His Bachelor of Arts degree is from West-
minster College in Missouri. Both his law de-
gree and his doctor of education degree are 
from the University of Arkansas. He is a native 
of Fayetteville. 
 Prior to being appointed chancellor, Dr. 
Gearhart oversaw the Campaign for the Twen-
ty-First Century, the most successful capital 
campaign in Arkansas history, which raised more than $1 billion for aca-
demic programs. 
 As chancellor, Dr. Gearhart instituted the first tuition freeze in 24 years and 
implemented a $220 million campus building renovation and refurbishment 
plan, as well as a campus-wide energy savings plan. He has also undertaken a 
renewed emphasis on the arts on campus, including the establishment of the 
“All Steinway Campus.” 
 Dr. Gearhart has additionally implemented a major cost savings program that has already resulted in 
over $13 million in cost reduction and savings to the flagship campus. Campus enrollment has also grown 
by more than 10 percent in the last two years to almost 21,500 students. At the same time, diversity in the 
student body has increased significantly. 
 He and his wife of 35 years, Jane, have two children and one grandchild.
CHANCELLOR
DR. G. DAVID GEARHART
DR. SHARON HUNT
FACULTY ATHLETIC REPRESENTATIVE
 Chancellor G. David Gearhart has appointed Dr. Sharon Hunt to be the faculty athletics representative 
for the University of Arkansas in August 2010.
 Dr. Hunt is the first woman and non-lawyer to hold the post.   Dr. Hunt has been on the University 
of Arkansas faculty for 20 years and has served as head of the department of health science, kinesiology, 
recreation and dance in the College of Education and Health Professions for that entire time except for the 
2000-01 academic year, when she served as interim dean of the college.
 A high school athlete, Hunt’s involvement with collegiate athletics dates back to her own college days 
at the University of Arkansas when she played extramural sports with the women’s basketball and tennis teams prior to the 
enactment of Title IX.
 After receiving her bachelor’s and master’s degrees in physical education from the university, she went on to earn a doctor 
of education degree from the University of Georgia, where she taught a variety of sport-activity courses as a graduate assistant. 
Upon the completion of her doctoral degree, she joined the faculty of the University of Kentucky for 13 years, where she taught 
both undergraduate and graduate courses and served as the graduate coordinator for the department of health, physical educa-
tion and recreation. In 1990, she and her family returned to Fayetteville.
 Dr. Hunt will work closely with the athletic department, will be involved in the student-athlete advisory council on campus 
and will travel to represent the University of Arkansas at various SEC and NCAA meetings.
 Dr. Hunt was instrumental in establishing the graduate athletic training education program in the College of Education and 
Health Professions, and she has worked closely with athletics on that program. The athletics department provides support to 
students in the athletic training education program in the form of a stipend, books and travel to the Arkansas Athletic Trainers’ 
Association annual meeting. Two endowed scholarships for athletic training students in honor of longtime Razorback trainers 
Dean Weber and the late Bill Ferrell were established through the athletics department.
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ACADEMICS
STUDENT-ATHLETE ACADEMIC SUPPORT FOR SUCCESS AND ACHIEVEMENT
THE BOGLE ACADEMIC CENTER
 There is no higher priority for the University of Arkansas Athletic Department than the academic progress of its 
scholar-athletes. Thanks to the generous gift of Bob and Marilyn Bogle, the home of the Razorback Athletic Depart-
ment’s Student-Athlete Academic Support and Achievement program is the Bob and Marilyn Bogle Academic Center. 
The 15,000-square foot Bogle Academic Center is located in the east side of Donald W. Reynolds Razorback Stadium. 
Under the overall direction of Senior Associate Athletic Director Jon Fagg, the Bogle Academic Center houses the 
Arkansas Razorbacks Academic Support Program, the Razorback Office of Student Life and the Career Development 
Program. 
 Associate Athletic Director for Student-Athlete Support Services Melissa Harwood-Rom oversees the staff of pro-
fessionals dedicated to directing student-athletes to reach their personal academic goals, and to do so in ways that 
balance their academic, athletic and personal lives.
STUDENT-ATHLETE ACADEMIC SUPPORT AND 
ACHIEVEMENT SERVICES
 The Mission Statement for the Razorback Student-Athlete Academic Support and Achievement division -- SAASA 
-- speaks for itself, but the improvements and achievements of the Razorbacks over the past academic year are what 
is most important. At Arkansas, academic services are not just good grades and eligibility. Along with 18 of 19 teams 
exceeding the NCAA standard for APR, Razorbacks earned some of the highest conference and national academic 
honors in the 2009-10 year including a pair of Southeastern Conference Scholar-Athletes of the Year.
 It is also not about honoring the “A” student. Arkansas Athletics is committed to every single athlete improving 
his or her academic performance every semester, working to achieve academic “personal bests” with each class just 
the same as we would expect our athletes to hit personal records in competition.
STUDENT-ATHLETE ACADEMIC SUPPORT AND
ACHIEVEMENT MISSION STATEMENT
The primary focus of the Razorback Student-Athlete Academic Support and Achievement Program is 
to provide the student-athlete with the opportunity to develop the skills necessary to be a success in 
college and in life. This is accomplished through superior academic counseling, life skills training and 
preparation to enter the job market upon graduation.
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UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS
ACADEMIC GAME PLAN
FOR GRADUATION
 Student-athletes are expected to meet spe-
cific academic criteria in order to maintain eli-
gibility. This is easily achieved by following the 
Academic Game Plan created by the Student-
Athlete Academic Support and Achievement 
team.
 The SAASA designs programs and sets spe-
cific goals to help student-athletes achieve aca-
demic success. An example of a key goal is the 
successful completion of 30 hours of coursework 
during each academic year.  By maintaining this 
course load, Razorback athletes not only stay 
on track 
to graduate in four years, 
but easily meet eligibility 
requirements set by the 
NCAA.
STUDY HALL AND 
TUTORS
 A quiet setting for 
uninterrupted study, the 
Bogle Academic Center 
provides three types of 
study hall space.  The computer lab (above) has over 30 stations for individual 
computer-based study. An open study hall is available for group or individual 
study, and monitored by staff members of the SAASA. There are 17 individual 
study carrels that provide space for tutors to meet with student athletes for 
individual instruction in specific subjects.
 Each Razorback team sets its own criteria for study hall attendance. 
The use of tutors is a key element for academic success, allowing for individu-
alized assistance and for reaching academic excellence in advanced subjects.
Melissa Harwood-Rom
Associate AD for Student-
Athlete Support Services
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ACADEMICS
HONORS AND GRADUATES
2010 SPRING SEMESTER
ACADEMIC HONOR ROLL 
Kailey Anders, soccer, communication disorders; Amanda Anderson, volley-
ball, kinesiology; Seth Armbrust, football, kinesiology; Natalie Bohonsky, 
gymnastics, journalism; Lane Boyer, men’s track and field, geology; Kate-
lyn Cherry, women’s track and field, engineering; Amy DeFilippo, gymnas-
tics, kinesiology; Tara Diebold, women’s track and field, communication 
disorders; Joseph Doramus, men’s golf, finance; Halmon Fess, men’s ten-
nis, business; Seth Haynes, men’s track and field, biology; Megan Haskins, 
swimming and diving, finance; Price Holmes, football, nursing; Sarah How-
ard, swimming and diving, journalism; Megan Jackson, women’s track and 
field, kinesiology; Paige Johnson, women’s track and field, English/journal-
ism; Kelci Lewis, gymnastics, kinesiology; Lisa Lunkenheimer, swimming 
and diving, kinesiology; James McCann, baseball, communication; Hope 
McLemore, softball, health science; Elizabeth McVean, soccer, kinesiology; 
Garrett Methvin, Baseball, kinesiology; Kat Moffet, soccer, journalism; 
Erin Moskos, soccer, kinesiology; Sam Murphy, baseball, communication; 
Erin Neumann, swimming and diving, communication disorders; Lynette 
Ng, swimming and diving, communication/ Asian studies; Rio Reina, men’s 
track and field, finance; Mackenzie Rhea, volleyball, Biology; Alexandra 
Roman, swimming and diving, Spanish; Lindsay Scanlan, volleyball, crimi-
nal justice; Haley Smith, swimming and diving, kinesiology; Katie Stripling, 
women’s track and field, kinesiology; Chelsea Tidwell, soccer, nutrition; 
Anouk Tigu, women’s tennis, business; Kelsea Vance, swimming and div-
ing, biology; Victoria Vela, women’s golf, business; Kerri Wood, women’s 
track and field, marketing
2009 FALL SEMESTER
ACADEMIC HONOR ROLL 
Garrett Methvin, baseball, kinesiology; David Hurd, football, biology; Halm-
on Fess, men’s tennis, business; Lane Boyer, men’s track, geology; Corinna 
Rees, women’s golf, political science; Victoria Vela, women’s golf, busi-
ness; Stacy Bartlett, gymnastics, nutrition; Amy DeFilippo, gymnastics, 
kinesiology; Kelci Lewis, gymnastics, kinesiology; Sarah Nagashima, gym-
nastics, apparel studies; Genny Salvatore, gymnastics, art; Kailey Anders, 
soccer, communication disorders; Katherine Moffett, soccer, journalism; 
Chelsea Tidwell, soccer, nutrition; Kim Jones, softball, recreation; Hope 
McLemore, softball, kinesiology; Gina Bargiachi, swimming and diving, 
art; Sarah Howard, swimming and diving, journalism; Lisa Lunkenheimer, 
swimming and diving, kinesiology; Erin Neumann, swimming and diving, 
communication disorders; Lynette Ng, swimming and diving, communica-
tion ; Leah Pierce, swimming and diving, economics; Anouk Tigu, women’s 
tennis, business; Tara Diebold, women’s track, communication disorders; 
Katie Stripling, women’s track, kinesiology; Keri Wood, women’s track, 
marketing; Mackenzie Rhea, volleyball, biology
HONORS AND AWARDS
Academic Excellence Program -- Recognition for Razorback athletes who exceed a 3.0 
PGA each fall and spring semester.
 Academic Champions -- Razorbacks who scored perfect 4.0 grades for the semester
 Athletic Director’s List -- Razorbacks with grades from 3.50-3.99
 Athletic Department Honor Roll -- Razorbacks with grades from 3.00-3.49
Lon Farrell Award -- Presented to the graduating Razorback athlete each spring 
 semester with the highest cumulative GPA.
Bandon Burlsworth Award -- Voted on by the university faculty as the 
 outstanding former non-scholarship student-athlete.
Hard Working Hog -- Recognizing achievements of new personal academic bests 
 each semester.
SEC Academic Honor Roll -- A 3.0 GPA or above for two consecutive semesters.
CLASS ATTENDANCE
 The University of Arkansas Razorback Ath-
letic Department has an overall student-athlete 
class attendance policy. Student-Athletes Aca-
demic Support and Achievement assists with 
the enforcement of this policy through regular 
checks on class attendance. If traveling with a 
team, student-athletes notify instructors early in 
each semester regarding assignments or exams.
STUDENT LIFE
 The social and personal development of 
student-athletes is as important to the Univer-
sity of Arkansas as the academic and athletic 
achievement. The Office of Student Life focuses 
on the personal development and community 
service components of the NCAA CHAMPS/
LifeSkills program. 
Training is provided 
in a variety of areas 
including financial 
planning, drug and 
alcohol education, 
time management, 
study skills and de-
veloping communi-
ty service activities.
CAREER
DEVELOPMENT
 The purpose of the Career 
Development Program is to as-
sist student-athletes in making 
a smooth transition from the 
University of Arkansas into the 
workplace. This process begins 
during the freshman year with 
a one-hour course on career op-
tions. Workshops are held to 
provide student-athletes train-
ing in resume writing, interviewing skills and etiquette. Individual assistance with locating sum-
mer internships and job placement gives student-athletes a head start into their chosen careers.
WHO ELSE GRADUATES FROM THE 
UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS?
Here’s a short list of some of our numerous notable graduates:
Steve Atwater (BSBA ‘88), Two-time Super Bowl participant   
with the Denver Broncos
Regina Blakely (BA ’81, JD ’85), Former CBS News Reporter
George W. Haley (LLB ’52), U.S. Ambassador to Gambia, brother of 
 author Alex Haley
Jerry Jones (BA ‘65), Owner of the Dallas Cowboys
Ronald LeMay (BSBA ‘72), CEO, Sprint
Robert Maurer (BS ‘48), Inventor of fiber optic technology at 
 Corning Glass
Rodney Slater (BA ‘80), First African-American U.S. Secretary 
 of Transportation
Pat Summerall (BSE ’53), Former CBS Sports and 
 Fox Sports announcer
Don J. Tyson, Jr. (’52), Founder, Tyson Foods
Jim C. Walton (BSBA ’71), President, Walton Enterprises
S. Rob Walton (BSBA ’66), Former Chairman of the Board, 
 Wal-Mart Stores
FAMOUS RECENT RAZORBACKS
-Felix Jones (First Round NFL, Dallas Cowboys)
-Darren McFadden (First Round NFL, Oakland Raiders)
-Lauren Ervin (Third Round WNBA, Connecticut Sun)
-Sonny Weems (Second Round NBA, Chicago Bulls)
-Stacy Lewis (LPGA member, tied for third at U.S Women’s Open)
-Logan Forsythe (First Round MLB, San Diego Padres)
-Wallace Spearmon (200), Veronica Campbell-Brown (200), NIcole Teter 
 (800), Christin Wurth-Thomas (1,500), Amy Yoder Begley (10,000), 
 Deena Kastor (Marathon) and April Steiner Bennett (pole vault) all 
 at the Beijing Olympics.
“The University of Arkansas isn’t a huge university, but it has a 
huge reputation. My professors were concerned with my personal 
goals; concerned about how I wanted to develop as an individual. 
There is a great amount of one-on-one mentoring with the teachers. 
I think one of the greatest things about Arkansas is that you are 
an individual, a real person — not just an I.D. number — to the 
faculty and staff.”
Tiffany Wright (BA, 1998)
Tiffany Wright went from 1998 NCAA Women’s Final Four to graduation to sideline 
reporter for ESPN’s coverage of the WNBA within weeks. Today, she is the sports anchor 
at ABC affiliate, WSOC, in Charlotte, N.C.
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IN THE COMMUNITY
GIVING BACK TO NORTHWEST ARKANSAS AND THE WORLD
 Community service is a vital part of the educational process for any college stu-
dent, and Razorback athletes continued to make it a priority in 2009-10.
 With guidance from the Student-Athlete Development office, Razorback student-
athletes, coaches and staff members participating in a number of events throughout 
the year.  Here’s a brief look at some of those projects.
 w Going out to area elementary schools to support the Book Hogs reading
  program and the Sweat Hawgs physical education awareness program.
 w Individual team projects ranging from volunteering at the Fayetteville 
  Public Library, working with Habitat for Humanity, assisting with area 
  shelters, helping the local youth programs like the Scouts, holiday shopping 
  and meal programs and visiting area nursing homes.
 w Teaming with Numana, Inc. for Razorback Relief: Operation Haiti, a 24-hour 
  marathon to package, more than 1.4 million meals for the Haitian 
  relief effort.
 The quiet efforts of our 19 Razorback teams have a long-lasting impact on the 
youth of our state. The incredible positive benefit of the time spent by the Razorbacks 
helping the community pays tremendous dividends, not only for the University of 
Arkansas, but for the entire community.
 And while we focus here on the positive benefits for the fresh young faces who re-
ceive an autograph or a kind word of encouragement from a Razorback, we 
know that there is a considerable impact upon our student-athletes, our 
future leaders.  The opportunity to give back impresses upon them that 
no matter their personal circumstances when they arrived in Fayetteville, 
they have a chance to not only improve their lives, but touch the lives of 
others.
Several Razorbacks shared some putt-putt time with 
young fans as a part of Make a Difference Day. 
Razorback athletes from all sports participated in 
various community service activities across the city 
of Fayetteville. 
At left:  the Razorback men’s basketball team served 
meals over the Thanksgiving holiday.  Above:  members 
of the Razorback gymnastics team take part in 
Razorback Relief: Operation Haiti helping to package 
more than 1.4 million meals in 24 hours.
Razorback student-athletes are regular 
speakers at both Book Hogs Read To 
Win and Sweat Hogs, a program that 
encourages physical fitness in the 
elementary schools.
Book Hogs is one of the largest department 
outreach programs  Razorback student-
athletes are guest readers in elementary 
classrooms and there are contests for 
reading the most books with the winners 
recognized at Razorback sporting events.
Bottom right:  members of the Razorback 
women’s golf team help out a local food 
shelter.
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JEFF LONG
VICE CHANCELLOR FOR INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS AND DIRECTOR OF ATHLETICS
coaches in recent history, to return to the 
college game at Arkansas.
 By the time, Long officially started his 
new position on Jan. 1, 2008, he had al-
ready accomplished a list of tasks vital to 
the short and long-term health of the Ra-
zorback program. He had begun the process 
of carefully blending the men’s and wom-
en’s athletic departments into one unified 
department and establishing a new admin-
istrative structure. Under Long’s leadership, 
Arkansas revised policies governing class at-
tendance, drug testing, the NCAA Opportu-
nity Fund as well as other compliance and 
business office procedures. The academic 
support services division was re-organized 
and a formal division of student life was 
created focusing on student-athlete devel-
opment and community service.
 Long was busy on external issues as 
well. In 2008, Arkansas returned to the 
classic Razorback logo. The new branding 
was featured in the launch of a new website 
ArkansasRazorbacks.com. In 2009-10, Ar-
kansas hosted a year-long celebration com-
memorating “100 Years of the Razorbacks” 
and launched a new official newspaper of 
the department, Inside Razorback Athletics.  
 Long worked tirelessly to maintain 
long-time relationships and to forge new re-
lationships for the benefit of the Razorback 
program including extending Arkansas’ 
relationship with War Memorial Stadium 
in Little Rock. Long was also instrumen-
tal in helping re-establish the Razorbacks’ 
presence in Texas, partnering with former 
Razorback Jerry Jones to develop the South-
west Classic, a 10-year football series with 
Texas A&M played at the new Dallas Cow-
boys Stadium.
 Perhaps his most impressive accom-
plishment came when he brokered a new 
partnership with ISP to form Razorback 
Sports Properties. As economic indicators 
 Entering his third full year as Vice 
Chancellor and Director of Athletics, Jeff 
Long has not only guided the University 
of Arkansas’ Department of Intercollegiate 
Athletics through a period of unprecedent-
ed transition, he has transformed and re-
vitalized a tradition-rich athletics program 
encompassing 19 sports and more than 460 
student-athletes. Long has not only accept-
ed, but embraced the challenge of leading a 
Razorback program that serves as a source 
of pride for so many at the University of 
Arkansas, in all corners of the state and 
to thousands of Razorbacks all around the 
world.
 Long has established a multi-faceted 
combined athletics program uniformly 
committed to the development of student-
athletes academically, athletically and so-
cially. A part of Chancellor G. David Gear-
hart’s Executive Committee, Long and other 
members of the campus leadership team 
are charged with developing policies and 
charting the course for the future of higher 
education at the University of Arkansas. 
Since his arrival, Long and his staff have 
re-engaged the athletic department with 
the university community working to more 
fully integrate Razorback Athletics into the 
campus environment. Razorback Athletics 
stepped forward with a $1 million gift to 
support the university’s academic mission 
in 2009-10 which brought the department’s 
support of the greater university communi-
ty to nearly $4 million. The department has 
pledged another $1 million gift for 2010-11. 
 The success of Long’s approach can be 
measured in part by the remarkable accom-
plishments of the Razorback program in 
his tenure. Arkansas has captured six con-
ference championships and advanced to 
40 NCAA post-season competitions while 
drawing more than a million fans annually 
to campus to cheer on the Razorbacks. 
 In the classroom, the Razorbacks ex-
ceed national APR multi-year rate stan-
dards in 18 of 19 sports. For the first time 
in program history, all 19 sports exceeded 
the yearly APR benchmark rate in the most 
recent report (2008-09). The academic suc-
cess has coincided with a transformation 
of the program’s academic achievement 
approach from maintaining eligibility to 
focusing on student-athlete advancement 
towards a college diploma.  
 In the community, Razorback student-
athletes are more active than ever volun-
teering more than 2,500 hours of time in 
between the rigors of school and athletic 
practice and competition. Community out-
reach initiatives including Lift Up America, 
Book Hogs, Sweat Hogs, Razorback for a 
Day and Razorback Relief have Razorback 
student-athletes making a difference in Ar-
kansas and around the world. In 2009-10, 
the Lee Spencer Cup was established to an-
nually recognize the Razorback team that 
earns distinction in the classroom, in ath-
letic competition, in personal development 
and in the community.
 Administratively, landmark agree-
ments have been negotiated with ISP and 
with Southeastern Conference televi-
sion partners to guarantee future revenue 
streams and secure the financial base of the 
program in uncertain economic times. 
 Even the most optimistic outlook 
would have been hard pressed to foresee 
the level of success that the Razorback pro-
gram would attain in such a short time after 
Long was selected to replace legendary ath-
letic director and former Razorback football 
coach Frank Broyles in 
September of 2007. 
Before Long officially 
took the reins, Arkan-
sas announced that it 
would combine its pre-
viously independent 
men’s and women’s 
athletic programs into 
one combined athletic 
program.
 Shortly af-
ter that announce-
ment, Long was busy 
engineering the first 
coaching search of his 
tenure. Long not only 
found the next head 
football coach, he con-
vinced Bobby Petri-
no, one of the most 
successful collegiate 
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“WE WILL PROVIDE OPPORTUNITIES FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES TO ACHIEVE THEIR 
FULLEST POTENTIAL ACADEMICALLY, ATHLETICALLY AND SOCIALLY, WHILE 
COMPETING SUCCESSFULLY AT THE HIGHEST LEVEL.”
The Long Family:  Christina, Fanny, Stephanie and Jeff.
the six Bowl Championship Series leagues.
 Prior to assuming his current roles at 
Arkansas, Long served for four years as the 
athletic director at Pittsburgh. During his 
tenure, Long redefined Pitt athletics, most 
notably through the “Quest for Excellence” 
campaign.  Designed to enhance the stu-
dent-athlete experience for Panther athletes 
through scholarship endowments and capi-
tal gifts for facility construction and reno-
vation, the Quest resulted in almost $34 
million in just over two and a half years.  
 His commitment to building the Pitt 
athletics brand resulted in a new primary 
mark for the Panthers which returned the 
powerful “PITT” brand to Pittsburgh. He es-
tablished a partnership with adidas for uni-
forms and apparel for all 19 Pitt teams and 
an agreement with ISP Sports.  
 Long’s four-year tenure added up to 
Pittsburgh becoming one of the nation’s 
top programs, notably the Panthers’ selec-
tion as the No. 17 overall program in the 
nation in the December 2006 Sports Illus-
trated on Campus’ All-Sport Rankings.
 As an athletic leader, Long was a key 
advocate for the Big East during the league’s 
time of membership transition. Due in part 
to his leadership, the Big East maintained 
its position as a key member of the Bowl 
Championship System, and the Pitt Pan-
thers earned the Big East’s automatic berth 
in 2004 at the Tostitos Fiesta Bowl. Along 
with his tenure on the Executive Council, 
Long also served on the NCAA’s Sports Wa-
gering Task Force in 2004, and as a member 
of the Executive Committee of the Division 
I-A Athletic Directors’ Association.
 Before arriving at Pitt, Long was senior 
associate athletic director at Oklahoma for 
two and a half years. Responsible for the 
external affairs of the Sooners, he oversaw 
key brand areas of marketing and promo-
tions, licensing, media relations, ticketing, 
radio and television rights and SoonerVi-
sion productions. In addition, Long was 
the primary administrator for the Sooners’ 
highly successful football and men’s basket-
ball programs, along with sport supervision 
of baseball, wrestling and both golf teams.
 Long’s first appointment as a director 
of athletics was at Eastern Kentucky where 
he served for two and a half years. He made 
several revisions to the EKU athletic infra-
structure and completed several facility 
projects. Long created the first modern cor-
porate partner and sponsorship structure at 
EKU.  Prior to Eastern, Long had a brief stay 
with Virginia Tech as an associate athletics 
director.
 He began his career in college athletic 
administration at Michigan, hired by leg-
endary coach and athletics director, the 
late Bo Schembechler. During his seasons 
with the Wolverines, Long was promoted 
through a series of posts to the position of 
associate athletics director.
 A former two-sport athlete at Ohio 
Wesleyan, Long earned seven varsity let-
ters for the Bishops in football and baseball 
before completing his degree in economics 
in 1982. He started his post-graduate career 
in athletics as a graduate assistant football 
coach at the cradle of coaches, Miami Uni-
versity of Ohio. Long earned his master’s 
in education at Miami in 1983, moving on 
to football staff positions at Rice, Duke and 
N.C .State prior to joining Michigan.
 An Ohio native from Kettering, Long 
is married to the former Fanny Gellrich 
of Ann Arbor, Mich. The Longs have two 
daughters, Stephanie and Christina.
were beginning to point toward challeng-
ing economic times, Long signed Arkansas 
to a deal that will guarantee the Razorback 
program $73 million in the next 10 years. 
Long recently negotiated an extensive all 
sports apparel and footwear all sports agree-
ment with NIKE, Inc. that will outfit all 19 
Razorback sports programs through the 
2014-15 season.  
 A number of athletic facilities have 
also seen a transformation with Bud Walton 
Arena undergoing extensive renovations, 
including replacement of the lower seating 
bowl and the addition of courtside seating, 
ribbon boards and a courtside club room. 
In the spring of 2009, Bogle Park, arguably 
the nation’s best softball facility, was dedi-
cated on the Arkansas campus and a new 
synthetic playing surface was installed at 
Donald W. Reynolds Razorback Stadium. 
Long remains committed to maintaining 
Arkansas’ reputation as the home to some 
of the nation’s best playing venues while 
targeting much needed facility improve-
ments crucial to the overall development of 
student-athletes. The department recently 
commissioned a master facilities plan to as-
sess facility needs for the future success of 
the Razorback program.
 Arkansas’ program flourished in Long’s 
first year, finishing 24th in the NACDA Di-
rectors Cup, its best finish in nearly a de-
cade. In his first full year at the helm, Ar-
kansas scored a program-record 730 points 
on its way to a 25th-place finish. The 
back-to-back top 25 Directors Cup finishes 
marked only the second time in school his-
tory the Razorbacks accomplished that feat. 
 A veteran administrator with a track 
record of the highest commitment to the 
concept of “student-athlete,” Long has 
had more than two decades experience in 
athletic administration at the Division I 
level including at the University of Pitts-
burgh, University of Oklahoma, University 
of Michigan, Virginia Tech University and 
Eastern Kentucky University prior to arriv-
ing at Arkansas. While known as an inno-
vator in athletic department management, 
Long also understands the coach’s perspec-
tive from time spent in coaching and ad-
ministrative staff positions at Duke Uni-
versity, Rice University and North Carolina 
State University.
 On the forefront of NCAA governance, 
Long served on the NCAA Management 
Council as one of the athletic administra-
tors who oversaw the operations and regu-
lation for Division I. His experience as an 
athletic director and administrator in Amer-
ica’s most prestigious conferences – the Big 
12, Big Ten, Big East, Atlantic Coast and 
now SEC gives Long a uniquely informed 
perspective on intercollegiate athletics. 
During his career, Long has served in five of 
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ARKANSAS SENIOR STAFF
 For almost three decades, Bev Lewis is synonymous with the University of Arkansas and Razorback women’s 
sports teams. While the 2007-08 season was her 27th season at the University, it also proved one of the most im-
portant in her time at Arkansas. Lewis was a key player in the decision to bring together the University’s men’s and 
women’s departments. Starting on Jan. 1, 2008, she became an associate vice chancellor for the University and the 
executive associate athletic director of the unified Razorback Athletic Department.
 Lewis, the former women’s athletic director, now serves as associate vice chancellor and executive associate 
athletic director for administration and sport programs. Lewis is also the coordinator of a five-member sport admin-
istrator group that provides day-to-day administrative support for each of Arkansas’ 19 sports. Lewis is the sport ad-
ministrator for women’s basketball, men’s and women’s cross country, men’s and women’s track and field, men’s and 
women’s golf, gymnastics, softball and volleyball. In addition, Lewis is the primary administrator working with the 
Razorbacks’ strength and conditioning units and athletic training and sports medicine program as well as overseeing 
the media relations and new media divisions. She also serves as a liaison to the faculty senate and the faculty athletic 
committee, and coordinates the department’s NCAA certification, Title IX compliance and strategic planning.
 The largest portion of her service to the university was her 19-year tenure as the Director of Women’s Athletics. As a result of her strong em-
phasis on the classroom, Razorback female student-athletes received numerous academic honors  including national academic All-American of the 
year, team academic national titles and the University’s first two SEC/H. Boyd McWhorter Scholar-Athletes of the Year.
 Her leadership was also a part of the success of the University’s Campaign for the Twenty-First Century. Lewis directed Women’s Athletics 
to over $11.5 million in direct support for women’s teams. During the campaign, Lewis received one of her greatest personal honors as Bob and 
Marilyn Bogle requested that Arkansas’ $6 million facility be named the Bev Lewis Center for Women’s Athletics. 
 In 1998, she was voted into the University of Arkansas Hall of Honor by the University’s letterwinners in recognition of her contributions 
both as a coach and an administrator. 
 Lewis served collegiate athletics at the highest level as an administrator, first with the NCAA Championship Cabinet and most recently on 
the NCAA Management Council.
 Prior to assuming the duties of AD, Lewis was women’s cross country and track coach. Her Arkansas coaching  milestones included the first 
women’s squad to achieve a national ranking and the first conference championship team with the 1988 Southwest Conference Cross Country 
Championships. 
 Lewis earned her bachelor’s degree from Central Michigan in 1979 and followed it with her master’s from Purdue prior to her arrival at Ar-
kansas in 1981.
 Her husband, Harley, is the former athletic director at the University of Montana, former assistant director of championships with the NCAA, 
and former development officer at Arkansas.
BEV LEWIS
ASSOCIATE VICE CHANCELLOR AND EXECUTIVE ASSOCIATE AD
 Overseeing all aspects of compliance and aca-
demics, Jon Fagg joined the University of Arkansas 
as a senior associate athletic director for compliance 
and student-athlete services in the summer of 2008. 
He serves as member of the senior management 
group for the Department of Intercollegiate Athlet-
ics.
 Fagg’s department supervision of NCAA and Southeastern Conference rules 
compliance and education is a new position for Arkansas.  In addition to report-
ing directly to the vice chancellor and director of athletics, Fagg will have an 
informational reporting relationship on compliance issues with the University’s 
Office of the General Counsel.
 In addition to compliance, Fagg also supervises the student-athlete services 
depart ment which advises and offers support to more than 450 Razorback stu-
dent-athletes. 
 Fagg joined the Razorback staff after spending the past seven years at North 
Carolina State University. Hired at North Carolina State in March 2001, he served 
four and half years as an assistant athletics director for compliance before being 
promoted to associate athletics director for compliance in the fall of 2005.
 While with the Wolfpack, Fagg’s responsibilities included coordinating all 
aspects of the NCAA compliance program, including rules education for inter-
collegiate staff and related university personnel, and advisement, education and 
interpretations regarding NCAA rules and regulations.
 Prior to his tenure at North Carolina State, Fagg spent three years as the as-
sistant athletics director for compliance at Fresno State University. He also served 
one year as director of compliance for the Big South Conference. 
 His first athletics administrative experience came at Mars Hill College where 
he handled compliance duties as well as serving as an assistant coach for the foot-
ball team for three seasons.
 His coaching experience also includes a stint as an assistant coach at David-
son from February 1992 to June 1993 and as a GA coach at his alma mater, the 
University of Arizona, from January 1991 to February 1992.
 Fagg and his wife Amanda have three children: Jon Madison and twins, 
Reed and Ellie.
MATT TRANTHAM
SENIOR ASSOCIATE AD FOR 
INTERNAL OPERATIONS
 Overseeing Razorback facilities, event 
management and equipment operations, 
Matt Trantham begins his third year at the 
University of Arkansas as the senior associate 
athletic director for internal operations. 
 Supervising several major projects in 
his first year with the Razorbacks, Trantham guided the $2.5 million 
renovation of Bud Walton Arena and the $1.3 million restoration of 
synthetic playing surface at Donald W. Reynolds Razorback stadium in 
2008-09.  This year, he is overseeing the Master Plan currently under-
way for all athletic facilities.
 Prior to joining Arkansas, Trantham began his career with the 
Sooners in July 1999 as the promotions director for the athletic depart-
ment where he worked with all 20 of OU’s teams. He was named assis-
tant athletic director for event management in 2004 and was promoted 
to associate athletic director in 2006. 
 In his role as associate AD for event management, Trantham over-
saw more than 500 events a year, coordinated the efforts of more than 
1,500 event staff members and was responsible for activities within 
13 athletic facilities. He also served as OU’s liaison with all postseason 
events including both Big 12 and NCAA championship competitions.
 Prior to joining the Sooners, Trantham spent five seasons in pro-
fessional sports in Washington, D.C. Trantham earned his bachelor’s 
of science degree in business management from Centenary College 
in 1990 and a master’s degree in sports management from the United 
States Sports Academy in 1998.
 Trantham and wife Kristen are parents of two sons, Will and Davis; 
and one daughter, Morgan.
JON FAGG
SENIOR ASSOCIATE AD FOR 
COMPLIANCE AND 
STUDENT-ATHLETE SERVICES
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TRACEY STEHLIK
Associate Athletic Director for Compliance
 Starting her 27th year with the University 
of Arkansas, Tracey Stehlik serves as associate 
athletic director for compliance. She began her 
career as an assistant women’s basketball coach, 
and was a part of the staff that won the only 
women’s hoops conference championships at 
Arkansas. Stehlik worked in a variety of admin-
istrative roles since leaving the court including 
compliance and game management. She and 
husband Wayne have two daughters, Mollie and Maggie.
KEVIN TRAINOR
Associate Athletic Director for 
Public Relations
 Starting his 16th season at Arkansas, Kevin 
Trainor is in his third year as associate athletic 
director and his first as the department’s Public 
Relations Director.  Trainor was a nearly 20 year 
veteran in the media relations office before as-
suming his current role.  A university graduate in 
journalism in 1994, he earned his masters at Ar-
kansas in 2005. Trainor and his wife, the former Ruth Whitehead, are 
the parents of two daughters, Emma and Ellie.
JUSTIN MALAND
Asst. Athletic Director for Facilities
 Justin Maland begins his fourth year as an 
assistant athletic director for facilities and his 
ninth with the Razorback athletic department. 
The Harrison, Ark., native was a catcher at Hen-
drix College, and joined Arkansas through the 
baseball staff in 1999. He earned his master’s in 
sports management from Arkansas in 2001. He 
is married to the former Sarah Parnell, and the 
Malands are the parents of two children, Macy and Jack.
DR. BILL SMITH
Asst. Athletic Director for New Media
 Beginning his 22nd year with the univer-
sity, Dr. Bill Smith manages internet operations 
for the athletic department, ArkansasRazor-
backs.com, and oversees brand compliance and 
printed projects. Smith earned his doctorate at 
the university in 1999, and has been an adjunct 
instructor at both Arkansas in journalism and 
NorthWest Arkansas Community College in his-
tory. He and his wife Libby have two children, 
Will and Ashley.
ERIC WOOD
Asst. AD for  Student-Athlete Development
 Eric Wood begins his second year with Ar-
kansas working to develop programs that con-
tribute to the personal growth and character de-
velopment of Razorback student-athletes.  Wood 
worked in a similar role at the ACC and is the 
current chair of the NCAA Student-Athlete Af-
fairs Advisory Committee.  He also spent a year 
at Wake Forest and at the University of New Haven.  Wood is a 1998 
graduate of Sacred Heart University and was a three-year letterman in 
football.  He earned his Master’s Degree from Clemson in 2000.  Wood 
and his wife Celia are originally from the Bronx, N.Y.  The couple wel-
comed their first child, Eliana Jewel, this year. 
CLAYTON HAMILTON
Associate Athletic Director.
Chief Financial Officer
 Clayton Hamilton joined the university in 
January 2010, assuming oversight of the finan-
cial affairs, business operations, and human re-
sources.  He has over 13 years of financial man-
agement experience, with stops at Colorado, 
Florida State, the Dallas Cowboys, and Cleve-
land Cavaliers.  He is a member of CABMA, and 
served as president in 2008-09. Hamilton gradu-
ated from  Arkansas in 1994 with a bachelor’s degree in accounting, 
and from the U.S. Sports Academy in 1997 with a master’s degree in 
sports management.  Hamilton received his CPA certification from 
the State of Arkansas in 1998.  Hamilton and wife Stephanie have two 
daughters, Lauren and Caylee.
MELISSA HARWOOD-ROM
Associate Athletic Director for 
Student-Athlete Academic Support and 
Achievement
 Serving as the lead coordinator for academ-
ic support for all 19 Razorback sports, Melissa 
Harwood-Rom brings over 20 years of experi-
ence at Arkansas. Joining the university in 1989 
after working with football and men’s basketball 
at Washington State, she developed the former 
women’s athletics department academic system before being named to 
oversee all teams in the summer of 2008. She and university professor 
Curt Rom have two children, Zoe and Clio.
CHRIS POHL
Associate Athletic Director for Events
 A former championships director for the 
NCAA, Chris Pohl begins her seventh season at 
the University of Arkansas. She joined Arkansas 
in 2004 to manage marketing and promotion for 
the women’s sports after 11 years at the NCAA. 
Pohl oversees the event management depart-
ment which coordinates all home and postsea-
son events for the Razorbacks.  Her primary sport 
responsibilities include football, men’s and wom-
en’s basketball and swimming and diving. A 1981 graduate of Central 
Michigan and basketball letterwinner, she earned her master’s in 1984 
from Penn State.
BRIAN PRACHT
Associate Athletic Director for Marketing
 Brian Pracht joined the Razorbacks in July 
2010, with more than 15 years of collegiate mar-
keting and promotions experience working at 
Wichita State, Long Beach State and the South-
land Conference.  His responsibilities at Arkan-
sas include overseeing marketing, promotions, 
ticket sales, licensing in addition to serving as 
the staff liaison with International Sports Prop-
erties (IMG College) and Razorback Sports Proper-
ties (RSP). 
 Pracht graduated in 1994 with a bachelor’s degree in business ad-
ministration from Emporia State in Kansas.  He and his wife Amy have 
two daughters, Caroline and Lily.
ARKANSAS SENIOR STAFF
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RAZORBACK FOUNDATION, INC.
 Performing the 
vital role of sup-
porting the student-
athletes at the Uni-
versity of Arkansas 
with financial sup-
port, the Razorback 
Foundation, Inc., is 
in its fourth decade 
of working along-
side the athletic de-
partment to advance 
Razorback Athletics.
 The goal of the 
foundation is ensur-
ing that the more 
than 460 student-
athletes at Arkansas 
have the equipment, facilities and overall support to achieve the goals of graduation and 
athletic achievement.
 For the first time in school history, all 19 Razorback head coaches and members of 
the athletic department’s executive and senior administrative staffs are members of the 
Razorback Foundation. The pledge of personal support by those inside the department led 
the way for a growth in membership that saw the membership total increase from 10,390 
in November 2008 to 10,530 in June 2009.
 From January to June 2009, Razorback Foundation staff visited with more than 11,000 
people at 50 Razorback Club functions, ranging from chapter meetings to scholarship fun-
draising golf events hosted by local Razorback Clubs.
 Another key factor in raising the profile of the Razorback Foundation and fostering 
membership growth was a renewed commitment to increasing A Club membership (for-
mer Razorback letter winners) and enhancing communication and coordination with Ra-
zorback Clubs throughout the region. To help facilitate communication with all founda-
tion members, a new web site RazorbackFoundation.com was launched.
 The Foundation, officially incorporated and relocated off campus in 1988, has helped 
provide financial aid for the construction for the Broyles Athletic Center (football and 
administrative offices), Charlie Baum Stadium at George Cole Field (baseball), John Mc-
Donnell Field (outdoor track and field), Randal Tyson Track Center (indoor track and field), 
Dills Indoor Tennis Center, the George M. Billingsley Tennis Center (outdoor tennis) and 
Donald W. Reynolds Razorback Stadium (football).
MISSION STATEMENT
 The stated mission of the Razorback 
Foundation, Inc., is to support the athletic 
endeavors of the University of Arkansas Ra-
zorbacks.
 The Foundation assists our student-ath-
letes by providing for scholarships, facilities 
and various programs that enable them to 
realize their dreams of achieving a quality 
college education while participating in  ath-
letics on a nationally competitive level.
MEMBERSHIP LEVELS
 The opportunity to participate in the 
annual fund giving to the Razorback Foun-
dation, Inc., has several levels, beginning at 
the $50 Razorback level and continuing up to 
Broyles-Matthews Scholarship Platinum. For 
more information about levels of giving and 
benefits, please visit the foundation’s website 
at RazorbackFoundation.com.
FRANK BROYLES
Athletic Director Emeritus
 The start of 2008 saw the Razorback Founda-
tion, Inc., welcome a familiar face, a man with a 
high profile and a long track record in athletics -- 
legendary Arkansas athletic director Frank Broyles. 
 The former national champion football coach 
and leader of Razorback 
men’s athletics for almost 
40 years, he closed out a 50-
year career of service to the 
University and is now raising 
support for the University 
and the Razorback program.
 A member of every sig-
nificant college athletics hall 
of fame, Broyles was recently 
named to the NACDA Hall of 
Fame in 2008. His 19-season 
career as the Razorback head football coach included the 1964 
National Championship, seven Southwest Conference titles and a record of 144-58-5.
Harold Horton
Executive Director
Sean Rochelle
Associate Director
Marvin Caston
Assistant Director
Jessica Dorrell
Assistant Director
Jackie Rollins
Chief Financial Officer
Donita Ritchie
Admin. Asst. to
Frank Broyles
Norm DeBriyn
Associate Director
Chris Wyrick
Executive Dir. RSVP
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HOME OF CHAMPIONS
RAZORBACK ATHLETICS
National Championships (1
 in football in 1964, one in 
men’s 
basketball in 1994, 40 in men
’s cross country, track and fiel
d.)  
NCAA Individual Titles (10
2 in men’s and 12 women’s
 cross 
country and track and field, 
two individuals in women’s 
swim-
ming and diving, one wome
n’s golf and one doubles tea
m in 
men’s tennis.)
Conference Team Titles - Th
is number includes team and
 divi-
sional titles won in the SWC a
nd SEC (7 baseball, 27 men’s b
asket-
ball, two women’s basketball, 
34 men’s cross country, 13 wo
men’s 
cross country, 18 football, one
 men’s golf, one soccer, 28 me
n’s in-
door track and field, five men
’s tennis, two women’s tennis
, three 
women’s indoor track, 24 m
en’s outdoor track and field,
 three 
women’s outdoor track and fi
eld, 11 volleyball.)
Conference Individual Title
s - This number includes title
s from 
the SWC and SEC (21 men’s cr
oss country, 11 women’s cross
 coun-
try, one men’s golf, two wome
n’s golf, two gymnastics, two 
swim-
ming and diving, 28 men’s t
ennis, 162 men’s indoor trac
k and 
field, 98 women’s indoor trac
k and field, 199 men’s outdoo
r track 
and field, 64 women’s outdoo
r track and field.)
42
118
179
590
Top:  2006 NCAA Men’s Track and Field Champions. 
Upper right:  Amy Yoder wins an individual National 
Title.  Right:  Stacy Lewis won the 2007 NCAA 
Women’s Golf National Championship. Above:  The 
1994 men’s basketball team returns to celebrate the 
National Championship.  Left:  The men’s track and 
field team won the 2010 SEC Championship.
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MILLION FANS
LET’S CALL THOSE HOGS
1,149,641
65,112
13,182
7,749
4,477
2,505
Total number of fans attending Razorback home 
events in 2009-10
The average home football attendance 
The average home men’s basketball attendance
The average home baseball attendance
Fans who attended the 2010 SEC Softball Tourney at 
Bogle Park
The average home gymnastics attendance
Fans love the Razorbacks and that is easily evidenced by the more than 1 million 
people who were in attendance at last year’s athletic contests. Here’s a look at 
some of the numbers and keep in mind that our attendance totals don’t include 
men’s and women’s cross country, track and field, men’s and women’s tennis, 
and swimming.
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CAMPUS LIFE
OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE MIND, BODY AND SOUL
 The university offers a vibrant 
campus life for its mainly full-time, 
residential undergraduate student pop-
ulation. More than a dozen university 
residence halls can accommodate in 
excess of 4,000 students, and the rest 
live in and around the city of Fayette-
ville. 
 There are over 300 registered stu-
dent organizations including special 
interest, religious, international and 
cultural organizations, as well as hon-
orary and professional service groups. 
Students also may choose to partici-
pate in the university’s Greek system, 
which is made up of 11 sororities and 
17 fraternities.  
 In addition, more than 6,000 stu-
dents, faculty and staff annually partic-
ipate in the intramural sports program, 
which offers activities like bowling 
and table tennis tournaments, and 
sponsors clubs ranging from aikido to 
waterskiing.  Many of these activities 
are conducted at the Health, Physical 
Education, and Recreation building, a 
$14 million, 225,000-square foot facil-
ity that contains 10 racquetball courts, 
four basketball gyms, an indoor track, 
an Olympic size pool, a climbing wall, 
a computer lab, a human performance 
lab and numerous classrooms.
 Culturally and intellectually, the 
academic semesters bustle with fac-
ulty and student musical performanc-
es, theatre productions, art exhibits, 
concerts, poetry readings and visiting 
speakers — both on campus and at 
the adjacent Walton Arts Center.  Re-
cent university programming includes 
outdoor movies at the Greek Theatre, 
comedians, karaoke nights and even a 
hypnotist.
 The university’s Distinguished Lec-
ture Series has featured former heads 
of state, Pulitzer Prize-
winning writers, political 
pundits and humorists, 
and other noteworthy na-
tional and international 
figures and scholars such 
as James Carville, Mary 
Matalin, Ehud Olmert, 
Geraldine Ferraro, James 
Earl Jones, George H.W. 
Bush, and Dave Barry.
RESIDENTIAL 
LIFE
Close to all the uni-
versity 
has to offer
 U n i v e r s i t y 
Housing offers a va-
riety of housing op-
tions within more 
than a dozen resi-
dence halls on cam-
pus. First-year stu-
dents are required 
to live on campus 
and will find many 
options in living 
arrangements and price that entice 
them to stay on campus beyond their 
freshman year – from the suite-style 
facilities of Maple Hill to the interna-
tional living learning community of 
Holcombe Hall to the new apartments 
on Duncan Avenue.
 Maple Hill is a multi-use suite-style 
facility. Students live in double rooms 
in one- and two-bedroom suites, with 
cable television and individual Eth-
ernet connections in each room. The 
residence halls also feature staff apart-
ments, classrooms, conference rooms, 
quiet study rooms and a large fireplace 
lounge.
 Holcombe Hall opened in 1949, 
and is named for Miss Jobelle Hol-
combe, who graduated in 1898 and 
served as the first dean of women from 
1907 to 1913. In 2006, Holcombe Hall 
began the transition to an interna-
tional living-learning community. The 
goal of these communities is to create 
a unique and exciting place for inter-
national exchange and learning at the 
University of Arkansas. Students and 
staff conduct programs in 
Holcombe through the year, but the 
true strength of the community comes 
from the interactions, relationships 
and plans the residents themselves 
build. 
 The newest and most unique cam-
pus residence is Duncan Avenue Apart-
ments. The four-bedroom apartments 
are just minutes walking distance from 
most classrooms and laboratories on 
campus. While this complex offers 
apartment-style living, each student 
has a separate contract – so if an apart-
ment-mate leaves, other roommates 
are not responsible for the departing 
roommate’s charges. The fully fur-
nished apartments include high speed 
Internet, cable television and all utili-
ties except telephone, and also features 
a washer and dryer and full kitchen 
with appliances. It is the first “Green 
Globes” construction project on the 
University of Arkansas campus. 
Visit http://housing.uark.edu to learn 
more about our campus housing options.
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TRADITION
THERE IS NOTHING LIKE A RAZORBACK
A MASCOT LIKE NO OTHER
 The wild hogs known as razorbacks native to the Arkansas wilderness bear no resemblance to the typical barnyard pig of 
today. The untamed razorback hog was a lean, feral animal that was ill-tempered. It fought and defeated anything that crossed 
its path, man or beast. Turn of the 20th century outdoor magazines lauded the razorback as “the most intelligent of all the 
hogs and is likewise the most courageous. . . . He has a clear, farseeing eye.”
 Except for the rare sighting in the Australian Outback, the Razorback only exists today in the form of Arkansas’ players 
and fans. A Russian boar, which closely resembles the wild hog of Hugo Bezdek’s day, currently serves as the official live mas-
cot.
 Tusk III is cared for by the Stokes family of Dardanelle, Ark., and travels to home games and special events for the Razor-
backs. Tusk III is supported by the legacy program known as the Tusk Fund, and fans can participate by sending their support 
care of the Razorback Foundation, Inc.   Tusk III made his debut in 2010 after the unexpected passing of his brother, Tusk II, 
following Arkansas’ AutoZone Liberty Bowl win over ECU in January.
 While yearbook references as early as 1914 of a hog on the sideline at football games, a formal live mascot prior to the 
Tusk line dates back to the 1960s with a series of hogs that represented Arkansas. In addition to appearances at games, they 
have gained a reputation for fierce behavior.
 Big Red III escaped from an exhibit near Eureka Springs in the summer of 1977 and ravaged  the countryside before being 
gunned down by an irate farmer. Another live mascot, Ragnar, was a wild hog captured in south Arkansas by Leola farmer Bill 
Robinson. Before Ragnar’s spree was done, the mighty animal had 
killed a coyote, a 450-pound domestic pig and seven rattlesnakes. 
Ragnar died in 1978 of unknown causes.
THE HOG HAT
 It is true; no Razorback fan’s closet is complete without an of-
ficial Hog Hat. The original style was a hard plastic hat with a long 
snout, rough razorback ridges across the top and wickedly sharp, 
pointed curly-cue tail. The modern versions are often sculpted 
from softer material. Regardless, the Hog Hat is undoubtedly the 
most recognized piece of fan apparel in college athletics. Just ask 
ESPN GameDay’s Kirk Herbstreit as he dons the traditional Hog 
Hat.
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WHY RAZORBACKS?
 Arkansas’ athletic teams have not always been called 
the Razorbacks. During the early years of its athletic his-
tory, the Cardinal served as the University nickname. 
 A lot of things changed in 1909, however, when Ar-
kansas football coach Hugo Bezdek called his players “a 
wild band of Razorback hogs,” after guiding his team to a 
16-0 victory over Louisiana State on October 30, 1909.
 Alluding to the Razorback, characterized by a ridge 
back and tenacious, wild fighting ability, Bezdek never for-
got this idea and often called his team “a fighting band of Razorbacks.”
 This new nickname became increasingly popular and the student body voted to change the official University 
mascot from the Cardinal to the Razorbacks in 1910.
 In the 1920s, “Wooo, Pig, Sooie” was added as the school yell, referred to more commonly as the “Hog Call.”
 There are dozens of Lions, Tigers and Bears, but in all of college a t h l e t i c s there is only one Razorback.  The 
distinctive logo of the Arkansas teams is officially known as the Profile Hog, but is known to many fans as the Helmet 
Hog -- a fixture of the football team’s helmet for almost half a century.
A PROPER HOG CALL
 A chant of “Woo Pig Sooie” is known worldwide as a Hog Call. Just like any 
good tradition, there are lots of versions of the Hog Call (even spellings).
 A properly executed Hog Call is composed of three “calls,” slowly raising 
one’s arms from the knees to above the head during the “Woo.” Traditionalists 
prescribe an eight second “Woo.” The fingers should be wiggled and the “Woo” 
should build in volume and pitch as the arms rise.
 Upon completion of the “Woo,” both arms are brought straight down with 
fists clinched as if executing a chin-up while yelling, “Pig”. The right arm is 
extended up and out with the “Sooie.” 
 A full Hog Call -- the kind one will always hear victorious Razorback teams 
execute after contests -- requires two more Hog Calls, followed immediately by 
a “Razor-Backs” yell, coordinated with a pumping motion of the right arm after 
the third “Sooie.” So, in order, the full Hog Call is:
WOOOOOOOO. PIG. SOOIE!
WOOOOOOOO. PIG. SOOIE!
WOOOOOOOO. PIG. SOOIE!
RAZORBACKS!
ARKANSAS FIGHT
 One of the first tasks of a new Razor-
back is learning to sing the University of 
Arkansas fight song. Arkansas Fight was 
written in the late 1920s. It is a unique 
tune, fitting of the only college in Ameri-
ca with a Razorback mascot. Several other 
colleges have adapted the tune, but the 
lyrics remain unique to Arkansas. 
Hit that line! Hit that line!
 Keep on going!
Take that ball right
 down the field!
Give a cheer. Rah! Rah!
Never fear. Rah! Rah!
Arkansas will never yield!
On your toes, Razorbacks,
 to the finish,
Carry on with all your might!
For it’s A-A-A-R-K-A-N-S-A-S
 for Arkansas!
Fight! Fight! Fi-i-i-ight!
RAZORBACK SPIRIT SQUADS
 Along with being a Razorback, serv-
ing as a Razorback cheerleader has a long 
tradition at the University of Arkan-
sas. Currently, the Razorbacks have two 
squads, a Red and White, that inspire the 
crowds at all home sporting events. 
 Arkansas also has a dance team, the 
Razorback Pom Squad, which performs 
at halftime of many events. Members 
of the Pom Squad also serve at baseball 
games as RBI Girls. Arkansas has a team 
of uniformed mascots, led by the origi-
nal Big Red, the Fighting Razorback. Sue 
E. joined the family along with kid-sized 
Pork Chop in the late 1990s. Boss Hog is a 
9-foot-tall inflatable mascot that rounds 
out the team.
 Jean Nail serves as the coordinator 
for cheerleaders and mascots. For more 
information on the cheer squads and 
tryouts, go to the Spirit Squad section of 
ArkansasRazorbacks.com.
THE UA ALMA MATER
 Brodie Payne and Henry Tovey wrote 
the University of Arkansas Alma Mater in 
the early 1900s. They were inspired by 
the Ozark Mountain sunrise as it illumi-
nated Old Main. 
Pure as the dawn on the brow of thy beauty, 
Watches thy Soul 
 from the mountains of God.
Over the fates of thy children departed,
Far from the land
 where their footsteps have trod.
Beacon of hope in the ways dreary lighted,
Pride of our hearts that are loyal and true.
From those who adore unto one who
 adores us,
Mother of Mothers, we sing unto you.
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FAYETTEVILLE
SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE
Fayetteville’s famous Dickson Street is much more than a college hangout, adding upscale condominiums and specialty retail to its long-standing reputation 
as the center of entertainment and dining. From hosting major national events like Bikes, Blues and BBQ or serving as the final resting place for the goal posts 
after Razorback football upsets, one thing remains constant -- Dickson is the heart of what’s happening.
 Characterized 
by unmatched out-
door activities, a 
vibrate night life 
and cultural and 
educational op-
portunities, Fay-
etteville has some-
thing for everyone.
   From Robert 
Redford to James 
Earl Jones, the University of Arkansas 
hosted numerous famous speakers in re-
cent years through its Distinguished Lec-
ture Series.  Rang-
ing from political 
satirist, now sena-
tor, Al Frankin, 
political consul-
tant Mary Matlin 
to CNN’s Ander-
son Cooper, and 
to former world 
leaders like George 
FAYETTEVILLE ARKANSAS 
INFORMATION
#4  Best Places for Business and Career  
 Forbes Magazine
#7  Top College Sports Towns  
 Forbes.com
#7  Best Places to Live, Work and Play 
 Kiplingers’
#9  Healthiest Housing Market 
 National Builders
H. W. Bush to Is-
raeli prime min-
ister Ehud Barak, 
vice presidential 
candidate Geral-
dine Ferraro and 
the former Prime 
Minister of Paki-
stan the late  Bena-
zir Bhutto. Sports figures such as Magic 
Johnson and Apolo Ohno have been on 
campus.  We’ve also had one of our more 
famous former law professors speak sev-
eral times, President Bill Clinton.
 The Fayetteville campus hosts sever-
al concerts each year and recent perform-
ers include sold-out performances by TI, 
Foo Fighters and John Mayer in Barnhill 
Arena.  Special events bring artists rang-
ing from B.B. King to Keith Urban and 
Carrie Underwood to Reynolds Razor-
back Stadium.
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Bentonville also hosts many of the 
area’s exciting outdoor opportunities 
with lake access, camping, golf and 
other recreational outlets.
THE AMP
 Every summer, Northwest 
Arkansas comes alive with the 
sound of music at the Arkan-
sas Music Pavilion.  The AMP 
plays host to headliners, new-
comers and local artists in an 
outdoor concert setting.  The 
2010 schedule included Levon 
Helm, Blue Oyster Cult, Geor-
gia Satellites, Indigo Girls, Goo 
Goo Dolls, Ted Nugent, Gary 
Allan, Eil Young Band and Co-
rey Smith, Colby Caillat, STS9, 
Cross Canadian Ragweed, Pat 
Travers and Rick Derringer 
and the Black Crowes.
THE NORTHWEST
ARKANSAS NATURALS
 The Northwest Arkansas 
Naturals enjoyed their sec-
ond summer in Springdale in 
2010.  The Naturals are mem-
bers of the Texas League and 
have a schedule that runs from 
April-September.  Numerous 
promotional events including 
concerts, fireworks and special 
events surround nearly every 
home game at ARVEST Ball-
park.
NORTHWEST ARKANSAS
COME AND EXPLORE
 While Fayetteville is home to the 
University of Arkansas, its location 
in the Northwest corner of the state 
broadens the borders of this college 
territory.  With Springdale, Rogers 
and Bentonville to the North, Siloam 
Springs to the West and Fort Smith 
to the South of Fayetteville, it’s easy 
to see how Northwest Arkansas is in 
the center of all the action.
SPRINGDALE
 With a population around 
65,000, Springdale is anchored by 
the world headquarters of Tyson 
Foods.  It is home to museums, 100 
houses of worship, theaters and great 
dining.  It is also home to the North-
west Arkansas Naturals, Kansas City’s 
Double A affiliate.
ROGERS
 Rogers boasts a population 
around 50,000 and is home to Mercy 
Medical Center.  Just minutes from 
Fayetteville, Rogers has some of the 
area’s best shopping and dining op-
tions.
BENTONVILLE
 Bentonville’s population has 
blossomed to more than 29,000. 
North
west Arkansas Community College is 
located here, and it is the home to 
Walmart, the world’s largest retailer. 
In addition, several of Walmart’s larg-
est vendors make their homes in the 
area as well making this an exciting 
place for new graduates to explore. 
NORTHWEST ARKANSAS 
INFORMATION
-The population of Northwest Arkansas 
is around 420,000.
-It is recognized as one of the fastest 
growing areas in the United States.
-The regional airport (XNA) offers sev-
eral daily departures, with direct jet 
service to Atlanta, Charlotte, Chicago, 
Cincinnati, Dallas/Ft. Worth, Denver, 
Detroit, Houston, Las Vegas, Los An-
geles, Memphis, Minneapolis/St. Paul, 
Newark, New York and Orlando.
BIKES, BLUES AND BBQ
 Fayetteville and the Northwest 
Arkansas area celebrated the 10th 
Annual Bikes, Blues and BBQ event 
in 2009 and are eagerly anticipating 
the 2010 fall event as well.
 The Bikes, Blues and BBQ rally 
is the third-largest bike rally in the 
country behind Sturgis and Daytona 
Beach and the 2009 attendance num-
bers were around 350,000 people.
 This year’s event begins Sept. 29, 
and the family-friendly rally helps 
area charities.  The event was estab-
lished in 2000 and more than one 
half million dollars has been raised. 
Blues concerts and great food are 
all part of the fun on this rumbling 
weekend. 
WALTON ARTS CENTER
 Just off campus in the heart of 
Fayetteville is home to the Walton 
Arts Center.  The WAC hosts numer-
ous concerts, theater productions, 
classes and events with headliners 
such as Beauty and the Beast, Mom-
ma Mia! and the Blue Man Group 
just to name a few.  Shows and events 
run year round.
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FACILITIES
HOME OF THE RAZORBACKS
1. Donald W. Reynolds Razorback Stadium (72,000)
 Recently renovated in 2001...Home of football museum...one of the largest sports venue video boards
2. Bud Walton Arena (19,200)
 Fifth-largest on-campus hoops facility in nation.
3. Baum Stadium (10,731)
 Inaugural season in 1994-95...Several expansions...Host of several NCAA events including 
 2010 regional
4. Bogle Park (1,346)
 Inaugural season in 2009...Host of 2010 SEC Championship...Chairback seating...Skyboxes
5. Randal Tyson Track Center (5,000)
 Named for Randal Tyson in recognition of the lead gift from the Tyson Family...Host of nine
 NCAA Men’s and Women’s Indoor Track and Field Championships
6. John McDonnell Field (7,000)
 Named for legendary track coach John McDonnell in 1998...Host of 2009 NCAA Outdoor 
 Track and Field Championships
7. Agri Cross Country Park
 Year-round dedicated cross country training and competition facility
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
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FACILITIES
HOME OF THE RAZORBACKS
8. Fred and Mary Smith Golf Facility
 Opened 2004...Blessings Golf Course...Indoor practice bays and video analysis...dedicated putting and 
 chipping areas on all surfaces
9. Barnhill Arena - Gymnastics (8,500)
 Inaugural season for gymnastics in 2003...Host of 2006 and 2009 NCAA Regional
10. Barnhill Arena - Volleyball (8,500)
 Converted to volleyball facility in 1994...Host of several NCAA first and second round matches
11. Arkansas Natatorium (1,500)
 Inaugural season in 1985...renovations in 1996, 2003, 2007...diving area with 5 meter and 10 meter 
 platforms as well as 1 meters and 3 meters boards...Long and short course events.
12. Razorback Field (1,000)
 Inaugural season in 1992...Renovated in 2001 and 2010 
13. Billingsley Tennis Center (1,500)
 Renovated in 2008...Elevated stadium seating for 10 outdoor courts
14. Dills Indoor Courts (1,500)
 Only six-court indoor facility in the SEC...Chairback seating added in 2004...Lead gift from the 
 Dills family
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
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FACILITIES
HOME OF THE RAZORBACKS
WALKER FAMILY TRAINING CENTER
-Opened Jan. 18, 2005
-Headquarters to the Razorback strength and conditioning program
-38,000 square foot facility...110 yards long overlooking the Razorback indoor and outdoor football practice fields
-19,000 square foot weight room
-19,000 square foot conditioning area
-Nutritional area with juice bar and protein machines
-13 42-inch flat-screen televisions
-On-site athletic training room
WILLARD AND PAT WALKER PAVILION
-Opened in 1998 and resurfaced in 2002
-Made possible by a gift from Willard and Pat Walker
-76,000 square feet of usable space
-Full-size football field including end zones and sidelines
-Height of 52 feet
-Home to the primary Razorback weight room
-Camden and Sue Greene Speed Development Center 
 features sprint and sand lanes
SUTTON STRENGTH AND CONDITIONING CENTER
-Opened in April 2004
-7,000 square foot strength and conditioning area
-Located within the Lewis Center
-Dedicated to the physical training needs for female
 student-athletes
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